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In hierarchical reinforcement learning (HRL), an autonomous agent adopts
a divide-and-conquer approach to solve large, complex problems by recur-
sively decomposing the root problem into smaller tasks, and systematically
solving the subtasks at different levels of abstraction. We propose context sen-
sitive reinforcement learning (CSRL), a new model-based approach to HRL
that exploits shared knowledge and selective execution at different levels of
abstraction to efficiently solve large, complex problems. CSRL has the follow-
ing advantages over existing HRL methods. First, CSRL does not require the
full set of tasks and primitive actions to be specified. In existing HRL works, a
task has to be a well-defined SMDP with its own terminal states and local re-
ward functions. CSRL does not require the programmer to specify every detail
of the subtask lower in the hierarchy. In complex problems, it is often the case
that the programmer has information about task decomposition at the con-
ceptual level, but does not have details about the subgoal states lower in the
hierarchy. Second, CSRL facilitates efficient experience sharing between sim-
ilar subtasks or tasks with overlapping features. Knowledge sharing makes
CSRL very sample efficient and requires less exploration than existing HRL
methods. Third, in addition to solving problems where tasks are sequentially
executed, CSRL can handle problems where multiple tasks are active at the
same time. CSRL agent can optimize towards multiple tasks simultaneously,
and adjust its behavior based on the presence of other tasks rather than blindly
following the task policy.
The CSRL framework consists of two components: task learning for
learning the transition model of each task and hierarchical execution for ac-
tion selection and high level reasoning. The framework adopts a new tran-
sition dynamics learning algorithm that identifies the common action-feature
combinations of the subtasks. This task learning mechanism, called common
task abstraction (CTA), can efficiently learn the transition dynamics of every
task in the hierarchy. We analyze the sample complexity of the CTA methods
and demonstrate that our approach leads to superior performance in prob-
lems where other HRL approaches fail to do so. We propose two hierarchical
execution mechanisms: task as options (CSRL-SMDP) and dynamic (CSRL-
Dynamic). CSRL-SMDP treats each task as an option, and we show that by
evaluating subtask execution through simulation, our proposed CSRL-SMDP-
SIMU is sample efficient and converges in fewer episodes. The second hier-
archical execution approach, CSRL-Dynamic, supports multiple tasks being
active simultaneously. The CSRL-Dynamic agent can optimize its behavior
towards multiple active tasks, and re-plan by defaulting to the global model
if necessary.
The framework is sample efficient, and tolerates uncertain and incom-
plete problem characterization of the subtasks. We test the framework on com-
mon benchmark problems and complex simulated robotic environments. It
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We can only see a short distance ahead, but we can see plenty there that
needs to be done.
– Alan Mathison Turing
Automated planning and scheduling is an important branch of artifi-
cial intelligence research, where an AI agent needs to find a sequence of ac-
tions to reach a goal state from a starting state. Planners are used in computer
games, military logistics, autonomous space rovers, etc. Classical planners
have achieved great success in deterministic domains, where the initial state
and goal state are known, and actions have deterministic effects. In more com-
plex domains, however, actions are often non-deterministic, and their effects
are uncertain.
In probabilistic planning, we often model the environment as a Markov
decision process (MDP). MDPs have found many real world applications,
such as in fish harvesting (Williams, 1996), agricultural decisions (Peyrard,
Sabbadin, and Aubertot, 2007), finance (Ba¨uerle and Riede, 2011), and guid-
ing dementia patients through activities of daily living (Boger et al., 2006). A
closely related concept is reinforcement learning (RL), where the agent needs
2to plan in environments with unknown dynamics. A model-based reinforce-
ment learner has to learn the underlying environment as well as making a
plan to complete its task goals.
Both the MDP and RL frameworks face the “curse of dimensionality”,
in which a linear increase in the number of state features leads to an exponen-
tial increase in the size of state space, making it computationally prohibitive
to derive the solution. We believe that hierarchical structure and reasoning
at different levels of abstraction is effective in handling large state spaces. In
classical planning, hierarchical task network (HTN) (Erol, Hendler, and Nau,
1994) planners are successful because they first generate a plan of high-level
activities, then decompose them into low-level actions. Similarly, in proba-
bilistic environments, by decomposing the problem into tasks, a hierarchical
reinforcement learning (HRL) agent can handle the complexity much better
than a traditional RL agent.
There are mainly three different approaches to HRL (Barto and Ma-
hadevan, 2003). The first approach is the options framework (Sutton, Precup,
and Singh, 1999) that uses temporally abstract actions to speed up learning
and planning. The agent considers an option as a single action, and this con-
verts the underlying MDP to a semi-Markov decision process (SMDP), which
can be solved using value iteration. The second approach is the hierarchical
abstraction machines (HAM) (Parr and Russell, 1997), which are hierarchies
of non-deterministic finite state machines, that impose constraints on the poli-
cies considered by the learning algorithm. The third approach is the MAXQ
value function decomposition (Dietterich, 1998), which reduces the problem
to a hierarchy of SMDPs whose solutions can be learned simultaneously.
There has been very few works in the theoretical development of the
HAM framework. Among them, Andre and Russell (Andre and Russell, 2002)
3extend the expressive power of HAM. However, most recent works focus on
options and MAXQ. A number of works focus on discovery of options and
transfer knowledge through options (Konidaris and Barto, 2007; Konidaris,
Scheidwasser, and Barto, 2012; Soni and Singh, 2006; Brunskill and Li, 2014).
Recent MAXQ based methods focus on different ways to solve the hierarchy,
such as adopting a model-based approach (Jong and Stone, 2008), incorpo-
rating Bayesian priors (Cao and Ray, 2012), using hierarchical Monte-Carlo
planning (Vien and Toussaint, 2015). These methods share the same MAXQ
task hierarchy for representing task decomposition.
Our work is motivated by MAXQ-based methods. MAXQ is more gen-
eral than the option framework. It can be seen as hierarchies of options, where
options are decomposed recursively into smaller options and eventually prim-
itive actions. On the other hand, RL with options can be seen as MAXQ with a
two-level hierarchy. The root problem is first decomposed into options, which
are then decomposed into primitive actions. Our comparison with MAXQ
focuses on both representation and empirical performance. For representa-
tion, the discussion is independent of how the MAXQ task hierarchy is solved.
All MAXQ based methods use the MAXQ task hierarchy, and a weakness in
MAXQ’s representation applies to all the methods.
Despite the success of these works, the existing approaches have a num-
ber of limitations. Our proposed framework aims at addressing all the follow-
ing limitations.
Delayed exploration
Exploration is only possible before an option is started, or after the option
is completed, but not within the option execution as the agent considers an
option as a single action. As a result, these methods require a large number
4of episodes to complete exploration and converge, thus they do not scale well
to large problems. For example, in the MAXQ taxi domain (500 states), R-
MAXQ (Jong and Stone, 2008) can get a good policy in the early episodes, but
it takes around 500 episodes to get the optimal policy, where our method only
takes around 30 episodes.
Unable to adapt to unexpected changes
If the agent is executing an option, it is not able to respond to an unexpected
change in the environment (like a change in the goal) until the current option
is completed. Such unexpected changes are common even in stationary en-
vironments. For example, it may rain with certain probability. If it rains, an
outdoor robot should terminate its current task and navigate to a shelter. Ex-
isting HRL methods usually treat a task like a primitive action, and are unable
to terminate or switch tasks until the current one is completed.
Unable to solve problems with unknown subtask goals
Since every node in the MAXQ task hierarchy is a well-defined SMDP, it must
have its own reward function and goal states. However, for many problems,
it is not possible to specify the goal states beforehand. We will see that there
are a class of problems with unknown subtask goals that cannot be solved by
any MAXQ methods, but can be solved efficiently using our methods. For
example, in order to pick up an item, the programmer needs to specify a list
of possible locations of the item in the MAXQ task hierarchy. If the program-
mer does not have the information of the possible locations, then the problem
cannot be solved by any existing MAXQ methods.
5Weaker optimality
MAXQ methods guarantees to learn a “recursive optimal” policy (Dietterich,
1998), in which the agent always chooses the best child SMDP to execute. This
is weaker than global optimality, where the agent learns the global optimal
policy; and task optimality, where the agent learns the optimal policy with
respect to the task.
Unable to have multiple active tasks
Finally, existing methods cannot perform well in problems where multiple
tasks are active at the same time. With multiple active tasks, the agent needs
to adjust its behavior online, rather than blindly following a task policy.
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 Problem definition
We solve a class of problems that use factored representation and having mul-
tiple subgoals. Factor representation means the states in the problems are de-
scribed by a vector of state variables. For example, real world environments
contain large number of different information, such as temperature, location,
weather, noise level. Such information can be defined as state variables that
collectively describe the current state. Many problems also have multiple sub-
goals, where we can decompose the root problem into tasks, one for achieving
a single subgoal. There are many real world problems that satisfy this require-
ment.
61.1.2 The need for a unified HRL framework
Complex real-world environments often involve a large number of state vari-
ables, and can be decomposed into multiple tasks to achieve different goals.
The tasks can be sequentially ordered or active at the same time. For exam-
ple, in a robot navigation domain, if the robot is in a room, then the task of
navigating to the door and the task of navigating along the corridor are se-
quential. The robot must first leave the room through the door in order to
navigate along the corridor. On the other hand, the navigation tasks and col-
lision avoidance are active at the same time: the robot must navigate to the
destination without hitting an obstacle.
Decision making in complex environments often requires handling dif-
ferent types of tasks: sequential, parallel or incompatible. While existing HRL
works have achieved great success in many areas, most HRL works use tem-
poral abstraction so that a task is treated just as a single action. These methods
perform well in sequential tasks. However, existing HRL approaches fail to
perform well in problems where multiple tasks can be active at the same time.
In such scenarios, the agent should adjust its behavior based on the presence
of other active tasks, rather than blindly following a task policy. A unified
HRL framework, therefore should address the problems involving multiple
active tasks.
It is also desirable for a unified HRL framework to balance between
task-level policy and global environments. The HRL agent can learn a task
level policy that performs optimally. However, in the presence of other tasks,
such task-level policies become suboptimal because they completely ignore
the effects of execution of other tasks.
The HRL framework should also find a balance between planning and
replanning. Once the agent realizes that an action from task level policy is no
7longer appropriate, it should re-plan by focusing on the global environment.
Replanning in our framework is to default to the global model. Our agent will
assess its planned action, and choose to either carry out the action or run a
simulation on the global model to pick a better action. Planning on the global
model is time consuming and the agent needs to strike a balance between
optimality and speed.
Finally, a unified HRL framework should address the limitations we
highlighted previously, such as more efficient exploration and ability to adapt
with unexpected changes in environments.
Our proposed unified framework consists of two levels. In the task
learning level, the agent learns the transition functions for all the tasks as well
as the root problem. The hierarchical execution level determines which ac-
tion the agent should execute. There are two types of hierarchical execution:
“tasks as options” and “dynamic adaptation”. The ”tasks as options” ap-
proach considers each task as an option, and solves the task selection problem
as an SMDP. It is similar to the existing work, but we show that by combin-
ing with the proposed task learning level, it can outperform other state-of-art
HRL methods and with better theoretical guarantees.
The “dynamic adaptation” hierarchical execution level consists of two
components: context reasoning and replanning. The context reasoning com-
ponent allows the agent to optimize towards multiple tasks simultaneously.
The replanning component is activated if the action from task level policies is
assessed to be unsatisfactory, and the agent re-plans by defaulting to global
planning.
Our aim is to work toward such a “unified HRL framework”. We ap-
proach the HRL problems from a new perspective, and demonstrate that the
unified HRL framework is indeed feasible and can perform better in many
8different types of problems.
1.1.3 The taxi example
We use Dietterich’s taxi problem (Dietterich, 1998) and its variants throughout
the thesis. While the problem is almost 20 years old, it is still been extensively
studied in recent works (Vien and Toussaint, 2015; Hallak et al., 2015; Hamidi
et al., 2015), and is the most widely used example for HRL. We use the term
MAXQ taxi to refer to the original taxi problem as it is proposed to demon-
strate MAXQ task hierarchy (Dietterich, 1998).
The MAXQ taxi domain consists of a 5 × 5 gridworld with four land-
marks, labeled as R, G, B and Y. The passenger and his destination are always
one of the four landmarks. There are four state variables: x, y, passenger location
(p), destination (d), where x and y are the location of the taxi, p is the location
of the passenger, which must be one of the four landmarks or “taxi” if the
passenger is in taxi, d represents the destination of the passenger in one of the
four landmarks. The root/global problem of the taxi domain is to pickup the
passenger which must be at one of the landmarks, and putdown him/her at
the destination, which must be another landmark.
There are six actions, which includes movement along the four direc-
tions, pickup and putdown. The movement actions are non-deterministic, with
0.8 probability moving in the intended direction, and 0.1 probability to each
perpendicular direction. The pickup action loads the passenger to the taxi, and
the putdown action drops the passenger at destination. Both of these actions
are deterministic. Each move action has a cost of -1. Executing pickup and
putdown in non-applicable states results a -10 cost. A successful putdown has a
reward of 20.
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Figure 1.1: (a) MAXQ Taxi Domain. (b) MAXQ and R-MAXQ’s task hierarchy
for the taxi problem.
the problem. MAXQ decomposes the problem into two tasks: Get and Put,
which can then be further decomposed into navigation and primitive actions.
Each non-leaf node in the hierarchy is an SMDP where the child tasks become
the action for SMDP in the parent node. For example, in the root SMDP, there
are only two actions, Get and Put. The root node does not interact with prim-
itive actions directly, instead it treats the two child tasks as two actions that
takes multiple time steps to complete. Each non-leaf node in the task hierar-
chy also has an initiation conditions which states when the task can be active.
The Get task is active if the passenger is not in the taxi, and the Put task is
active if the passenger is in the taxi.
The taxi problem is a classic problem in HRL and has been intensively
researched. The need for a unified HRL framework arises when we exam-
ine few variants of the taxi problem. The first variant (scenario V1) is the
“fickle taxi” which is first used by Dietterich (1998) to show that MAXQ-Q
cannot find optimal solution. In this variant, the passenger may change the
destination, after getting into the taxi. MAXQ and option framework cannot
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find the optimal policy because they consider each navigation as a macro ac-
tion. Hence they cannot respond to the change of destination until the current
macro action, which is navigation to the previous destination, is complete.
Our method can handle this variant perfectly, and it will be shown later that
it actually performs slightly better in the fickle taxi problem than the original
taxi problem. We denote the class of problems with unexpected changes in
goals as scenario V1.
In the second variant (scenario V2) of the taxi problem, the passenger
location and destination are no longer limited to the landmarks, and can be
any cell or location in the grid world. The passenger can wander around and
walk towards the taxi, and the destination is not fixed (such as chasing another
car). In the original taxi problem, navigation tasks must be specified with re-
spect to fixed destinations, such as navigating to red landmark or navigating
to yellow landmark. However, since any cell can be the destination, specifying
a navigation task for each cell is not scalable. It also means that the number
of navigation tasks changes in different grid-world configurations. Unlike the
MAXQ taxi, where the passenger must be at the landmark locations, the pro-
grammer does not have the knowledge about the goal states for the navigation
subtask in this variant. Scenario V2 belongs to a class of new problems with
“unknown subtask goals”. This class of problems cannot be solved by any
MAXQ-based method, but it can be handled by our framework.
The third variant (scenario V3) we consider is the two-passenger single-
taxi problem, in which taxi is shared between two passengers. The goal is to
drive two passengers to their respective destinations in the shortest time. It
is possible to share the taxi between the passengers so both can be inside the
taxi at the same time. In this setting, the driver can choose between driving the
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Figure 1.2: The task hierarchy for two passenger taxi.
1.2 shows the task hierarchy for the two passenger problem. There are two Get
and two Put tasks, one for each passenger. There are 8 actions: 4 navigation
actions, 2 PickUp and 2 PutDown for different passengers. In the existing HRL
setting, that means once the agent completes the Get(P1) task, it can choose to
execute the Get(P2) task to get one more passenger or to execute the Put(P1)
task to deliver the passenger to destination. In these works, only one task
can be active at the same time. The agent is either executing a policy from
the Get(P2) task, or a policy from the Put(P1) task. However, a smarter agent
has the ability to adapt its path to destination so that it can pick up another
passenger while driving the first passenger to destination. In such scenario,
the agent is actually optimizing towards two task goals at the same time. We
say that Put(P1) and Get(P2) are active are the same time. It is also desirable for
an agent to have the ability to switch tasks, i.e. to suspend the current Put(P1)
task and switch to a Get(P2) task to get one more passenger and then resume
the suspended Put(P1) operation. In general, scenario V3 represents the class
of problems with many tasks and a huge state space. This class of problems
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can be solved by existing approaches, but they take too many episodes to
converge due to delayed exploration.
Another variant (scenario V4) also involves two passengers sharing a
taxi, and uses the same Figure 1.2 for task decomposition. However, each
passenger has two possible destinations. The taxi only needs to put the pas-
senger in any one of the destinations. For example, a passenger is indifferent
between two restaurants, and is up to the taxi driver to decide the destination.
In this scenario, a task optimal policy may not be globally optimal. The local
optimum is to drive the passenger to the nearest destination, while the global
optimum can be to drive the passenger to another destination so that the taxi
can pickup the second passenger on the way. Scenario V4 requires the agent to
focus on multiple active tasks simultaneously, rather than following the task
optimal policy.
We explain why ours is a better framework to handle aforementioned
problems. First we start by explaining the concept of task and context used
in this thesis, and then we briefly describe the approaches adopted by our
framework.
1.1.4 Task and context
In this work, the concept of task is similar to that in MAXQ and other HRL
work. To be more specific, we define a task i to be a tuple< Ii, Gi, Fi, Ai, Ti, Ri >,
where Ii is the initiation set, Gi is the termination set, and the remaining
< Fi, Ai, Ti, Ri > forms a well defined task MDP. We solve reinforcement learn-
ing problems that consists of multiple goals. We decompose the ground MDP
into multiple task MDPs, where each represents the sub-problem for respec-
tive goal.
As with many existing works in HRL, we assume that the preconditions
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and goals for tasks are given. For example, the precondition for the Put task in
the taxi problem is to have a passenger on board. The goal of a task specifies
the terminating states of the task MDP. In the Put task, the goal is to put the
passenger at the destination. Since tasks are closely linked to the goals, if the
agent has multiple tasks active simultaneously, the agent should optimize its
action towards multiple goals at the same time.
A related concept is “context”. When there are multiple active tasks at
the same time, each active task needs to be assigned a weight to represent its
priority and importance. A context is defined to be a distribution of weights
over the set of active tasks. For example, the task of driving passenger to
destination, and driving passenger to destination while looking for new pas-
sengers share the same Put task, but are considered to be under two different
contexts. A context sensitive agent adjusts its behavior based on the current
context, rather than blindly following the locally optimal task policy. Context
reasoning is an important part of such context-sensitive agent. It includes the
process of weight updating based on new evidence as well as the adaptation
and re-planning during execution.
1.1.5 Our approach
We propose context-sensitive RL (CSRL), a unified HRL framework that in-
corporates a new theory of core task abstraction at the lower levels and hier-
archical execution at the higher level. Though we adopt a similar concept of
task decomposition like other HRL works, our proposed framework differs
from previous approaches in the following three aspects.
1. how to construct the task transition functions and root transition func-
tion efficiently, through a new theory of core task abstraction;
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2. how to combine the task learning and hierarchical execution to form a
single framework with theoretical guarantees on the complexity; and
3. how to adapt when there are multiple, simultaneous active tasks, based
on the current “context”.
We describe the conceptual framework and demonstrate its potential useful-
ness in a set of benchmark experiments. We also test the algorithm in a set of
simulated virtual environments, which are constructed from real-life scenar-
ios, to demonstrate the scalability of the algorithm in more complex domains.
We briefly describe the components of the CSRL framework and why it
can handle the aforementioned problems more efficiently. The approach can
be summarized as the following:
Core task decomposition
While we decompose the original problem into tasks similar to other HRL
methods using CSRL, it also allows further decomposition of tasks into frag-
ments, in addition to smaller tasks. It will be shown that in later chapters that
fragments are more flexible and allows efficient learning from agent’s experi-
ence.
Maintaining both root and task transition dynamics
The CSRL agent maintains both the root transition dynamics and the task tran-
sition dynamics, which are probability distributions that describes the state
transitions. The task transition function focuses on the states and actions with
respect to a task, while the root transition function describes the transition for
the root problem. In the taxi problem, for example, the task transition dynam-
ics for the Get tasks describes how to get a passenger, while the root transi-
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tion dynamics describes the complete environment including both getting the
passenger and putting down the passenger. Maintaining both root and task
transition dynamics allow the agent to choose either task optimal action or
global optimal action, based on the complexity of the problem and available
computing power.
Adjusting task policy based on the context
CSRL supports having multiple tasks active at the same time. It can decide the
relative importance of multiple active tasks and assigns weights to the tasks. It
can then adjust its policy with respect to the situation. Previous HRL works do
not focus on this area, since options and MAXQ treat each task as a blackbox
action, this type of adjustment within the task are not studied. Since CSRL
maintains both task and root transition models, it allows online replanning by
defaulting to the global model through Monte-Carlo simulations.
Empirical evaluations in robot simulator
In addition to the benchmark problems and their variants, we also tested the
framework in simulated virtual environments using the Webots Robot Sim-
ulator (Michel, 2004) with the Nao robot 1. These experiments have huge
state spaces, with the last experiment modeled to be an assistive care scenario,
where the robot is to complete a number of housework for the patient. These





The contributions of this thesis, both in terms of new algorithm as well as
theoretical development which can apply to other work, are as follows:
Firstly, we propose a new theory to learn the transition dynamics ef-
ficiently by exploiting the contextual independence of state features condi-
tional on the action. We introduce an efficient task learning mechanism (CTA-
FRMAX), which combines the theory of core task abstraction with R-MAX ex-
ploration, and can be used to learn both the task transition dynamics and
the root transition dynamics. We also provide the sample complexity of the
method.
Secondly, we define two approaches for hierarchical task selection: “tasks
as options” and dynamic adaptation. The first approach is inspired by exist-
ing work and models tasks as options. We show that by combing the ap-
proach with our task learning theory, our method requires fewer assumptions
to achieve global optimum. We also provide a theoretical guarantee on sample
complexity, which can be applied to not just our work, but also to the general
option learning setting. As far as we are aware, this is the first work to pro-
vide an explicit sample complexity of SMDP learning with non-stationary op-
tions. We propose simulation-based task selection, showing that our proposed
approach leads to better performance than existing methods. The second ap-
proach, dynamic task selection, allows the agent to optimize towards multiple
active tasks, as well as to re-plan online by defaulting to the global model.
Finally, we conduct the experiments through a set of simulated virtual
environments including an assistive care scenario with more than one million
states. Our method is not affected by delayed exploration, and is able to con-
verge in a few episodes, even in large problems. We show that our framework
has the potential to work in complex, real life domains.
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1.3 Thesis organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follow. In Chapter 2, we present some
background work about RL and a literature review of the current related work.
Chapter 3 gives an overview of the framework. Chapter 4 discusses the the-
ory of core task abstraction (CTA), which is used for task learning in our pro-
posed HRL framework. In Chapter 5, we propose a family of CTA methods,
analyze their sample complexity and demonstrate the efficiency of the meth-
ods through empirical experiments. Chapter 6 presents the complete HRL
framework. We discuss two ways for hierarchical execution: the CSRL-SMDP
methods select tasks for execution by modeling the problem of task selection
as an SMDP, while CSRL-Dynamic allows multiple tasks being active simulta-
neously. Chapter 7 examines the performance of the algorithm using a robot
simulator, and shows that our framework has potential to be scaled up to real
world problems. Chapter 8 summarizes the achievements, limitations and a
set of future research problems.
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Background and Literature Review
In this chapter, we summarize the background for the thesis, including Markov
decision process and reinforcement learning. We also review the recent litera-
ture in related areas.
2.1 Markov decision process
Planning in probabilistic domains is often modeled as a Markov decision pro-
cess (MDP). Mathematically, an MDP is a tuple 〈S, A, T, R,γ〉 where S is the
set of states, A is the set of actions, T is the transition function, and R is the
reward function. The transition function T describes the probability of reach-
ing state s′ when executing action a in state s, i.e. T(s, a, s′) = P(s′|s, a). The
reward function R(s, a) is the one-time reward received by executing action
a in state s. Let rt denote the reward received at time t, the goal of the agent
is to maximize the expected accumulated reward E(∑t rt). In infinite hori-
zon problems, as ∑t rt is unbounded, the discount factor γ is introduced, and
the agent attempts to maximize the expected discounted accumulated reward
E(∑t γtrt).
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The solution of an MDP is called a policy. It is a function pi : S → A,
that maps the state space to the action space. Hence a policy specifies an action
a for every state s ∈ S. The optimal policy pi∗ gives the highest expected
accumulated reward for every initial state.
The expected accumulated reward obtained by following a policy is
also known as the value of the policy and denoted as Vpi. It can be seen as
a function Vpi : S → R, that maps each state to its expected accumulated
reward. It is defined recursively as
Vpi(s) = R(s,pi(s)) + γ∑
s′
T(s,pi(s), s′)Vpi(s′) (2.1)
By substituting all |S| states into Equation (2.1), a system of linear equa-
tions with |S| variables can de derived, and can be solved exactly in O(|S|3)
time. If the agent is only interested in knowing Vpi(s) for a single state s, it can
“simulate” the policy on the MDP by treating it as a generative model. The
agent uses state s as the initial state, and follows the policy pi until it reaches
the goal state. It repeats the process a few times, and the average accumulated
reward is an estimate of Vpi(s).
The value function V assigns a real number to each state, which repre-
sents the maximum expected accumulated reward an agent can achieve from
that state, i.e. V(s) = max
pi
Vpi(s). Hence the value of a state s is the value of
the optimal policy using it as the initial state. V(s) = Vpi
∗
(s).
Similarly, the optimal policy pi∗ can also be derived from the value func-
tion, i.e.
pi∗(s) = arg max
a∈A
(





The Q-function Qpi : S× A → R computes the expected accumulated reward
after executing action a in state s, following pi thereafter.
Qpi(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ∑
s′
T(s, a, s′)Vpi(s′) (2.3)
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The value of a state when following policy pi is the maximum value of Q-
function over all possible actions. i.e. Vpi(s) = max
a∈A
Qpi(s, a).
2.1.1 Value iteration and policy iteration
Solving an MDP involves either finding the value function/Q-function or the
optimal policy directly. Value iteration (Bellman, 1957) and policy iteration
(Howard, 1960) are the two most common solvers for MDP with small state
space. Value iteration aims at computing the value function, using which
the agent can derive the optimal policy. Policy iteration, on the other hand,
searches in the policy space to find the policy directly.
Value iteration
The agent first initializes V0, the initial value function, usually by setting V0(s) =
0 for every state s. For each time step t, the agent iteratively updates the value









The agent then computes the maximum difference after the Bellman
update: δ = maxs |Vt(s)− Vt+1(s)|, and repeats the Bellman update until δ is
smaller than a given tolerance threshold. Value iteration has been proved by
Bellman (1957) to converge to optimum.
Policy iteration
Policy iteration separates the Bellman equation into two steps: policy eval-
uation and policy improvement. The agent starts with an initial policy, and
repeats the two steps until the optimal policy is found.
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In the policy evaluation step, the value of the current policy is com-
puted by solving the system of linear equations in (2.1). This calculates the
value of the policy for each state, and allows the policy to be improved in the
next step.
In the policy improvement step, a policy pi is generated from value
function using equation (2.2). This computes a new policy using the value
of the states from the old policy. The new policy is strictly better than the old
policy, unless the old policy is already optimal. Policy iteration also guaran-
tees convergence to the optimal policy.
Computational complexity
It is shown that the computational complexity for value iteration is polyno-
mial in the number of states (Puterman, 1994; Littman, Dean, and Kaelbling,
1995). Each value iteration update can take up to O(|S|2|A|) computation
time. However since the transition function is often sparse, and assuming
each state only transits to a fixed number of other states with non-zero proba-
bility, the cost of each update is linear in the number of states. However, in the
worst case the number of iterations grows polynomially in 1/(1− γ), hence,
for a discount factor close to 1, it can take a large number of updates.
Littman et al. (1995) have also shown that policy iteration runs in poly-
nomial time for a fixed discount rate. As previously mentioned, the policy
evaluation requires solving a system of linear equations, which could take
O(|S|3) time, and the policy improvement could take up to O(|S|2|A|) time.
While the computational complexity for both value iteration and policy
iteration are polynomial in the number of states, they are still considered to
be intractable. This is due to the “curse of dimensionality” where increasing
the state variables will lead to exponential growth in the number of states.
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Value iteration and policy iteration are actually pseudo-polynomial, because the
number of states is exponential in the number of state variables, and these
algorithms take exponential time when the input is specified using factored
representation.
2.1.2 Monte-Carlo tree search
As both value iteration and policy iteration are polynomial in the number of
states, they are intractable in large and complex domains. These methods aim
at finding the (near) optimal policy, which is often not necessary. A policy
includes a mapping of the complete state space to the action space. Hence
these algorithms will compute the optimal action for every state s in the state
space.
However, for an agent, it is often sufficient to just focus on the reachable
state space rather than the complete state space. An alternative approach is
online planning on the reachable state space. If the agent is in state st at time
step t, it only plans the action by considering the states reachable from st to
compute an action at. After executing action at, the agent reaches state st+1
and repeats the planning process. Monte-Carlo planning adopts this approach
and through random sampling, it is able to select near optimal actions.
In the field of sequential decision making, Monte-Carlo Tree Searc (MCTS)
(Coulom, 2007) is a recently proposed family of methods that combines game
tree search with random sampling of Monte-Carlo planning. It has achieved
great success in Computer Go, and has been used extensively in planning
problems as well. MCTS is simulation based, thus it can be considered as an
anytime algorithm. The result of every simulation is back-propagated to the
search tree, and the algorithm can stop at any time. More computing power
leads to larger number of simulations and better performance.
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Each iteration of MCTS consists of four steps: selection, expansion, sim-
ulation and backpropagation. The four steps are shown in Figure 2.1. In the
selection step, the agent follows a tree policy to select the best children until
it reaches an expandable node. In the expansion step, the expandable node
is expanded, and a child node is created. The agent then runs a simulation
by following a default policy. In the case of no given domain knowledge, the
default policy is often a uniform random policy where action is chosen ran-
domly. The simulation ends if either the agent reaches a terminal state or it
reaches a given depth. In the backpropagation step, the simulation is back
propagated to update the value of the nodes in the path of the tree.
Figure 2.1: (Browne et al., 2012) The four steps of one iteration of MCTS.
Upper Confidence Bound for Trees (UCT) (Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006)
is one of the most popular methods in the MCTS family. In UCT, the tree policy
selects a child to maximize the upper confidence bound (UCB), as shown in
the equation below:





where α is a constant parameter, Qt(s, a, d) is the estimated value of action a
in state s at depth d and time t, Ns,d(t) is the number of times state s has been
visited up to time t at depth d and Ns,a,d(t) is the number of times action a was
selected when state s has been visited, up to time t at depth d.
The tree policy of UCT chooses a child node by considering its esti-
mated value, Qt(s, a, d), as well as the number of times it has been visited,
Ns,a,d(t). This is a balance of exploitation and exploration. The agent chooses
the child node that is known to perform well, and it also chooses the node
that has not been explored sufficiently. The natural logarithm guarantees that
UCT selects the best move for exponential number of times while still explor-
ing other moves.
Compared to value iteration and policy iteration, UCT is more scalable
and its computational cost does not directly depend on the state space. UCT-
based algorithms has achieve master level play in 9× 9 Computer Go (Gelly
and Silver, 2008).
2.1.3 Representing transition function
The transition function (and the reward function) of an MDP can be repre-
sented either as a flat table or as a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) (Dagum,
Galper, and Horvitz, 1991), which is a probabilistic graphic model that de-
scribes the relationship of the state variables over adjacent time steps.
Flat tabular representation
The simplest representation of the transition function is through a table. The
agent could just look up the table to find the transition probability T(s, a, s′)






Figure 2.2: The transitions of a simple
MDP.
s a s′ T(s, a, s′)
s1 a1 s1 0.8
s1 a1 s2 0.2
s1 a2 s1 0.2
s1 a2 s2 0.8
s2 a1 s1 0.9
s2 a1 s2 0.1
s2 a2 s1 0.3
s2 a2 s2 0.7
Figure 2.3: The transition prob-
ability table.
Figure 2.2 shows the transitions of a simple MDP. The MDP consists of
two states: s1 and s2. There are also two actions a1 and a2. Figure 2.3 shows
the transition table for the simple MDP. It can be seen that executing action a1
at state s1 leads to s1 with probability 0.8, and s2 with probability 0.2.
Similar to the transition function, the reward function can also be rep-
resented as a table.
Dynamic Bayesian network representation
In a factored representation, each state s is represented using a vector of state
variables s = (s1, s2, s3, . . . , sn). In this thesis, we use the term state variables
and features interchangeably to represent the variables that collectively de-
scribe a state. The transition function and reward function are represented
using a dynamic Bayesian network. Figure 2.4 shows a factored MDP repre-
sented as a dynamic Bayesian network. A DBN encodes the state variables in
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two time steps. The nodes si represent the state variables at the current time
step and the nodes s′i represent the state variables at the next time step, a and
r are the set of actions and rewards. The directed arcs represent conditional
dependencies. For example, s1 → s′1 means the value of s′1 depends on the
value of s1. For each node s′i in the next time frame, its parents (denoted by
Par(s′i)) are the state variables from which there is an arc to itself. For example,
in Figure 2.4, the parents of s′1 are {s1, s2}.
A dynamic Bayesian network encodes the conditional independences within
the transition function. A state variable s′i in the next time step are condition-
ally independent of any other state variables given the the parent nodes. i.e.
P(s′i|s1, s2, . . . , sn, a) = P(s′i|Par(s′i), a). The term P(s′i|Par(s′i), a) is also called
a factor of the DBN. The values of a factor is usually stored as a conditional
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Figure 2.4: A factored MDP.
a s1 s2 P(s′1 = 1|Par(s′1), a)
a1 0 0 0.8
a1 0 1 0.3
a1 1 0 0.4
a1 1 1 0.5
Figure 2.5: Some entries from CPT.
While DBN allows compact representation of the transition and reward
function, there are two important issues involved with factored MDP. First,
learning the structure of the DBN usually requires searching through a large
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candidate space and is very time consuming. Second, the existence of struc-
ture in transition function does not mean the value function is structured.
Solving for exact value function remains to be computationally intensive even
if the optimal structure of the DBN is known. On the other hand, there are a
few works that approximate the value function as a linear combination of ba-
sis functions, which have achieved some level of success (Guestrin et al., 2003;
Poupart et al., 2002; Hauskrecht and Kveton, 2003).
2.2 Reinforcement learning
A reinforcement learning (Kaelbling and Littman, 1996; Sutton and Barto,
1998) agent plans and acts in an unknown environment to maximize cumula-
tive reward. The environment is often modeled as a Markov decision process.
The agent knows that it has a set of actions A, and the environment consists of
a set of states S. However, the transition function and sometimes the reward
function are unknown to the agent. Each time the agent recognizes its current
state s, and chooses an action a from its set of actions A. After executing the
action, the agent receives a reward R(s, a) and stochastically reaches another
state s′.
2.2.1 Model-based vs model-free RL
There are two main approaches to reinforcement learning. In the model-based
approach, the agent first estimates the parameters of the underlying MDP,
and solves this MDP to obtain the policy. If the estimated transition model
T is accurate, then the optimal policy for the MDP is an optimal policy for
the reinforcement learning problem. The other approach is the model-free
method, such as Q-Learning (Sutton, 1988). Q-learning directly approximates
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Q(s, a), the cumulative reward of doing an action a in state s, using Q-value
update:
Qt+1(st, at) = Qt(st, at) + αt
(
R(st, at) + γmaxa Qt(st+1, a)−Qt(st, at)
)
,
where α is the learning rate and γ is the discount rate. Q-learning does not
learn the underlying MDP, hence it is “model-free”. Since model-free ap-
proaches do not store a model of the environment, the agent is unable to pre-
dict the next state after executing the action. It simply chooses the action that
gives the highest Q-value.
This work focuses on model-based RL, as it has better sample complex-
ity (Strehl, 2007) and many components of the CSRL framework relies on the
learned model.
2.2.2 Exploitation and exploration
A dilemma faced by a reinforcement learning agent is the trade-off between
exploitation and exploration. The agent can perform relatively well using
its current best policy, so should it explore to increase its knowledge? It is
likely that further exploration will lead to a better policy in the long run, but
worse pay-off in the short run. This can be seen as a multi-armed bandit prob-
lem (Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006): pulling some arms are known to give good
pay-off, should the agent try the remaining arms? It is shown that Bayesian RL
approaches with Monte Carlo sampling can solve this trade-off perfectly, but
it is computationally intensive (Wang et al., 2012; Ross and Pineau, 2008; Vien
and Toussaint, 2015). Most work still use the exploration strategies below.
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2.2.3 Methods of exploration
There are two main approaches for exploration: undirected and directed ex-
ploration, with e-greedy and R-MAX (Brafman and Tennenholtz, 2003) being
the most popular methods.
e-greedy exploration
The reinforcement learner that uses e-greedy exploration requires an input e
that is between 0 to 1. At each step, the agent explores random actions with
probability e, and to exploit with probability 1− e. As the number of visits
to each state approaches infinity, e-greedy exploration guarantees that each
reachable state-action pair is explored for infinitely many times.
An agent that uses e-greedy exploration is guaranteed to eventually
learn the true underlying model. However, with a persistent exploration learn-
ing policy, the agent never stops exploring, thus never achieves the optimal
policy. Usually a decaying exploration learning policy is used where e decays
to 0 as time approaches infinity.
R-MAX and Factored R-MAX
R-MAX (Brafman and Tennenholtz, 2003) is a directed exploration strategy,
where the agent focuses on the least visited states. Instead of optimizing on
the actual model, the agent creates a fictitious model by introducing a ficti-
tious state s∗. In the fictitious model, every action executed in state s∗ will
receive maximum reward, and remain in s∗ with probability 1. Apart from
that, the agent initializes the fictitious model by setting T(s, a, s∗) = 1 and
R(s, a) = Rmax for every s, a combination, i.e. every state-action pair leads to
the fictitious state, and gains maximum reward.
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The agent maintains an exploration count n(s, a) that counts the num-
ber of times action a has been executed in state s. If n(s, a) is greater than an
exploration threshold m, the agent computes next state distribution Pˆ(·|s, a)
from its n(s, a) experiences. It also sets the reward function to the learned
function rather than Rmax. If n(s, a) is smaller than the threshold, there will
be no change: it transits to the fictitious state with probability 1, and receiving
maximum reward. This is “directed exploration” as the agent focuses explo-












Figure 2.6: (a). The initial R-MAX fictitious model. Every state-action pair
transits to the fictitious state s∗. (b) The R-MAX fictitious model after certain
state-action pair reached the exploration threshold.
Figure 2.6 shows the R-MAX agent’s fictitious model. In (a), the agent
creates a fictitious model by introducing a fictitious state s∗ and sets the transi-
tion function to s∗ and reward function to Rmax. In (b), the agent has explored
the pair (s1, a2) and (s2, a1) sufficiently, so it resets the transition function and
reward function to those learned in the exploration. The agent’s optimal pol-
icy in the fictitious model results in an implicit balance between exploitation
and exploration in the actual model.
Factored RMAX (Guestrin, Patrascu, and Schuurmans, 2002) extends R-
MAX to factored representation. Instead of maintaining an exploration count
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n(s, a) on every state-action pair, it stores the exploration count in the form
of n(Par(s′i), a). Hence, when the agent executes action a in state s, Factored
RMAX updates the exploration count n(Par(s′i), a) for every i. If n(Par(s
′
i), a)
is greater than the exploration threshold mi, the agent uses its empirical fac-
tor probability Pˆ(s′i|Par(s′i)). If the count n(par(s′i), a) is smaller than the ex-
ploration threshold mi, the agent reaches a fictitious state value s′i = s
∗
i with
probability 1. For a factored state s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn), if the value of any state
variable si is the fictitious value s∗i , the state s is considered to be a fictitious
state. All actions executed in the fictitious state receive maximum reward, and
the agent remains in the fictitious state with probability 1, similar to R-MAX.
Factored RMAX is a sample efficient method. While the sample com-
plexity of R-MAX depends on the size of the state space, the sample complex-
ity of Factored RMAX is linear in the number of parameters in the compact
representation. Thus the sample complexity for Factored RMAX is exponen-
tially smaller than R-MAX, and does not depend on the size of the state space
directly. However, Factored RMAX has a major drawback that the structure of
the transition DBN, which is usually not available, needs to be given.
2.3 Semi-Markov decision process
A discrete time semi-Markov decision process (SMDP) generalizes MDP by al-
lowing actions to take multiple time steps to complete. SMDPs are used exten-
sively in HRL research. An history in SMDP is a sequence (s0, a0, τ0, r0, s1, a1, τ1, r1, . . .),
where st is the state at epoch t, at is the action at epoch t, rt is the reward at epoch
t and τt is the length of t-th epoch, representing the number of time steps to
complete action at in state st. In MDP, each action takes one time step to com-
plete, thus epoch and time steps are not differentiated, but in SMDP an epoch
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can consists of multiple time steps.
An SMDP is a tuple 〈S, A, P, R,γ〉, where S is the set of states, A is the
set of actions and γ is the discount rate, similar to MDP. However, R(s, a)
is the expected discounted reward for taking action a in state s. P(s′, τ|s, a)
represents the distribution of next state s′ and waiting time τ after executing
action a in state s. The transition function T can be computed by marginalizing
the waiting time τ, discounted by γτ, i.e. T(s, a, s′) = ∑∞i=1 P(s′, τ = i|s, a)γi.
Given the discounted transition function, the SMDP can be solved by value









As the environment in RL is stochastic, sample complexity is usually anal-
ysed using the probably approximately correct (PAC) framework. A PAC er-
ror bound with parameter e and δ means with probability 1− δ, the error is
within e.
Sample complexity in MDP refers to the number of steps where the esti-
mated value function Vˆ is not e-optimal. An RL algorithm with small sample
complexity means the agent perform sub-optimally only at a small number of
steps.
Fiechter (1997) proposes an efficient on-line reinforcement learning model
and show that the model is equivalent to the off-line PAC model. However,
he makes the assumptions that either all trials have fixed or bounded steps, or
the agent is provided with a reset operation that allows it to end the current
trial and start a new one. These assumptions prevent his model to be applied
to the general class of RL, where a reset operation is not available.
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Kakade (2003) introduces a PAC metric that evaluates a general RL al-
gorithm based on the sample complexity of exploration. At each time step, the
agent observes the current state st, executes an action at, and receives a reward
rt = r(st, at) and lands at a new state st+1. Thus, an RL algorithm A will ob-
serve a path (s1, a1, r1, s2, a2, r2, . . .), and at each time step, computes a policy
piAt . The sample complexity of exploration is the total number of steps where
the computed policy at state st, Vpi
A
t (st), is not e-optimal. Sample complexity
for SMDP can also be defined similarly.
Definition 1. (Kakade, 2003) Let (s1, a1, r1, s2, a2, r2, . . .) be a path generated by exe-
cuting an algorithmA in an MDP M. Fon any fixed e > 0, the sample complexity
of exploration (sample complexity, for short) of A is the number of timesteps t
such that the policy at time t, piAt , is not e-optimal from the current state, st at time
t, i.e. it satisfies Vpi
A
t (st) < V∗(st)− e.
Definition 2. (Brunskill and Li, 2014) Let (s1, a1, τ1, r1, s2, a2, τ2, r2, . . .) be a path
in SMDP, an RL algorithm is viewed as a non-stationary policy, denoted piAt . For any
fixed e, the sample complexity of exploration of A is ∑t τt · I(VpiAt ≤ V∗(st)− e),
where I(C) is the set-indicator function that evaluates to 1 if event C occurs and 0
otherwise.
Notice that the definition of sample complexity in MDP and SMDP are
very similar. However, sample complexity in SMDP needs to be adjusted by
the waiting time τt, as each action could take multiple timesteps.
Kakade (2003) provides a bound on the sample complexity of R-MAX
by showing that R-MAX spends a finite number of steps exploring, and by
upper bounding the exploration threshold m, the total number of exploration
steps are bounded while the exploitation steps are near optimal with high
probability. Strehl et al. (2009) define PAC-MDP based on Kakade’s definition
of sample complexity.
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Definition 3. (Strehl, Li, and Littman, 2009) An algorithmA is efficient PAC-MDP
(Probably Approximately Correct in MDP) if, for any e and δ, the per-step computa-
tional complexity and the sample complexity ofA are less than some polynomial in the
relevant quantities (|S|, |A|, 1/e, 1/δ, 1/(1− γ)), with probability at least 1− δ.
PAC-MDP states that the total number of times the algorithm fails to
perform well must be bounded by a polynomial of the relevant quantities, but
it does not specify when the algorithm fails to perform well. Consider an envi-
ronment in which there exists a state s that is very unlikely to be visited, then
the agent can learn a policy that performs well in other states, but perform
poorly in a late stage when s is visited. PAC-SMDP (PAC in Semi-MDP) and
PAC-fMDP (PAC in factored MDP) can be similarly defined.
Strehl et al. (2009) provides the explicit upper bound in computational
and sample complexity for a number of RL algorithms. In particular, he showed
the sample complexity of factored R-MAX is linear in the number of parame-
ters needed to specify the transition DBN.
PAC-MDP provides a theoretical guarantee on the worst case perfor-
mance. While an improvement in the worst case does not necessarily lead
to an improvement in the average case scenario, PAC-MDP analysis is still
widely used if the sample complexity is crucial. For example, RL algorithms
that focus on DBN structure learning like SLF-RMAX (Strehl, Diuk, and Littman,
2007), Met-RMAX (Diuk, Li, and Leffler, 2009) and LSE-RMAX (Chakraborty
and Stone, 2011) all use PAC-MDP to demonstrate the sample efficiency.
We follow the same notation and definition used in PAC-MDP in our
theoretical development. In the later chapters, we will show the sample com-
plexity for learning a task. This implies that our method can converge to task
optimal policies, which is stronger than MAXQ’s recursive optimal policies.
We will also show that our method is much easier to achieve global optimum
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as compared to MAXQ-based methods.
2.5 Hierarchical task network
Classical planners, such as STRIPS (Fikes and Nilsson, 1972) work well in
small problems. In STRIPS planning, a fluent is a predicate whose value
changes over time. For example, OnTable(A) is a fluent showing the object
A is on the table. A state is a collection of fluents that describes every object
in the problem. Actions corresponds to deterministic state transitions. For ex-
ample, an action Pick(A) has effect ¬OnTable(A)∧InHand(A). This means that
executing the action moves the object A from table to hand. A STRIPS planner
computes a sequence of actions that leads to the goal state. However, compu-
tation becomes prohibitive as the number of actions in the sequence increases.
Hierarchical task networks (HTN) planning introduces tasks and task
networks, which are more powerful and replaces STRIPS-style goals (Erol,
Hendler, and Nau, 1994). The underlying idea of HTN planning is that many
tasks can be greatly simplified by using a hierarchical structure. A description
of a HTN planning problem includes a set of tasks and a set of methods. The
methods describes how to decompose a task into subtasks. There are two
types of tasks: primitive tasks and compound tasks. Primitive tasks can be
performed directly using the planning operators. The compound tasks are
recursively decomposed into smaller tasks using a method. If the plan is not
feasible, the planner backtracks and tries other methods.
In Figure 2.7, the methods for transporting packages are shown. The
shaded subtasks, such as (load ?t ?p) in task (transport ?p) are primi-
tive tasks that can be directly executed. The non-shaded subtasks, such as
(dispatch ?t ?x) in task (transport ?p) are compound tasks that can be
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Figure 2.7: (Nau et al., 2003) Methods for transporting a package, transporting
two packages, dispatching a truck and returning the truck. The arrows repre-
sent temporal ordering. The shaded subtasks are primitive tasks that can be
accomplished using a planning operator directly.
further decomposed. In the (transport ?p), if the preconditions are met, it
can be decomposed into a sequence of four subtasks: dispatching a truck,
loading the package into the truck, moving the truck to destination and re-
turning the truck.
Given the initial states, the methods and their preconditions, an HTN
planner is able to recursively decompose a sophisticated problem into a se-
quence of primitive tasks. Figure 2.8 shows the HTN plan for the task of
transporting two packages. The HTN planner checks the preconditions of
the methods against the initial state, such as the destination and the availabil-
ity of the trucks, and use these methods to deliver the two packages to their
destinations.
HTN planners are able to handle much larger problems than flat plan-
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Figure 2.8: (Nau et al., 2003) A plan for accomplishing (transport-two
p1 p2) from the following initial states: (package p1), (at p1 l1),
(destination p1 l3), (available-truck t1), (at t1 home), (package
p2), (at p2 l2), (destination p2 l4), (availabile-truck t2), (at
t2 home).
ners by constructing a plan using a top-down approach rather than using
primitive actions. Apart from that, HTN planners allow task methods to be
reused in a different setting. The higher level plan construction is often inde-
pendent of the lower level actions. In the previous example, the method for
the task (transport ?p ?q) is to transport each package separately, and it is
independent of how each package is transported. i.e. the methods for trans-
porting a package can be changed from using a truck to using a plane, without
affecting the high level methods.
HTN planners’ performance depends on the decomposition methods,
which are usually extracted from experts’ domain knowledge, and it is often
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difficult to design complete and correct methods. HTN plan existence is also
undecidable if no restrictions are given. i.e. the planner will not be able to
know if a plan exists for the given problem (Erol, Hendler, and Nau, 1996).
Despite these limitations, HTN planners have achieved great success in many
domains.
Newer research aims to address HTN’s limitations. Kuter et al.’s ND-
SHOP2 (2004) and Yoyo (2009) planners have extended HTN-based planning
in nondeterministic domains. Many researchers also focus on learning the
knowledge for HTNs through various mechanisms. Magnenat et al. (2012)
has integrated HTN with online learning, where the HTN domain and the de-
pendency lists are given, and the robot learns the success rate online. Li et
al. (2010) have presented probabilistic HTN (pHTN), in which a user’s pref-
erence over reduction schemas are captured as probabilities. They propose a
method to learn these probabilities through user-produced plans using expectation-
maximization. Hogg et al. (2008) have presented HTN-MAKER, which con-
structs HTNs by analyzing planning problems and the solutions to these prob-
lems. HTN-MAKER has been extended to work with nondetereministic do-
mains (Hogg, Kuter, and Mun˜oz-Avila, 2009); it has also been integrated with
reinforcement learning (Hogg, Kuter, and Munoz-Avila, 2010) to provide a
Q-value estimate on the learned tasks.
However, HTNs are not suitable for reinforcement learning on stochas-
tic domains. Unlike RL, HTNs do not require a reward function, thus it cannot
select tasks based on the long time accumulated reward. In HTNs, the tem-
poral ordering are already given, as seen by the arrows in Figure 2.7. A rein-
forcement learner, on the other hand, can learn the task order by itself. While
Hogg et al. (2010) integrates HTN learning with reinforcement learning, their
planner uses RL to choose the methods for decomposition, in which a good
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decomposition receives a high reward. Hence, their method employs RL to
solve classic planning problem, rather than to solve RL problems.
2.6 Hierarchical reinforcement learning
In this section we review the existing works in HRL, and discuss the pros and
cons of current approaches. Barto and Mahadevan (2003) have summarized
HRL into three main approaches which we examine here; we also discuss the
more recent developments.
2.6.1 The options framework
Sutton et al. (1999) formalize the “options” framework, which is based on the
concept of “macro action abstraction”. Each macro action is a closed-loop par-
tial policy that can be invoked by the agent as if it were a primitive action. The
simplest kind of option consists of a partial policy pia, a termination condition
β : S→ [0, 1], and an input set I ⊆ S. The option 〈I,pia, β〉 is available to a state
s ∈ I. If it is executed, the option policy pio will be followed until one of the
terminating states in β is reached. It is possible to define a policy over options
pio, which selects option o based on the current state. This allows construct-
ing high level options in the form of 〈I,pio, β〉, which temporally abstract low
level options. Adding the options to the ground MDP yields a well-defined
discrete-time SMDP, whose action are the options, and rewards are the value
of the options’ policies.
Since an option is treated as opaque indivisible units, once executed,
their policies must be followed until the options terminate. If Q-learning is
used to solve the SMDP, it is not updated until the option is terminated. Pre-
cup (2000) highlights that “more interesting and potentially more powerful
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methods are possible by looking inside options and by altering their inter-
nal structure”. Precup (2000) also proposes a variant of Q-learning, called
one-step intra-option Q-learning that takes advantage of the structure of the
ground MDP and updates the Q-value within each step of option execution.
The options framework require the RL system designer to use domain
knowledge of the problem to add a specific set of options to the set of primi-
tive actions. Nevertheless, the options framework has proven very useful for
speeding up learning and providing a systematic way to build domain knowl-
edge into the RL agent. Recent research in options framework has mainly
focused on two major issues: automated learning of options by the agents,
extending the scalability of options to more complex domains through new
algorithms or transfer of knowledge. Stolle and Precup (2002) propose learn-
ing options based on the notion of “bottleneck”, states that are frequently vis-
ited on system trajectories as useful subgoals. Subgoals can also be discov-
ered based on commonalities across multiple paths to a solution (Mcgovern
and Barto, 2001). Other methods of discovering options also include using a
clustering algorithm on a graph generated from transtition history (Mannor et
al., 2004). Levy and Shimkin (2011) propose that learning in the subgoals ap-
proach can be divided into two phases: learning each option with the subgoal
and learning to compose the learned options together. They offer a unified
framework which allows concurrent inter- and intra-options learning.
In the original options framework, options are learned in the same state
space and cannot be used in other tasks with different state spaces. Konidaris
and Barto(2007) propose a method to learn options in the “agent-space” which
retains the same semantics across successive problem instances, so that the op-
tions can be reused in later tasks. Various methods of learning option-specific
state abstraction and transferring options are proposed, such as using the U-
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Tree algorithm (McCallum, 1996; Jonsson and Barto, 2001), transfer learning
via shared features (Konidaris, Scheidwasser, and Barto, 2012), using homo-
morphism to map source task to target task (Soni and Singh, 2006), extending
the options framework to the relational setting (Croonenborghs, Driessens,
and Bruynooghe, 2008). The options framework is successful in explaining
the development of hierarchical collections of skills in human and other ani-
mals (Singh et al., 2010) as well as learning generalizable control programs in
robotics systems (Hart and Grupen, 2011).
However, options also have their limitations. For example, these tem-
poral abstracted actions are treated as single actions by the SMDP, and the
policy inside the option usually cannot be adjusted with respect to different
situations. For example, in the “fickle taxi” problem, where the passenger
may change its destination after getting into the taxi, the agent will not up-
date its behavior with this change; it will proceed to complete the current op-
tion, which is to navigate the passenger to the previous destination first, thus
failing to achieve global optimum.
2.6.2 Hierarchical abstract machines
Hierarchical Abstraction Machines (HAM) is another approach to HRL devel-
oped by Parr and Ressell (Parr, 1998; Parr and Russell, 1997). While HAMs
also exploit the theory of SMDPs, HAM extends this idea by allowing policies
to be specified as hierarchies of stochastic finite-state machines (FSMs) (Barto
and Mahadevan, 2003).
Figure 2.9 shows a simple HAM given by Parr and Russell (1997) for
controlling a simple simulated mobile robot. Both follow-wall and back-off are
FSMs. The robot starts by calling the follow-wall machine, and stops if an inter-










Figure 2.9: State-transition structure of a simple HAM by Parr and Russell
(1997).
the robot will decide to either call follow-wall or back-off.
The composition of a HAM H and the ground MDP M yields a discrete-
time SMDP H ◦M. Parr and Russel (1997) show that in the optimal policy of
H ◦ M, the only relevant states are the choice points. Therefore the SMDP
H ◦M can be reduced to an equivalent SMDP reduce(H ◦M) whose states are
just the choice points of H ◦M with the same optimal policy. The HAM H can
be seen as a set of restricting conditions that reduce the search space of the
policy.
Recent applications of HAMs include user simulation in dialogue strat-
egy optimization (Cuayhuitl et al., 2009) and behavior modeling in first per-
son shooting games (Du, Li, and Han, 2009). However, there are very few
works on theoretical development. Andre and Russell (Andre and Russell,
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2002) has proposed Programmable HAM (PHAM), and an agent language,
ALisp, which augments Lisp with MAXQ, options and PHAM. Specifying a
HAM is likely to require more effort than specifying options or the MAXQ
task hierarchies, as the relationships between the FSMs, represented as the ar-
rows in Figure 2.9, require domain knowledge. While options and MAXQ do
require domain knowledge, the agent can solve the resulting SMDPs to deter-
mine which option/task to carry out, without requiring the users to specify a
temporal order between options.
2.6.3 MAXQ
Dietterich (1998) proposes the MAXQ framework for HRL, which also de-
pends on the theory of SMDPs. The MAXQ approach reduces the ground
MDP to a hierarchy of SMDPs, whose solutions can be learned simultane-
ously. MAXQ requires the designer of the RL to provide a task graph, where
the root is the ground MDP, and each child is a subtask of the parent task.
Figure 2.10 shows the MAXQ task hierarchy for the taxi problem. The ground
MDP is first decomposed into Get and Put tasks, which share the Navigate(t)
subtask. The leaf nodes of the task graph are the primitive actions. Each non-
leaf node is a subtask, which defines a discrete-time SMDP.
Dietterich (1998) proposes a learning algorithm (MAXQ-Q) that can
learn a hierarchical policy from sample trajectories. Let Q(i, s, j) be the Q-
value for state s of subtask i, executing action j and then executing the current
policy until termination, and P(s′, N|s, i) be the probability that it terminates
in state s′ after executing N primitive actions, and V(i, s) be the value function
for subtask i in state s. Then we have
Q(i, s, j) = ∑
s′,N
P(s′, N|s, j)[V(j, s) + γNmaxj′Q(i, s′, j′)]
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=V(j, s) + C(i, s, j)
The second term is called the “completion function”, which represents the
cost of finishing subtask i after action j is executed. The MAXQ-Q learning
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Figure 2.10: The MAXQ taxi graph by Dietterich (1998).
While the original MAXQ work requires the designer to specify the task
graph, Hengst (2002) develops HEXQ, an algorithm similar to MAXQ but with
the ability to automatically construct a hierarchical representation by finding
and exploiting repeatable sub-structures in the environment. However, it is
pointed out that it is limited to consider each state variable in isolation and
fails for more complex problems due to dependencies within the same time
step (Barto and Mahadevan, 2003). MAXQ can be combined with fitted func-
tion approximation and R-MAX exploration to form Fitted R-MAXQ (Jong and
Stone, 2009), which allows the agent to cope with large or even infinite spaces.
The more recent Bayesian MAXQ incorporates Bayesian prior to the MAXQ
algorithm (Cao and Ray, 2012), but the authors assume good priors are given.
In a general setting, it is hard to estimate a good prior for a problem as this
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requires the domain knowledge on the actual parameter. Both H-UCT (Vien
and Toussaint, 2015) and MAXQ-OP (Bai, Wu, and Chen, 2012) extend MAXQ
to online hierarchical planning. However, H-UCT is computationally inten-
sive, it plans in the high dimensional belief space; MAXQ-OP requires good
heuristic to perform well, and how to derive such heuristic is not studied in a
general setting.
All MAXQ-based methods share the same MAXQ task hierarchy, and
only differ in the exploration mechanism and the solver. For example, the
original MAXQ-Q (Dietterich, 1998) uses Q learning with epsilon greedy ex-
ploration; R-MAXQ (Jong and Stone, 2009) uses prioritized sweeping with R-
MAX exploration; H-UCT (Vien and Toussaint, 2015) uses Monte-Carlo sim-
ulation on the belief space over possible parameter values. We show that
our framework can handle some problems which cannot be fully represented
in MAXQ task hierarchy. Some of these problems include the “fickle taxi”
and “unrestricted passenger taxi”. This means all these methods have the
same limitations as highlighted in Chapter 1. MAXQ cannot guarantee any
global optimum or task optimum, instead it focus on the “recursive optimal-
ity”, where the agent is always optimal in the SMDP with respect to the child
tasks. It also has the limitations of delayed exploration and cannot handle
unexpected changes in the goals.
2.7 State abstraction through feature selection
In addition to hierarchical representation, RL agents often employ state ab-
straction to accelerate learning. For example, state abstraction can be used
together with MAXQ-Q (Dietterich, 1998). State abstraction allows the agent
to learn a much smaller model instead of the actual underlying model, thus to
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achieve better scalability in larger domains. State abstraction can be done by
ignoring irrelevant state features, which reduces the dimension, thus making
the abstract model easier to learn. Another method is to group neighbour-
ing states into one abstract state. This does not reduce the dimension of state
features, but it reduces the size of state space, which also result in a smaller
model.
State abstraction and task decomposition are two different concepts.
The agent can decompose a problem into multiple tasks, and without state
abstraction, it needs to plan on the full state space for every task. State ab-
straction works well with task decomposition, since a task usually only focus
a small region in the state space. State abstraction allows the agent to ignore
irrelevant information and greatly speed up the learning process.
During state abstraction, certain information is lost. A useful abstrac-
tion has to preserve critical information. Depending on the type of informa-
tion preserved, Li et al. (2006) have defined five types of state abstraction for
MDP:
Definition 4. (Li, Walsh, and Littman, 2006) Let s1 and s2 be two states belonging
to the same abstract state, then
1. A model-irrelevance abstraction is such that s1 and s2 share the same reward
function, and the probability of transiting to any other abstract state is the same
for both s1 and s2.
2. A Qpi-irrelevance abstraction is such that for any policy pi and any action a,
Qpi(s1, a) = Qpi(s2, a).
3. A Q∗-irrelevance abstraction is such that for any action a, Q∗(s1, a) = Q∗(s2, a).
4. A a∗-irrelevance abstraction is such that every abstract class has an action a∗
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that is optimal for all states in that class, and Q∗(s1, a∗) = maxa Q∗(s1, a) =
maxa Q∗(s2, a) = Q∗(s2, a∗).
5. An pi∗-irrelevance abstraction is such that every abstract class has an action a∗
that is optimal for all the states in that class and Q∗(s1, a∗) = maxa Q∗(s1, a)
and Q∗(s2, a∗) = maxa Q∗(s2, a).
Li et al. (2006) have proved that these five types of state abstraction
are ordered by coarseness, where model-irrelevance abstraction is the most
refined, and a∗-irrelevance abstraction is the coarsest. He has also proved that
in first four of the five cases, the optimal abstract policy is also optimal in the
ground MDP. However, abstract policy in a∗-irrelevance abstraction could be
suboptimal in the gound MDP.
Most of existing state abstraction research can be classified under one of
the five types. Model minimization through bisimulation (Givan, Dean, and
Greig, 2003) belongs to the finest model-irrelevance abstraction type. On the
other extreme, Jong and Stone’s (2005) state abstraction method, which uses
statistical testing and preserves the optimal action a∗, belongs to the coarsest
pi∗-irrelevance abstraction type. Their work, however, requires collecting Q-
value samples for testing; it can be computationally intensive to obtain these
samples.
Ngyuen et al. (2013) propose a situational calculus MDP (CMDP). CMDP
introduces a special type of state abstraction in which we separate state vari-
ables from informative features. Each state is augmented with a set of features.
For example, a state in the gridworld are represented as (x, y), but it could con-
tain features like lighting, texture, type of floor. The agent learns how these
features affect the effect of executing an action, and thus allows it to generalize
the effect to other state with different features. We focus on task specific state
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abstraction, where different tasks have different relevant features. It will be
shown later that the state abstraction adopted in this thesis is a type of model-
irrelevance abstraction, thus optimality is preserved with respect to each task.
Figure 2.11: (Nguyen et al., 2013) A situational calculus MDP that uses the
feature function fi to extract the features and predict the effect of action.
2.8 Multi-task RL and transfer learning
Multi-task reinforcement learning (MTRL) is another common approach to
improve RL performance. In MTRL, the agent faces a sequence of MDPs that
are related to each other, and the goal is to find a policy for each of them ef-
ficiently. Different works may have different assumptions on the relationship
of the tasks: Wilson et al. (2007) assume the tasks are drawn from an unknown
and fixed underlying distribution; while Lazaric and Ghavamzadeh (2010) fo-
cus on tasks with common state and action spaces. The agent benefits from its
past experience by reusing previous task solutions to speed up learning of the
new tasks. In MTRL, therefore, a task is defined as an MDP; in contrast to the
multiple component tasks that constitute a “root” task MDP in HRL. While
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it is possible to learn each task separately, the shared structure often allows
more efficient learning and transferring of knowledge.
It is also possible to integrate both MTRL and HRL. Cao and Ray (2012)
propose a Bayesian MAXQ framework in which they assumed the prior is
known, but they argued that such prior information could be learned through
MTRL. Both HRL and MTRL support the notion of lifelong learning through
transfer of the learned model. In MTRL, the transfer can be in the form of
Bayesian priors (Wilson et al., 2007), state abstractions (Walsh, Li, and Littman,
2006), shaping functions (Snel and Whiteson, 2012) or shared sparsity (Ca-
landriello, Lazaric, and Restelli, 2014). In HRL, options can be transferred
through agent space (Konidaris and Barto, 2007), shared features (Konidaris,
Scheidwasser, and Barto, 2012), homomorphism (Soni and Singh, 2006) or
greedy discovery and prune-by-PAC analysis (Brunskill and Li, 2014). Mehta
et al.,’s (Mehta et al., 2008) HI-MAT framework also allows learning the MAXQ
task hierarchy and transferring it to a target task. We have adopted Brun-
skill and Li (2014)’s assumption in SMDP to derive the sample complexity for
CSRL-SMDP in Chapter 6.
Despite the many successes of MTRL and transfer learning methods,
they do not target the class of problems addressed in this thesis. We are focus-
ing on solving a problem that can be decomposed into multiple tasks within
a problem, whereas MTRL methods focus on transferring knowledge across
multiple similar problems.
2.9 Summary
In this chapter, we briefly introduced the background knowledge of MDP, RL
and PAC-MDP. We reviewed the recent literature by topic. None of the exist-
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ing works can perfectly handle all the scenarios V1 to V4 in Chapter 1. HTN
introduces hierarchical approach to classical planning, however, despite the
recent development, it does not target reinforcement learning problems. For
the HRL methods, there has been very little work on the theoretical develop-
ment of HAM. Options and MAXQ are related to each other, where MAXQ can
be considered as hierarchies of options, and each option in the hierarchy can
be recursively decomposed. Both options and MAXQ cannot solve the com-
plex problems illustrated by scenario V1 to V4. Some works in MTRL and
transfer learning also focus on learning the options/tasks, but these works
focus on transferring knowledge to the target problems, while we focus on






This chapter provides an overview of the CSRL framework. We discuss the
target class of problems, and introduce task-specific feature relevance. We
also explain the formulation of tasks and task fragments, and discuss the role
of task hierarchy used in our framework.
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Class of problems
There are reinforcement learning problems that involve learning in environ-
ments with multiple aspects. When modeled using factored representation,
each aspect becomes a feature. We can ignore the irrelevant features to speed
up learning. Second, many problems can be decomposed into subtasks, each
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Figure 3.1: The Venn diagram for RL problems; the target class of problems
shown in yellow.
achieving a subgoal of the problem. We consider the set of problems which
lies in the intersection of the above two types. This, as shown in Figure 3.1, is
the target class of problems we try to solve. Concretely, the first class involves
problems that use factored representation, in which states are represented as
a vector of state features. The theory of CSRL builds upon MAXQ’s notion of
feature irrelevance and safe state abstraction, and does not work in problems
that do not use state features. The second class of problems involve reaching
multiple subgoals, for example, driving to work and driving to gas station can
be seen as two subgoals. CSRL’s approach is to break the problem into mul-
tiple tasks, with each task focuses on achieving a single subgoal. The notion
of a task in CSRL is similar to an option or a task in MAXQ, however, CSRL
is more flexible than options and MAXQ: it allows switching between tasks at
any time and having multiple active tasks simultaneously.
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3.1.2 Reinforcement learning in CSRL
CSRL decomposes the root problem into multiple tasks, and different tasks
can have different sets of relevant features. CSRL has two levels: task learning
and hierarchical execution. The task learning mechanism learns the transition
function for every task in the hierarchy, as well as for the root problem. Hier-
archical execution level focuses on selecting the tasks to execute, reasons the
effect of executing a task on the other tasks, and re-plans if necessary.
3.2 Relevant features
3.2.1 Assumption on relevant features
In this work, we assume that the relevant features are specified by the de-
signer. If the relevant features are not given, our method can still solve the
problem, but it will be much less efficient, similar to existing MAXQ approaches.
Jong and Stone (2008) show that in the taxi problem when such information is
given, MAXQ-Q and R-MAXQ performs 4-6 times better in terms of accumu-
lated reward; without such information, MAXQ-Q performs worse than the
flat R-MAX.
In a more realistic setting, while the designer may not be able to specify
the exact set of relevant features for each task, it is often the case that the de-
signer can use the domain knowledge to eliminate certain irrelevant features.
Our framework applies to such scenarios and all theoretical properties hold
as long as the designer does not eliminate relevant features by mistake.
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3.2.2 Single task problem
We introduce feature selection through a simple, single task environment. The
agent only needs to achieve a single goal and the aim of task decomposition is
to accelerate learning by focusing on the relevant features. We adopt a similar
definition of feature irrelevance as the safe state abstraction in MAXQ (Diet-
terich, 1998). Suppose we partition the state features into two subsets X and
Y. Denote a state s as (x, y), then
Definition 5. (Dietterich, 1998) A set of state features Y is called irrelevant if for all
non-terminating state s = (x, y), the following properties hold:
1. The irrelevant features do not affect the values of relevant features at the next
time step: P(x′|x, y, a) = P(x′|x, a).
2. The reward does not depend on the variables in Y: R(x, y, a) = R(x, a).
Figure 3.2 shows the transition DBN of the MDP. An abstract MDP Mˆ
can be constructed by using the relevant features, as shown in the dashed
rectangle. As the transition function and reward function only depend on the
relevant features, it is intuitive that the abstract MDP has the same optimal
policy as the ground MDP. According to Definition 5, the relevant features can
affect the irrelevant features, but not vice versa, it can be seen that in Figure
3.2, arcs can only leave the dashed rectangle rather than entering it.
Theorem 1. Let s1 = (x, y1) and s2 = (x, y2) be two states with the same important
features, then
1. V∗(x, y1) = V∗(x, y2) in the ground MDP.
















Figure 3.2: Separating the relevant features and irrelevant features. The
dashed rectangle represents the abstract MDP using only relevant features.
Proof Sketch. Ignoring irrelevant features is a type of model-irrelevance ab-
straction by Definition 4, thus it follow’s Li et al.’s (2006) proof that model-
irrelevance abstraction does not change the optimal policy.
If the agent is not able to identify the set X accurately, the following
corollary states that as long as the selected set is a superset of X, the optimal
policy in the abstract model is also the optimal policy in the ground MDP.
Corollary 1. If the set of features selected is a superset of X, and let M˜ be the abstract
model constructed using these features, then the optimal abstract policy for M˜ is also
optimal in the ground MDP. In RL, Q-learning in M˜ converges to the optimal state-
action value function in the ground MDP.
While the corollary claims Q-learning in the abtract model converges
to the optimal state-action value function, in model-based RL the value func-
tion also converges to the optimal value function in the ground MDP. This
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is because the selected features is a superset of X, and the learned transition
function for features in X will converge to the actual transition function. Nev-
ertheless, the complete transition function over all features might not neces-
sarily converge. This is because the selected set is a superset of X, and certain
selected features outside X may depend on unselected features. This does not
affect convergence in value function as these features are irrelevant.
3.2.3 Problems with multiple tasks
We consider a task similar to an option. However, we can also visualize a task
as a smaller MDP. Unlike options, where the policies are usually given. In
our framework, the agent computes the policy for a task by solving the task
MDP. Each task focuses on achieving a subgoal of the problem. Different tasks
can have different relevant features and different set of applicable actions. In
the taxi example, the passenger destination is irrelevant in the Get task, but
relevant in the Put task. In a problem with multiple tasks, each feature is often
relevant to some subset of tasks, but not others.
Definition 6 (Task). A task i is a tuple 〈Ii, Gi, Fi, Ai, Ti, Ri〉 where Ii is the in-
put set for the task which indicate when a task is applicable, Gi are the task goal
states/terminating states, Fi is the set of relevant features, Ai is the set of applicable
actions for task i, Ti and Ri are the transition and reward functions respectively, local
to the task.
A task i can be considered as a smaller MDP to accomplish a subgoal of
the problem. The input states Ii are the starting states, the goal states Gi are the
terminating states. The remaining 〈Fi, Ai, Ti, Ri〉 forms a well-defined factored
MDP. Since a task only uses a subset of state features, the state space for the
task MDP is usually exponentially smaller, thus making the task MDP much
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easier to learn and solve. The local transition function Ti and local reward
function Ri are learned by the agent.
Definition 7 (Relevant Features in a Task). For each task i, the state variables can
be partitioned into two sets, Fi and F−i. The set of state features Fi is called relevant
to task i if for all non-terminating state s = ( fi, f−i), the following properties holds:
1. ∀a ∈ Ai, P(F′i | fi, f−i, a) = P(F′i | fi, a).
2. ∀a ∈ Ai, R( fi, f−i, a) = R( fi, a).
This definition is similar to the relevant feature in Definition 5. The
difference is that for a task i, the set of relevant features Fi depends on the set
of applicable actions Ai for the task. Hence it identifies not just the conditional
independences, but also the contextual independences of Fi and F−i given the
applicable actions Ai.
Throughout the thesis, we use Fi to denote the set of relevant features
for task i, and fi to denote Fi set to certain values. F−i denotes the set of irrele-
vant features for task i. F′i denotes the same feature set Fi at the next time step.
Our definition of feature relevance is directly from the safe state abstraction
in MAXQ, and such information is also required by MAXQ-based methods to
perform well.
In this work, we focus on the transition functions, and assume the re-
ward functions satisfy the requirement.
As the transition DBN can only encode conditional independences but
not contextual independences, it is not always possible to identify the relevant
feature just from the DBN. Figure 3.3 shows two task decompositions within
the same figure. In this figure, the arc s1 → s′3 is present, but s1 is not a relevant
feature for task 2. This is possible as long as the arc is only present when the
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relevant for task 1










irrelevant for task 2
relevant for task 2
A1 R1
A2 R2
Figure 3.3: Two task decomposition in an MDP. The solid and dashed rectan-
gle each represent a task MDP with local reward and actions. The link s1 → s′3
is present even though s1 is not a relevant feature for task 2.
action is unique to task 1, i.e. a ∈ A1 − A2. Since the action is not applicable
in task 2, this arc is not present with respect to task 2’s actions.
3.3 The CSRL hierarchy
3.3.1 Hierarchical decomposition
The CSRL hierarchy is shown in Figure 3.4. The original problem (root) is
first decomposed into a number of tasks that are successively decomposed
into smaller tasks or fragments. The set of relevant features for a node (task or
fragment) is always a subset of the set of relevant features for its parent nodes,
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Figure 3.4: The figure shows a CSRL hierarchy. The root problem is decom-
posed into tasks, which can be further decomposed into smaller tasks or frag-
ments. A child node always has fewer relevant features than its parent. Hier-
archical execution will only select the tasks above the execution frontier. The
nodes below the frontier will not be executed, their role is to speed up the
learning of its parent’s transition dynamics. Fragments must appear below
the execution frontier.
The hierarchy also includes an “execution frontier”, where the hierar-
chical execution mechanism only executes the tasks above the execution fron-
tier. The execution frontier is implicitly specified by the designer, the designer
indicates all tasks that hierarchical execution should consider, and the execu-
tion frontier separates these tasks with the remaining tasks/fragments. The
dynamics of the nodes below the execution frontier will be learned, and their
dynamics can form a part of their parent nodes’ dynamics. However, these
nodes below the execution frontier will never be executed. The difference be-
tween a task and a fragment is that a fragment does not have goal states and
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a local reward function. There are a number of advantages using a fragment
over a subtask, which will be discussed in the next section. Since fragments
are not well-defined MDPs, they cannot be executed, and they must appear
below the execution frontier.
3.3.2 Fragment
In CSRL tasks can be further reduced into smaller tasks, similar to MAXQ, or
can be further reduced to fragments. A fragment does not have its own re-
ward function or terminating states. For example, Figure 3.5 shows the CSRL
hierarchy for the MAXQ taxi problem. The CSRL tasks in the taxi domain are
Get and Put, and both tasks share a task fragment Navigation. The transition
function learned for the Navigation fragment is part of the transition function
for both Get and Put. There is no reward or goal states associated with the task
fragment. Once the Navigation task fragment is learned, the agent can use it to






Figure 3.5: The CSRL hierarchy for the taxi problem. The root problem is de-
composed to Get and Put tasks, which shares the Navigation fragment. Primi-
tive actions are not needed as they are defined within each task/fragment.
In general, fragments are useful in two scenarios. First, if a problem re-
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quires the creation of multiple similar subtasks, a single fragment allows bet-
ter generalization and sharing of past experiences. In the taxi example, MAXQ
creates four navigation subtasks, one for each landmark. These navigation
subtasks share the same transition dynamics, but only differ in goal states
and reward functions. CSRL combines them into a single fragment so that it
only needs to learn a single transition function. Second, it facilitates integra-
tion of domain knowledge to the hierarchy. If the designer knows that certain
features only depends on themselves when certain actions are executed, this
information can be specified as a fragment to accelerate learning.
Definition 8 (Fragment). A fragment j is a tuple 〈Fj, Aj, Tj〉 where Fj is the set
of relevant features, Aj is the set of applicable actions and Tj is the local transition
function.
The definition of fragments also include the set of relevant features, ap-
plicable actions and transition function. However, as a fragment will not be
executed, it is not required to specify an input set Ij, and goal states Gj, nor
does it have a local reward function Rj.
Since fragments are not executed, and must appear below the execution
frontier, they are ignored by the hierarchical execution mechanism. From the
task learning mechanism’s perspective, as the fragments also have transition
dynamics, they are treated just like tasks.
3.3.3 Separation of task learning and hierarchical execution
CSRL separates the hierarchy into two levels. The hierarchical execution level
determines which task or tasks to be executed. The task learning level learns
the dynamics of the tasks. For example, in the two passenger taxi problem
from Figure 1.2, the task learning level learns the transition of the tasks Get1,
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Get2, Put1 and Put2, and the fragment Navigation, and the hierarchical execu-
tion level determines which of these tasks will be carried out.
The task learning uses the theory of core task abstraction, which is intro-
duced in the next chapter, to learn the transition dynamics of tasks efficiently.
If two tasks have overlapping features and actions, the agent learns the over-
lap dynamics using experiences from both tasks.
We propose two types of hierarchical execution: SMDP and dynamic.
The SMDP hierarchical execution views each task like a single action, similar
to the options framework and CSRL. However, we show that CSRL-SMDP is
better than MAXQ-based methods in later chapters. The dynamic hierarchical
execution allows the agent to choose action towards multiple active tasks. If
there are multiple tasks active simultaneously, the hierarchical execution ad-
justs the agent’s behavior towards optimizing for the active tasks rather than
blindly following a task’s policy. It allows the agent to revert to global plan-
ning using UCT if the actions from the task policy is not good enough.
3.3.4 Design approaches
Hierarchy
The most significant difference between CSRL and other HRL work is how the
child nodes affect the parent nodes in the task hierarchy. In CSRL hierarchy,
each fragment node forms part of the parent node’s transition function. As
previously discussed, task fragments allow efficient learning and generaliza-
tion across multiple parents.
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Representation
CSRL allows representation of problems that cannot be compactly represented
using options or MAXQ. HRL works like options and MAXQ requires each
task to be a fully defined SMDP. For example, navigation to different des-
tinations are considered to be different options/tasks, and this restricts the
scalability of theses algorithms in larger problems. CSRL’s hierarchy is not
subjected to this limitation: for instance, using a single navigation fragment is
sufficient to navigate to any position in the gridworld.
Hierarchical execution
CSRL’s hierarchical execution can work in two modes: “tasks as options” and
“dynamic adaptation”. The dynamic adaptation mode offers more flexibility
than other HRL methods. The hierarchical execution mechanism can switch
tasks at any time, based on their estimated time to completion. It can also
choose actions that optimize towards multiple active tasks.
Task level optimum
CSRL’s hierarchy guarantees the learned task policy converges to the optimal
task policy. This is stronger than MAXQ’s recursive optimal policy, and al-
lows CSRL to achieve optimum in problems like “fickle taxi” where MAXQ
methods fail to do so.
Limitations
CSRL is not without drawbacks. In particular, if a task has a large number of
relevant features, solving the task could be computationally intensive. Nev-
ertheless, it is still exponentially simpler than the original problem, and in the
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experiment chapter we will show that our algorithms are faster than many
state-of-art methods. This is a trade-off between computational complexity,
sample complexity and optimality. In this work, we also assume the relevant
features for each task are already specified.
3.4 Summary
This chapter provides an overview of the CSRL framework. CSRL targets
problems that uses factored representation, and comprises multiple subgoals.
CSRL decomposes the root problem into tasks, with each task aims at achiev-
ing a single subgoal. CSRL consists of two levels: the task learning level learns
the dynamics of the tasks and guarantees task level optimum; the hierarchical
execution level determines the tasks to be executed. SMDP hierarchical exe-
cution treats tasks similar to options, while dynamic execution allows more
flexibility, such as switching tasks at any time, and optimizing towards multi-
ple active tasks. At the task learning level, the tasks can be decomposed into
fragments, where a fragment’s transition function forms part of its parents’
transition functions. The fragments accelerates learning and allows CSRL to
be used in problems where other HRL methods fail to solve them efficiently.
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Theory of Core Task Abstraction
In this section, we introduce the theory behind the task learning level of our
proposed CSRL framework. We call the theory CTA, which stands for Core
Task Abstraction or Common Task Abstraction. CTA allows the agent to ef-
ficiently compute the transition function for every node in the hierarchy, in-
cluding the root node.
This chapter focuses on the theory of CTA. In Chapter 5, we combine
CTA with an exploration strategy to form a complete task learning mecha-
nism. In Chapter 6, we introduce the hierarchical execution mechanism for
the complete CSRL framework.
4.1 Motivation
The theory of core task abstraction, proposed in this chapter, aims at efficient
learning of the transition functions. Instead of learning the root transition
functions directly, it partitions the set of state variables into components, and
learns the component transition functions. These component transition func-
tions can be learned simultaneously, and used to reconstruct the task transi-
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tion function or the root transition function.
The theory in this chapter decomposes a transition function into com-
ponent transition dynamics using contextual independence based on the ac-
tion the agent is trying to execute. Two state variables s1 and s2 are said to be
contextually independent with action A = a if the following equation holds:
P(s1, s2|A = a) = P(s1|A = a)P(s2|A = a).
The state variables thus have different sets of parents, depending on the action
the agent is executing. By allowing the state variables to have different parents
based on different actions, learning of the transition functions is more efficient.
Even if the agent is given the structure of the DBN, using the theory
provides further knowledge, as the DBN encodes conditional independence,
and the theory allows the agent to exploit contextual independences.
4.2 Notation
In this work, “features”, “state features” and “state variables” have the same
meaning, which represent a set of variables that are used to describe the states
of the environment.
Recall that we use Fi to denote the set of relevant features for task i, and
F−i denotes the set of irrelevant features for task i. F′i is Fi at the next time
step. We use Fi ∪ Fj and Fi ∩ Fj refer to the union and intersection of relevant
features between task i and task j respectively.
The work in this chapter focus on efficient learning of transition func-
tions. Since both tasks and fragments have transition functions, the theory
of CTA does not differentiate between them, and it can be used to learn the
transition functions for both tasks and fragments. We do not consider the root
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node to be a task. We use n to denote the total number of non-root nodes, and
N = {1, 2, . . . , n} is the set of all non-root nodes. In this chapter, the set of
tasks refers to the set of non-root nodes including the fragments, since CTA
does not differentiates between tasks and fragments.
For any X ⊆ N, X represents a subset of tasks, and ⋃i∈X Fi and ⋂i∈X Fi
represent the union and intersection of the relevant features from these tasks.
The complement of set X is defined with respect to the set N, i.e. X = {i|i ∈ N ∧ i 6∈ X}.
The set difference is denoted using “−”, i.e. Fi − Fj =
{





i Fi be the set of features that is relevant to at least one task. By Theorem
1 which states that ignoring irrelevant features does not affect value function,
any feature outside F can be ignored without changing the optimal policy.
We use Ai to denote the set of applicable actions for task i, and for any
X ⊆ N, ⋃i∈X Ai and ⋂i∈X Ai represent the union and intersection of the ap-
plicable actions from tasks in X. And Ai − Aj represents the set of actions
available in task i but not in task j.
We use the function Uni to derive the unique features or unique actions
that belongs to a set of tasks.
Definition 9. The function Uni is defined as
1. ∀X ⊆ N, Uni(⋂i∈X Fi) = ⋂i∈X Fi −⋃j∈X Fj
2. ∀X ⊆ N, Uni(⋃i∈X Fi) = ⋃i∈X Fi −⋃j∈X Fj
3. ∀X ⊆ N, Uni(⋂i∈X Ai) = ⋂i∈X Ai −⋃j∈X Aj
4. ∀X ⊆ N, Uni(⋃i∈X Ai) = ⋃i∈X Ai −⋃j∈X Aj
Theorem 2 (Partition of State Variables). Let F =
⋃
i Fi be the set of features that




Fi) : X ⊆ N
}
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form a partition of F.
For a two-task problem, the theorem shows that F1 ∪ F2 = Uni(F1) ∪
Uni(F2)∪Uni(F1 ∩ F2). Since Uni(F1 ∩ F2) = F1 ∩ F2 in two task problems, the
theorem is intuitively true. Full proofs are provided in the Appendix A.
Definition 10. Each non-empty element in the partition set is called a component of
F. Let C denote the number of components, and C = {C1, C2, . . . , CC } be the set of
components. For each component Ck, let XCk denote the set of tasks that uses Ck, i.e.
XCk = {i|Ck ⊆ Fi}.
Contextual independence means that the parent features of a compo-
nent Ck, denoted as Par(Ck, a), can be different sets of features with different
action a.
Corollary 2. For a problem with n tasks, the number of components is less than or
equal to 2n − 1.
Proof. Each element in the partition set corresponds to a subset of N. N has n
elements, thus it has no more than 2n − 1 non-empty subsets.
The corollary shows the maximum number of components the transi-
tion function can be decomposed to. If there are five tasks, the maximum
number of components is 31. However, in practice, the number of compo-
nents maintained is much smaller.
Modified taxi problem
We discuss the theoretical properties that can be derived from the framework.
We explain the theory using the taxi example. The version used is shown in
Figure 4.1, which is slightly different from the original MAXQ taxi problem.
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This variant is used because it is easier to explain the theory. In the experiment
section, we test the theory against the original taxi problem, and its variants.
In this version, there are 4 state variables: pass in taxi is a boolean vari-
able that indicates whether the passenger is in the taxi, and the goal of the
Get task is to make the value of this boolean to be true; pass location and
taxi location indicate the location of the passenger and taxi in the map; des-
tination is the destination of the passenger. To make the example simple, we
ignore the Navigation task fragment, hence there are only two tasks. The Get
task, also referred to as “task 1” and the Put task is referred to as “task 2”. The
navigation actions are: move up, down, left and right. The actions for Get are
the navigation actions and load the passenger (pickup), while the actions for
Put are the navigation actions and unload the passenger (putdown).
4.3 Overlapping features
Lemma 1 (Two-task overlapping features). In a two task problem, if the action
executed is common to both tasks, then the values of the overlapping features at next
time step only depend on their current values. i.e. if a ∈ A1 ∩ A2, then P(F′1 ∩
F′2|s, a) = P(F′1 ∩ F′2|F1 ∩ F2, a).
In the taxi domain, the common actions are the navigation actions, and
the common features are the taxi location and whether passenger is in the taxi.
This lemma shows that if the action executed is a navigation action, these two
features at time t+ 1 only depends on their values at time t. This is intuitively
true, as executing a navigation action does not change the value of pass in taxi.
The value of taxi location at next time step only depends on its previous loca-
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Figure 4.1: The Taxi model with Get and Put tasks.












This theorem states that if the action executed is common to a set of
tasks, then the overlapping features of these tasks only depend on themselves
in the previous timestep.
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4.4 Dependencies within the same time step
In factored MDP, the values of the state variables at time t may not only
depend on the their values at the previous time step, but dependencies are
also possible within the same time step. These dependencies are called “syn-
chronous arcs” in DBN literature. Dependencies within the same time step
slow down the learning process, and many existing works in DBN and HRL
literature ignore such dependency. These work include Structured Value It-
eration (SVI) and Structured Policy Iteration (SPI) by Boutilier et al (1999),
their extension SPUDD (Hoey et al., 1999) and SPITI (Degris, Sigaud, and
Wuillemin, 2006), as well as Structure-Learn-Factored-RMAX (SLF-Rmax) (Strehl,
Diuk, and Littman, 2007). HEXQ (Hengst, 2002) also cannot learn the task hi-
erarchy if synchronous arcs are involved.
We can categorize the dependencies within the same time step into two
types based on the definition of components.
Definition 11. [Synchronous Arcs] A problem is considered to have restricted syn-
chronous arcs (RSA) if for any state variable sti and s
t
j at time t, s
t
i → stj implies si an
sj belong to the same component. Otherwise it is considered to have full synchronous
arcs (FSA).
The difference between RSA and FSA are shown in Figure 4.2. The left
figure shows RSA because the only dependencies within the same time are
s2 → s3 and s4 → s5, where s2 and s3 both belong to the component Uni(F1 ∩
F2), and s4 and s5 both belong to the component Uni(F2). Similarly the right
figure is FSA because in the same time dependency s2 → s1, s2 belongs to the
component Uni(F1 ∩ F2) and s1 belong to the component Uni(F1).
The theory of core task abstraction applies to both RSA and FSA. How-


























Figure 4.2: Restricted synchronous arcs (left) and full synchronous arcs (right).
dependencies. The difference in equation can be seen in the following corol-
lary.
Corollary 3 (Overlapping Unique Feature). For any non empty set X ⊆ N, if

















i∈X F′i )), a) if FSA
This corollary is a direct result of Theorem 3, which states that the
unique features to a set of tasks are determined only by the common features
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of these tasks. We discuss the theory for RSA in the following sections, and the
theorems and proofs follow the same for FSA, which is examined in Section
4.8.
4.5 The no-op action
One type of the problem we can handle is having multiple tasks being active
at the same time. Since different tasks can have different applicable actions, an
action executed by the agent may not be applicable to every active task. From
the perspective of task i, if an action a is not in Ai, then the transition for Fi is
undefined. To solve this problem, the notion of no operation is introduced. It
is denoted as a∅, which represent the action for doing nothing in task i.
In order to use a∅ for computing transition dynamics, certain weak as-
sumptions must be made. All theorems proposed and proved earlier do not
depend on the assumptions.
Remark. The assumptions are needed in the derivation of root transition model. If the
agent only needs to compute a task transition model using applicable actions without
a∅, then these assumptions are not needed.
4.5.1 The assumptions
Assumption 1 (The No-Op Action). It is assumed that if two actions ak and al are
not applicable to a set of tasks X, then both actions are considered to be a∅ and have
the same probability distribution for features unique to X, i.e.







F′i )|s, ak) = P(Uni(
⋂
i∈X





This assumption suggests that the task transition dynamics of the unique
features for every action not in the applicable action set is the same. In the ex-
ample of the Put task of the taxi problem, the applicable actions are the naviga-
tion actions and unload the passenger. The action of loading the passenger is
considered no-op action for Put. If there is more than one way to load the pas-
senger, e.g. load from left door and load from right door, in Put they are both
considered as no-op and will not be differentiated when computing Uni(F2),
which is whether the passenger is at destination.
When the set X consists of more than one tasks, the actions in
⋃
i∈X Ai
are considered to be no-op by all the tasks in X. The assumption suggests that
all these actions are considered as a single action when computing P(Uni(
⋂
i∈X F′i )|s, a∅).
In the taxi example, the set A1 ∪ A2 is empty. However, it is possible to imag-
ine other actions that are not relevant to either Get or Put. For example,
the agent can have actions such as listening to music or talking to passen-
ger. These two actions are not relevant to either task, and F′1 ∩ F′2, which are
taxi location and passenger in taxi, is completely independent to which of these
two action the agent is executing. Hence these two actions can simply be con-
sidered as one action with a single probability P(Uni(F′1 ∩ F′2)|s, a∅).
The next assumption restricts the dependencies of the overlapping fea-
tures when a no-op action is executed. The relevant task features is defined
only on the task’s applicable actions. When the action is no-op, it does not be-
long to the applicable actions. As a result, any possible dependencies includ-
ing full dependency on every feature in the previous time step could occur
theoretically. An assumption that limits the possible dependency is necessary
to estimate the transition dynamics if no-op action is executed.
Assumption 2 (Minimum Dependency of No-Op Action). It is assumed that for













This assumption suggests that for any component Uni(
⋂
i∈X Fi), if an
action a executed is not applicable to any of the task in X, the component’s
values at the next time step Uni(
⋂
i∈X F′i ) only depend on the current values
of overlapping features
⋂
i∈X Fi. In the Put task of the taxi example, the ac-
tion loading a passenger is considered a no-op. The assumption suggests the
unique feature Uni(F′2) of Put, which is destination, only depends on the task
features F2 when the action of loading the passenger is executed, and does not
depend on features from F1 − F2, which is passenger location.
Plausible assumptions
We examine the situations where these two assumptions fail and explain why
such situations are unlikely and can be overcome by domain knowledge.
Assumption 1 (the no-op action)
The no-op action assumption fails if there exists a set X ⊆ N and two actions








This implies there are two actions which are not applicable to some set of tasks
X, yet they are affecting the transition dynamics of the overlapping features
Uni(
⋂
i∈X F′i ) in different ways.
If X consists of only one task i, then this means an action a not in Ai is
influencing Uni(Fi). If this happens, the action a should be considered appli-
cable for task i and put to Ai. If X consists of more than one tasks, this means
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that an action a that is not applicable to any of these tasks, yet it is influencing
the features that are unique only to these tasks. Both cases can only happen
if the set of applicable actions for each task is not appropriately identified. If
some relevant action is not included in the set of applicable actions, then it is
possible that the assumption fails.
We could modify the taxi problem such that the assumption fails. For
example, if the navigation actions are not included in either Get or Put, then
the actions “move left” and “move right” both influence Uni(F′1 ∩ F′2) (i.e. the
taxi location) in different ways.
The set of applicable actions Ai is given using domain knowledge, and
we consider the domain knowledge to be accurate enough such that the as-
sumption is always met.
Assumption 2 (minimum dependency of no-op action)
The assumption on minimum dependency of no-op action fails if there exists
a set X ⊆ N and an action a that is not applicable to any task in X, and when
action a is executed, the value of Uni(
⋂
i∈X F′i ) depends on a feature f not in⋂
i∈X Fi. As Uni(
⋂
i∈X F′i ) is an intersection of relevant features unique to tasks
in X, this means f is influencing the value of relevant features in every task
i ∈ X through action a, yet a is not applicable in any of these tasks. Just as the
previous assumption, this can only happen if the applicable action set Ai for
each task i ∈ X is not appropriately identified through domain knowledge.
Again we consider the domain knowledge for the test problems to be
accurate enough such that the assumption is always met.
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4.5.2 Properties of the no-op action
The following theorem and its corollary are crucial in constructing the com-
plete transition dynamics involving no-op actions.











This theorem suggests that theorem 3 still holds even if the action a is a
no-op action.












The corollary is intuitive. However, it is to be noted that a can be any
action in A, not just the applicable actions.
For every set X ⊆ N, Corollary 3 specifies the dependency of Uni(⋂i∈X F′i )
when a common action a is executed. Assumption 2, on the other hand, spec-
ifies the dependency of the same component when a no-op action is executed.
The following theorem gives the dependency of the same component when
the action executed is applicable to some task in X, but not the others.
Theorem 5 (Action Applicable to Some Task). For every component Ck, let XCk =
{i|Ck ⊆ Fi} be the set of tasks that uses Ck, if a ∈ ⋃i∈XCk Ai, Let Ya = {i|a ∈ Ai}












4.5.3 Computing parent features
The theoretical development allows us to compute the parent features for ev-
ery component Ck and every action a. For any component Ck, there exist a
set of tasks XCk such that Uni(
⋂
i∈XCk Fi) = Ck. If the action a is not avail-
able to any task in X, by Assumption 2, Par(Ck, a) =
⋂
i∈XCk Fi. If the ac-
tion a is available to some tasks in XCk , let Ya = {i|a ∈ Ai}, by Theorem 5,
Par(Ck, a) =
⋂
i∈XCk∩Ya Fi. Hence Par(Ck, a) can always be evaluated for every
k and a.
4.6 Root transition function
With the background developed in the previous subsections, we derive the
root transition function of the global environment, as a product of component
transition functions. The factorization of root transition function into compo-
nent transition models allow the RL agent to learn much faster.
4.6.1 Taxi problem
The taxi example is used to show the derivation of a single transition model
on a two-task problem. The set of state variables that is relevant to at least one
task is divided into three components: Uni(F1) which includes pass location,
Uni(F2), which includes destination and Uni(F1 ∩ F2), which are pass in taxi
and taxi location. According to Theorem 1, all the features that is not relevant
to either task, i.e. F1 ∪ F2 can be ignored.
The set of actions applicable to at least one task can be divided into three
components as well. The pickup action belongs to component Uni(A1), the
putdown action belong to component Uni(A2). The third component Uni(A1∩
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A2) includes the navigation action group. In this taxi example, all the actions
are relevant to one or both tasks, i.e. A1 ∪ A2 is an empty set.
Action unique to task 1
Considered the case that the pickup action (unique to task 1) is executed. The
transition probability can be decomposed into two factors. The agent first
predicts F′1 based on F1, shown in the dashed region of Figure 4.3. The agent
then predicts Uni(F′2) based on F2, shown in the solid arc region of Figure 4.3.














Figure 4.3: Single transition model when action that is unique to task 1 is
executed. The dashed region computes P(F′1|F1, a), and the region contained
by solid arcs computes P(Uni(F′2)|F2, a∅).
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To be more specific, if a ∈ Uni(A1),
P(F′1 ∪ F′2|F1 ∪ F2, a)
=P(F′1|F1 ∪ F2, a)P(Uni(F′2)|F1 ∪ F2, a) (RSA)
=P(F′1|F1, a)P(Uni(F′2)|F1 ∪ F2, a) (Definition 7)
=P(F′1|F1, a)P(Uni(F′2)|F1 ∪ F2, a∅) (Assumption 1)
=P(F′1|F1, a)P(Uni(F′2)|F2, a∅) (Assumption 2)
=P(Uni(F′1)|F1, a)P(F′1 ∩ F′2|F1, a)P(Uni(F′2)|F2, a∅) (RSA)













Figure 4.4: Single transition model when action that is unique to task 2 is
executed.
If the action a is unique to task 2, it is very similar to the previous case.
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If a ∈ Uni(A2),
P(F′1 ∪ F′2|F1 ∪ F2, a) = P(Uni(F′1)|F1, a∅)P(Uni(F′2)|F2, a)P(F′1 ∩ F′2|F2, a)
Action common to both tasks
If an action a is common to both tasks, then the transition probability can be
constructed from three factors. The agent first predicts Uni(F′1) based on F1, as
shown in the dashed region of fig 4.5. The agent then predicts Uni(F′2) based
on F2, as shown in the solid arc region. Finally the agent predicts F′1 ∩ F′2 based













Figure 4.5: Single transition model when action common to both tasks is exe-
cuted. The transition dynamics is decomposed into three factors, as shown in
the dashed region, solid arc region and the rectangle.
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If a ∈ A1 ∩ A2,
P(F′1 ∪ F′2|F1 ∪ F2, a)
=P(Uni(F′1)|F1 ∪ F2, a)P(Uni(F′2)|F1 ∪ F2, a)P(F′1 ∩ F′2|F1 ∪ F2, a) (RSA)
=P(Uni(F′1)|F1, a)P(Uni(F′2)|F2, a)P(F′1 ∩ F′2|F1 ∪ F2, a) (Corollary 3)
=P(Uni(F′1)|F1, a)P(Uni(F′2)|F2, a)P(F′1 ∩ F′2|F1 ∩ F2, a) (Theorem 3)
4.6.2 General problem
A single transition model can be constructed similarly in a general n-task
problem.














































This lemma suggests that
⋃





i∈X Fi), and both these sets can be represented as a union of com-
ponents.
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Theorem 6 (Root Transition Function). For a problem with n tasks, if the action
a ∈ A is executed, let Xa = {i|a ∈ Ai} represent the set of tasks where action a is

























The theorem is similar to constructing the transition dynamics of the
previous taxi example. The transition function is a product of two terms. The
first term represents the component transition dynamics where action a is ap-
plicable to some or every task in the subset. It can be simplified using Theorem
5. The second term represents the component where action a is not applicable
to any task in the subset, thus action a becomes the no-op action a∅. It can be
simplified using Assumption 2.
4.7 Task transition functions
The following theorem computes the task transition functions. One contri-
bution of CSRL is to decompose the root problem into tasks which are much
faster to compute, and the task policies can be combined to form a global pol-
icy.
The derivation of the task transition model is similar to the root transi-
tion model. However, as the task transition models computed here only use
applicable actions, the assumptions on a∅ are not required.
Theorem 7 (Task Transition Function). For a problem with n tasks, and let a ∈ Ai
be any action that is applicable to task i. Let Xa = {j|a ∈ Aj} to represent the set of
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tasks where action a is applicable. The task transition model is









This theorem states that the task transition dynamics for task i can be
obtained by computing the components Y, where Y is a subset of N and in-
cludes the task i.
4.8 Full synchronous arcs
Synchronous arcs are defined in Definition 11, representing the dependency
among features within the same time step. FSA can be computationally inten-
sive. In the worst case, if the transition DBN is a complete directed acyclic
graph, using a factored representation will not provide further advantage.
However, even in the worst case, our theory allows the agent to learn the
model faster than using a flat representation. The agent can utilize the contex-
tual independences given the actions to accelerate its learning. We derive the
theorem for constructing global and task transition function under FSA.
4.8.1 Four Scenarios of FSA
We explain the theory behind by using a simple scenario with three state fea-
tures: s1, s2, s3, and two tasks. Task 1 involves s1 and s2, while task 2 involves




3|s1, s2, s3, a).






































Figure 4.6: The four scenarios of FSA: (a) The arcs are from the overlapping
feature s′2 to other features (s′1, s
′
3). (b) There are incoming and outgoing arcs




In the first scenario, as shown in Figure 4.6(a), there are arcs from the overlap-











P(s′2|s2, a)P(s′1|s1, s2, s′2, a)P(s′3|s2, s3, s′2, a) if a ∈ A1 ∩ A2
P(s′2|s1, s2, a)P(s′1|s1, s2, s′2, a)P(s′3|s2, s3, s′2, a) if a ∈ A1 − A2
P(s′2|s2, s3, a)P(s′1|s1, s2, s′2, a)P(s′3|s2, s3, s′2, a) if a ∈ A1 − A2
Depending on the action executed, there are three cases. All three cases share
the same probability for computing the transition probability to s′1 and s
′
3. For
s′2, if the action executed is common to both tasks, Theorem 3 states that it only
depends on s2. If the action executed is unique to a task i, s′2 will also depend
on the features unique to task i.
Scenario 2
The second scenario is shown in Figure 4.6(b), where there is an incoming arc
to s′2 and an outgoing arc from s′2. By the definition of feature relevance, the
arc from s′1 → s′2 is from a feature outside of task 2 to a feature inside task 2.
Hence it can only be present if the action executed is not available to task 2.





3|s1, s2, s3, a)
=P(s′2|s2, a)P(s′1|s1, s2, s′2, a)P(s′3|s2, s3, s′2, a)
which is the same as in scenario 1.





3|s1, s2, s3, a)
=P(s′1, s
′
2|s1, s2, a)P(s′3|s2, s3, s′2, a)
=P(s′2|s1, s2, a)P(s′1|s1, s2, s′2, a)P(s′3|s2, s3, s′2, a)
which is also the same as in scenario 1.
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3|s1, s2, s3, a)
=P(s′2, s′3|s2, s3, a)P(s′1|s1, s2, s′2, a)
=P(s′2|s2, s3, a)P(s′3|s2, s3, s′2, a)P(s′1|s1, s2, s′2, a)
Hence all the three possible cases of scenario 2 are the same as of scenario 1.
Scenario 3 and 4
Scenario 3 is shown in Figure 4.6(c), it can be similarly analysed to show that
computing the transition function in scenario 3 is exactly the same as in sce-
nario 1 and 2. All three scenarios requires the agent to compute the value of
s′2 first and use s1, s2 and s′2 to compute s′1, and use s2, s3, s
′
2 to compute s
′
3.
Scenario 4 shown in Figure 4.6(d), involves an arc from s′1 to s
′
3. Since
the arc is coming from a feature outside task 2 to a feature inside task 2, by the
definition of task feature relevance, this arc can still be present if the action ex-
ecuted is not available in task 2. However, Assumption 2 states that the unique
features of a task only depends on the features within the task. Since s′3 is the
unique feature of task 2, it cannot depend on s′1, which is a feature outside
task 2. Hence Scenario 4 is not possible given the setting of this framework.
Intuitively, it is also quite difficult, if not impossible, to imagine an example
where a feature that is unique to a particular task will have dependence on a
feature external to the task.
4.8.2 General scenario
A key difference in constructing transition function for FSA is that, in case of
RSA, the component probabilities are independent of each other. Since the
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components are conditionally independent with each other, there is no partic-
ular order required in computing the components’ probabilities. However, for
FSA, the dependence between components means the order of computation is
important. In the previous example, it can be seen that we always evaluate
the overlapping feature s′2 first, and use the value of s′2 to compute the tasks’
unique features s′1 and s
′
3.
In a general setting, the order of evaluation is similar: the component
that is used by the most number of tasks should be evaluated first, and the
component that is used by lesser number of tasks is evaluated later. Recall
C is the number of components, and C1, C2, . . . , CC be the components. For
any component Ck, there exist a corresponding set of tasks Xk such that Ck =
Uni(
⋂
i∈Xk Fi). The number of elements in Xk, |Xk|, represents the number of
tasks that uses component Ck. The order of evaluation follows the order of
|Xk|.
The global and task transition function can be constructed with the fol-
lowing theorems:
Theorem 8 (FSA Root Transition Function). For an FSA problem with n tasks, if
the action a ∈ A is executed, let Xa = {i|a ∈ Ai} represent the set of tasks where











































Proof Sketch. The theorem is similar to the RSA version. The second term is
unchanged, while the parent features for the first term depends on certain
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features in the next time step as well. This includes the same set of fea-




i . However, since we do not allow depen-
dence from features from higher order component to lower order component,⋃
Z:Z⊆N∧|Z|<|Y|Uni(
⋂
i∈Z F′i ) needs to be excluded, and the component cannot
depend on itself, so Uni(
⋂
i∈Y F′i ) is also excluded.
Theorem 9 (FSA Task Transition Function). For a FSA problem with n tasks, let
a ∈ Ai be any action that is applicable to task i. Let Xa = {j|a ∈ Aj} represent the
set of tasks where action a is applicable. The task transition model is


























We propose the theory of core task abstraction, for efficient learning of both the
root and task transition functions. CTA partitions the state features into com-
ponents, and factorize the root and task transition functions into a product
of component transition functions. It exploits the contextual independences
between state features conditioned on the action executed, and allows a com-
ponent to have different set of parent features, depending on the action.
In the next chapter, by combining CTA with an exploration strategy, we
introduce a set of CTA methods for task learning. We study the sample com-
plexity and demonstrates the empirical performance of these algorithms. We
also discuss how CTA methods can address the limitations of existing meth-




5.1 The CTA algorithms
In the last chapter, we presented the theory of core task abstraction, which
allows the agent to learn the transition dynamics efficiently by factorizing the
transition dynamics into components and exploiting contextual independence
between state features conditional on the action executed.
An RL algorithm involves both exploitation and exploration. The com-
mon exploration strategies are R-MAX and e-greedy explorations (Section 2.2.2
of Chapter 2). We propose a family of methods: CTA-FRMAX, CTA-RMAX and
CTA-e-greedy, by combining CTA with different exploration strategies. Both
CTA-FRMAX and CTA-RMAX use R-MAX exploration, with the difference that
CTA-FRMAX counts the exploration on n(Par(Ck(s), a), a) for each parent fea-
ture and action pair, while CTA-RMAX maintains exploration count on n(s, a)
for each state action pair. CTA-e-greedy uses e-greedy exploration.
All CTA algorithms can be used to compute either task transition func-
tions or root transition functions, by following Theorem 6 and Theorem 7 re-
spectively. However, solving the global model is often computationally inten-
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sive. Task models are easier to solve, but often requires high level reasoning to
decide which task to execute. Hierarchical execution is introduced in the next
chapter, and in this chapter we focus on problems that only require basic task
selection. For example, in the taxi problems, the tasks are Get and Put. The
agent executes Get when the passenger is not in the taxi and Put otherwise.
There is only one task to execute at any time.
In addition, all CTA algorithms can be used to compute either RSA or
FSA. We focus only on RSA in all experiments, except in the last experiment,
where we show that FSA is much more computationally intensive than RSA.
5.1.1 CTA-FRMAX algorithm
In this section, we introduce the CTA-FRMAX algorithm by combining the
theory of core task abstraction with Factored RMAX (Guestrin, Patrascu, and
Schuurmans, 2002) exploration.
CTA-FRMAX for root transition dynamics is presented in Algorithm 1.
In the algorithm, mk is the exploration threshold for kth component. Par(Ck, a)
is the set of parent features for component Ck when action a is executed. The
for loop from line 2-12 computes the value of Par(Ck, a) for every component
Ck and action a. The agent maintains an exploration count n(Par(Ck(s), a), a)
for each parent feature and action pair. If the exploration count is smaller than
the threshold, it transits to a fictitious component C∗k with probability 1 (line
18). If the next state s′ involves a fictitious component C∗k , it is considered to be
a fictitious state, which always transits to itself and receives maximum reward
(line 27-29).
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Algorithm 1: The CTA-FRMAX algorithm (root transition function).
input : mk for all component k, R (reward function assume given),
Fi for each task i.
// Initialize all exploration count to 0.
1 Initialize Ya = {a|i ∈ Ai} for each a
2 for each component k do
3 Initialize XCk = {i|Ck ⊆ Fi} // Tasks using Ck
4 for each action a do
5 Initialize Par(Ck, a) =
⋂
i∈XCk∩Ya Fi
6 if Par(Ck, a) = ∅ then
7 Par(Ck, a) =
⋂
i∈XCk Fi // Assumption 2
8 end
9 n(Par(Ck, a), a) = 0 // Exploration count
10 Initialize P(·|Par(Ck, a), a)
11 end
12 end
13 t = 0
14 st = RandomStartState()
15 while st not terminate state do
16 for each component k, action a do
17 if n(Par(Ck(st), a), a) < mk then
// Indicate transition to fictitious state.
18 Pˆ(·|Par(Ck(st), a), a) transits to C∗k with probability 1
19 else
20 Pˆ(·|Par(Ck(st), a), a) = P(·|Par(Ck(st), a), a)
21 end
22 end
// Construct root transition function
23 for each state s, action a do
24 T(·|s, a) = ∏k Pˆ(·|Par(Ck(s), a), a)
25 for each s′ in T(s′|s, a) do
26 if s′ involves a fictitious component C∗k then
27 Set R(s, a) = Rmax
28 Set T(s′|s′, a) = 1




33 Solve model with T, R to get action at
34 Execute action at at state st, lands at st+1
35 for each component k do
36 n(Par(Ck, a), a) = n(Par(Ck, a), a) + 1
37 Update P(·|Par(Ck, a), a) with st, st+1
38 end
39 t = t + 1
40 end
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In this algorithm, however, we omit learning of the reward function. In
general, in order to use CTA-FRMAX, the reward function is assumed to be
either known beforehand, or can be factored in the same way as the transi-
tion function. In the taxi example, this means the rewards for the navigation
actions depend on x and y, the reward of picking up the passenger depends
on x, y and p, and the reward of putting down the passenger depends on all
the state features. If this assumption is not satisfied, in particular, if the re-
ward function depends on all the state features for every action, then the sam-
ple complexity to learn an accurate reward function approximation must be
polynomial in |S| and |A|, the size of the state and action space. This defeats
the purpose of adopting a factored representation for the transition function,
which is to improve sample efficiency so that the learning does not directly
depend on the state space.
CTA-RMAX and CTA-e-greedy
The other two CTA algorithms work in the same way as CTA-FRMAX, except
in how exploration is carried out. CTA-RMAX maintains an exploration count
n(s, a) for each state-action pair, where s refers to a state of the root problem
or of the task, depending on whether CTA-RMAX is used to compute the root
transition function or the task transition function.
CTA-e-greedy uses e-greedy rather than a fictitious model for explo-
ration. At every step, with probability 1− e, the agent chooses the best action
from the learned model; and with probability e, the agent randomly choose
an action for exploration.
Recall that sample complexity bounds the number of steps the algo-
rithm fail to perform well. It will be shown later that CTA-RMAX and CTA-
e-greedy both have worse sample complexity than CTA-FRMAX. Empirically,
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CTA-RMAX performs similarly to CTA-FRMAX in the set of experiments we
tested. CTA-e-greedy fails to converge to the optimal policy due to the explo-
ration strategy.
5.1.2 The contextual dependency table for components
The key data structure maintained by the CTA algorithms is a table that stores
the contextual dependencies of the components. The table has C rows, with
row k representing the component Ck. The table has |A| columns, with each
column representing an action. The value in the (k, j)-th cell represents the de-
pendency of the component Ck when action aj is executed. By using Theorem
5, the agent can compute the value for every entry in the table. Let XCk be the
set of tasks that use component Ck, i.e. XCk = {i|Ck ⊆ Fi}. Let Ya be the set of
tasks that has action a, i.e.Ya = {i|a ∈ Ai}. Ck only depends on ⋂i∈XCk∩Ya Fi, if
XCk ∩Ya is not ∅.
a1 a2 a3 a4
C1 XC1 ∩Ya1 XC1 ∩Ya2 XC1 ∩Ya3 XC1 ∩Ya4
C2 XC2 ∩Ya1 XC2 ∩Ya2 XC2 ∩Ya3 XC2 ∩Ya4
C3 XC3 ∩Ya1 XC3 ∩Ya2 XC3 ∩Ya3 XC3 ∩Ya4
C4 XC4 ∩Ya1 XC4 ∩Ya2 XC4 ∩Ya3 XC4 ∩Ya4
Table 5.1: A Contextual Dependency Table for a problem with four compo-
nents and four actions. A cell value XCk ∩Yaj corresponding to Ck and aj indi-
cates the value of Ck only depends on the features
⋂
i∈XCk∩Yaj Fi when action aj
is executed.
An example of a contextual dependency table is shown in Table 5.1. The
table shows that the set of parents for a component Ck changes depending on
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the action executed, i.e. Par(Ck, aj) =
⋂
i∈XCk∩Yaj Fi. The agent also maintains
a probability factor P(·|Par(Ck, aj), aj) for each cell (k, j). In order to construct
a root transition function when action aj is executed, the agent only needs to
focus on the column aj and multiply all the probability factors represented by
each cell in that column.
On the other hand, if the agent needs to construct the task transition
function for a task i, it only needs to focus on the rows and columns that are
relevant to the task. For example, if task i’s features include the features in
C2 and C3, and task i has action a2 and a3, the agent can construct the task
transition function based on the four cells at the intersection of gray rows and
columns in Table 5.1.
However, Xk ∩Ya could be the empty set∅, which requires the assump-
tions discussed in Subsection 4.5.1 to be invoked. Assumption 1 (no-op action)
suggests that every ∅ in the same row is considered identical, and Assump-
tion 2 (minimum dependency of no-op action) suggests that every ∅ that cor-
responds to Ck is replaced by XCk .
5.2 Sample complexity analysis
Sample complexity provides a guarantee on an RL algorithm’s performance.
It is a bound on the number of steps where the algorithm fails to perform well.
Methods that use R-MAX style exploration is considered to be sample efficient
while methods that use e-greedy exploration have infinite sample complexity
as the agent never stops exploring.
In this section we present the sample complexity analysis for CTA-
FRMAX. For computational complexity, as value iteration is used to solve the
estimated model, the per-step computational cost is dominated by value iter-
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ation, which has been studied in Strehl et al. (2009). Hence the discussion in
this section is focused on sample complexity.
We adopt the same analysis framework as in Strehl (2007), in particular,
we assume all rewards have been normalized to be between 0 and 1.
We discuss the sample complexity for using the root transition func-
tion. The sample complexity for learning individual tasks can be computed
similarly. Both the root transition function and the task transition function are
product of component factors. The only difference is that the root transition
function will use every component and every action, while the task transition
function only uses the actions and components that are relevant to the task.
As previously discussed, in R-MAX exploration, the state-action pairs
are separated into two sets: the set of known state-action pairs and the set of
unknown state-action pairs. A known state-action MDP refers to the fictitious
model augmented with fictitious states. Kearns and Singh (2002) first used
this concept of “induced MDP” while introducing the E3 algorithm. We use
the definition generalized by Strehl (2009).
Definition 12. (Strehl, Li, and Littman, 2009) Let M = 〈S, A, T, R,γ〉 be an MDP
with a given set of action values, Q(s, a), for each state-action pair (s, a), and a set
K of state-action pairs, called the known state-action pairs. We define the known
state-actionMDP MK = (S∪{zs,a|(s, a) /∈ K}, A, TK, RK,γ) as follows. For each
unknown state-action pair, (s, a) /∈ K, we add a new state zs,a to MK, which has self-
loops for each action (TK(zs,a|zs,a, ·) = 1). For all (s, a) ∈ K, RK(s, a) = R(s, a)
and TK(·|s, a) = T(·|s, a). For all (s, a) /∈ K, RK(s, a) = Q(s, a)(1 − γ) and
TK(zs,a|s, a) = 1. For the new states, the reward is RK(zs,a, ·) = Q(s, a)(1− γ).
In short, in the MDP MK, for the known state-action pairs, the dynam-
ics and reward is the same as in the original MDP M. For the unknown
state-action pairs (s, a), it transits to the fictitious states zs,a, and receives a
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reward Q(s, a)(1− γ). Q(s, a) is the current state-value estimates, and is up-
per bounded by Rmax/(1 − γ). It follows that Q(s, a)(1 − γ) ≤ Rmax/(1 −
γ) × (1 − γ) = Rmax. Hence the reward for the unknown state-action pair
is usually set to Rmax. Note that there are three different models: M is the
original problem; MK uses true transition dynamics and reward for known
state-action pairs; and M̂K is the agent’s estimate of MK, where the transition
and reward functions for the known state-action pairs are estimated from past
experience.
Let D(Ck) be the domain of values that the component Ck can take,
which is a Cartesian product of the values of each feature inside the compo-
nent Ck. |D(Ck)| is the total number of values in the set D(Ck). D(Par(Ck, a))
refers to the domain of values that can be assigned to the parent features of
component Ck when action a is executed. Vmax is the maximum value a state
can take, i.e. Vmax = Rmax/(1− γ). Recall there are C components.
Lemma 3. If CTA-FRMAX with parameters mk is executed on any factored MDP M,




then with probability at least 1− γ, |VMpiKt (s)−V
pi
M̂Kt
(s)| ≤ e for all time t, policy pi
and state s.
This lemma is based on Strehl (2007)’s Lemma 27. It is adapted to our
work, and we provide a slightly tighter bound.
Theorem 10. Suppose that 0 ≤ e ≤ 11−γ and 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 are two real numbers and
M be a factored MDP. Let pit denote CTA-FRMAX’s policy at time t and st denote
the state at time t. If the exploration threshold mk is chosen according to the previous
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lemma, then with probability 1− δ, VpitM (st) ≥ V∗M(st)− e is true for all but
O
(









This theorem is based on Strehl (2007)’s Theorem 12, and the full proof
is presented in the appendix. The sample complexity bound for a task i can
be derived similarly. Let Vimax denote the upper bound of the task i’s local
value function. Let Ci be the set of components that are relevant to task i, i.e.
Ci = {k|Ck ⊆ Fi}. Then we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5. The sample complexity for a task i is
O
(








The main observation from the previous theorem and corollary is that
the sample complexity does not depend on the size of the state space, which al-
lows CTA-FRMAX to learn efficiently even in problems with large state space.
To be more specific, the sample complexity is linear to the number of parame-
ters in the factorization, i.e. ∑k,a |D(par(Ck, a))||D(Ck)|.
The sample complexity theorem suggests that the estimated value func-
tion is e-optimal to the actual value function with probability at least 1− δ,
except at a polynomial number of steps. As e can be any small number, this
theorem implies that the agent can achieve global optimum, and the corollary
suggests the agent can achieve task level optimum, by following Theorem 6
and Theorem 7 respectively.
CTA-RMAX and CTA-e-greedy
The sample complexity of CTA-RMAX is dominated by the exploration count
n(s, a). Hence unlike CTA-FRMAX, it directly depends on the size of the state
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space. If CTA-RMAX is used to compute the root transition function, the sam-
ple complexity depends on the size of the state space of the root problem. If
it is used to compute a task transition function, then the sample complexity
depends on the particular task’s state space.
CTA-e-greedy has infinite sample complexity, as long as the exploration




We briefly introduce the non-CTA algorithms used in the benchmark, and ex-
plain why some newer methods like Bayesian MAXQ (Cao and Ray, 2012) and
H-UCT (Vien and Toussaint, 2015) are not suitable for comparison due to their
low speed and lack of scalability.
R-MAXQ (Jong and Stone, 2008) shares many similarity with our work.
Both R-MAXQ and CTA-FRMAX adopt a model-based approach and uses R-
MAX style exploration. R-MAXQ uses the MAXQ task hierarchy, to solve the
SMDP at each level of the hierarchy. After observing a state change, it updates
the model at the lowest level and propagate the model change to the higher
levels. Compared to other model-based methods, R-MAXQ is computationally
efficient as seen in Table 5.2, due to the combination of MAXQ task hierar-
chy, safe state abstraction and using prioritized sweeping as the solver. How-
ever, as a MAXQ-based method, R-MAXQ faces all the limitations highlighted
in Chapter 1, such as delayed exploration, unable to response to unexpected
changes, etc.







Factored e-greedy (task) 10.49
Factored e-greedy (global) 42.19
Table 5.2: The time required to complete 100 episodes of the standard MAXQ
taxi domain, average of 10 independent runs, using an Intel Q9550 CPU with
single thread of execution. CTA-RMAX in the table computes task transition
function.
the DBN structure to be given, and maintains an exploration count n(Par(si), a)
for each factor-action combination. We compare with two variants of Factored
RMAX. We provide a DBN structure that describes the root problem, so that
Factored RMAX (global) learns the root transition function. We also provide a
DBN structure for each task respectively, so that Factor RMAX (task) learns the
task transition functions. We use the term “global variant” and “task variant”
to refer to these methods.
Factored e-greedy is similar to Factored RMAX, except that it uses e-
greedy exploration. It also requires the structure of the DBN to be known
beforehand. At each step, with probability 1 − e, the agent constructs the
estimated transition function by multiplying the learned factors: Pˆ(·|s, a) =
∏i Pˆ(·|Par(si), a), and chooses the best action from the estimated model. With
probability 1− e, the agent chooses a random action for exploration. We also
use Factored e-greedy to construct both the root transition function and task
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transition function.
Table 5.2 summarizes the running time of these algorithms. Factored
e-greedy methods are similar to Factored RMAX in terms of computational
complexity, but as it requires more exploration, it takes longer time than Fac-
tored RMAX. CTA-FRMAX and CTA-e-greedy are similar to CTA-RMAX, thus
it is not shown. CTA-RMAX is slower than R-MAXQ due to two reasons: first,
CTA methods uses value iteration to solve the model, which is slower than
R-MAXQ’s prioritized sweeping; second, prioritized sweeping in R-MAXQ fo-
cuses only on the SMDP “decision epochs” where value iteration in CTA-
RMAX solves a task MDP. There is a trade-off between sample complexity,
computational complexity and optimality. CTA-RMAX strikes a balance with







Table 5.3: (Vien and Toussaint, 2015) The time required to complete 100
episodes of MAXQ Taxi, averaged over 10 episodes.
On the other hand, we are not comparing the performance with meth-
ods in Table 5.3, adapted from Vien and Toussaint (2015). The hardware used
in Table 5.3 is unknown, but is unlikely to be slower than the hardware used
in Table 5.2, which is a 2009 machine. It can be seen that, methods like H-
UCT (Vien and Toussaint, 2015) and UCT (Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006), that
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sample from the belief space over model parameters, have high computational
costs, which do not scale up to the more complex problems in the thesis.
Bayesian MAXQ (Cao and Ray, 2012) is also not suitable for compar-
ison. It focuses on solving the model with a given prior, without providing
a mechanism to derive such prior. Despite it’s computational cost is much
lower, it is still too slow for the experiments in this thesis. Cao and Ray (2012)
has shown that Bayesian MAXQ has a similar performance as R-MAXQ.
The original MAXQ (MAXQ-Q) (Dietterich, 1998) is also not included
in the benchmark. MAXQ-Q is a hierarchical model-free approach, with very
low computational complexity but very high sample complexity. R-MAXQ
outperforms MAXQ in terms of average rewards and accumulate rewards
(Jong and Stone, 2008).
Experimental setup
Figure 5.1: Taxi domain
Root
PutGet
Right  Up Down Left
Put DownPick Up Navigate(t)
t/Src t/Dstn
Figure 5.2: MAXQ task hierarchy for
the taxi problem.
We test the algorithm in a set of experiments based on the taxi problem.













Figure 5.3: CTA-FRMAX tasks
recent works, such as in (Vien and Toussaint, 2015; Hallak et al., 2015; Hamidi
et al., 2015). The problem can be naturally decomposed into two tasks: Get
and Put, which can be further decomposed into Navigation, as shown in the
MAXQ task hierarchy in Figure 5.2. We also test the algorithms in a set of
variants of the taxi problem, which introduce additional challenges like mul-
tiple passengers and much larger state space. We see that our algorithms can
exploit the structure of the taxi problems for efficient learning.
The task hierarchy in Figure 5.2 is provided as input to R-MAXQ; CTA-
FRMAX task abstraction is represented in Figure 5.3. Both implementations
have the same state abstraction information: Get subtask ignores destination,
Put subtask uses the full state space, and Navigation plans in the (x, y) space.
For CTA-FRMAX, Navigation is considered to be a fragment that uses all ac-
tions. Note that CTA-FRMAX is given the state abstract information only, but
not the full DBN structure.
The Factored RMAX and Factored e-greedy methods are given the full
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DBN structure. The task variants of these two methods are given two DBN
structures, one for the Get task and one for the Put task, and computes the
policies for the two tasks as two separate models.
For all experiments except the “known structure taxi”, CTA-FRMAX
constructs task transition functions according to Algorithm 1 and Theorem 7.
It then executes the Get task if passenger is not in the taxi, and Put otherwise. It
also assumes that the reward function depends on x and y if the action is nav-
igation; x,y and p if the action is pickup; all features if the action is put down.
This is similar to estimating the local reward function in R-MAXQ. CTA-RMAX,
on the other hand, learns the local reward functions without any additional
information.
For the methods that use R-MAX style exploration, preliminary studies
show that Factored RMAX and Factored e-greedy, as well as their task variants,
only require the exploration threshold m set to 1 to converge to the optimal
policy. These methods already have the full DBN transition structure, and re-
quire minimum exploration to converge. Preliminary results have also shown
that CTA methods also only require m = 1 to converge, despite that only
the state abstraction information rather than the full DBN transition structure
is given. On the other hand, R-MAXQ did not converge to the optimal with
m = 1. We set the exploration threshold for R-MAXQ to 5, as specified in the
original work (Jong and Stone, 2008) to obtain its best performance. Cao and
Ray (2012) also set m = 5 when benchmarking against R-MAXQ. It is true that
the higher exploration threshold explains away some performance difference.
However, the exploration threshold in these methods carries different mean-
ings and is not directly comparable. In R-MAXQ, it counts the state and primi-
tive action pair in each task. In CTA-FRMAX, it counts the pair (Par(Ck, a), a)
for each component k. In CTA-RMAX, it counts the pair (s, a) for each state-
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action pair. In Factored RMAX and Factored e-greedy, the exploration counts
are the number of times each factor-action pair (Par(si), a) is visited.
The methods that use e-greedy exploration are given a decaying e, which
gradually decreases as the number of episodes increases. The exploration co-
efficient is set to 0.3 in the first episode and decreases to 0.05 after 50 episodes.
All the methods also incorporate the domain knowledge that putdown
is only possible at the landmarks, which is implicitly available to the R-MAXQ
agent through the MAXQ hierarchy, but manually specified in all other meth-
ods.
Unless specified otherwise, 100 independent runs with each run con-
sists of 1000 episodes are carried out. For each episode, if the agent cannot
reach the goal state within 1000 steps, the episode is terminated forcefully.
5.3.1 Original MAXQ taxi
The results for the CTA methods are summarized in Figure 5.4. All the CTA
methods converge in about 50 episodes. CTA-FRMAX and CTA-RMAX have
very similar performance and converge to the optimal policy, while CTA-e-
greedy converges to a near optimal policy. CTA-e-greedy also has worse ac-
cumulated reward, as e-greedy is an undirected exploration strategy, and is
less efficient than R-MAX type exploration.
Figure 5.5 summarizes the performance of CTA-FRMAX, R-MAXQ, Fac-
tored RMAX (task) and Factored e-greedy (task). All the methods uses R-MAX
exploration converge to the optimal policy, while Factored e-greedy (task)
converges to a near optimal policy. R-MAXQ requires around 500 episodes
to converge, while the remaining three methods all converges within about
50 episodes. R-MAXQ’s slow convergence is partly caused by delayed explo-











































CTA-FRMAX CTA-RMAX CTA ε-greedy
Figure 5.4: Comparison of CTA methods on the original MAXQ taxi.
state. Since R-MAXQ treats each subtask as a single action, once the agent start
moving, it continues the navigation subtask until it reaches one of the land-
marks. The agent does not stop the current subtask to explore other actions.
As a result, R-MAXQ requires considerably more episodes to converge to the
optimal policy. It also can be seen that CTA-FRMAX has the best accumulated















































Figure 5.5: Comparison of CTA-FRMAX, R-MAXQ, Factored RMAX
(task) and Factored e-greedy (task) on the original MAXQ taxi.
given the DBN structures, they still perform worse than CTA-FRMAX, this is
because these methods consider Get and Put as two separate tasks without
sharing any information between them.

















































Figure 5.6: Comparison of CTA-FRMAX, Factored RMAX (global) and
Factored e-greedy (global) on the original MAXQ taxi.
Factored e-greedy. Both Factored RMAX and Factored e-greedy perform con-
siderably worse than their task variants, because these methods are given a
single DBN that describes the root problem without any information on the
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tasks. As a result, these methods still explore putdown while the passenger is
not in the taxi and pickup while the passenger is inside the taxi. These actions
executed in the wrong states have high costs, which is shown in the accumu-
lated reward.
5.3.2 Fickle taxi
The second experiment is MAXQ’s “fickle taxi”, in which as soon as the taxi
picks up the passenger and moves one square, the passenger changes the des-
tination with probability 0.3. In the MAXQ task hierarchy, changing the des-
tination implies that the agent has to abandon the current navigation sub-
task and start afresh. However, the MAXQ agent cannot respond to such
change in goals, unless the current subtask is completed. CTA-FRMAX, on the
other hand, can adjust its action to the new destination. Dietterich (Dietterich,
1998) uses one-step greedy look ahead policy to handle the fickle taxi better
in MAXQ, but apart from the additional loss involved, one-step look ahead
is not enough to determine if the agent should switch tasks or not in the gen-
eral problem. In general, MAXQ cannot perform optimally in problems that
involves unexpected changes in goal states.
The results for the fickle taxi problem are summarized in Figure 5.7.
CTA-FRMAX, Factored RMAX (task) converge to the optimal policy. Factored
e-greedy (task) and R-MAXQ only converge to a near-optimal policy. Factored
e-greedy (task)’s failure to converge is due to the e-greedy exploration strategy
which leads to infinite sample complexity. For R-MAXQ, since it treats each
task as a single action, it does not switch to a new task until the current task is
completed. Hence R-MAXQ converges to a sub-optimal policy.
However, CTA-FRMAX converges to the optimal policy as quickly as
















































Figure 5.7: Comparison of CTA-FRMAX, R-MAXQ, Factored RMAX
(task) and Factored e-greedy (task) on the fickle taxi.
slightly better than in the original taxi problem in terms of accumulated re-
wards over 1000 episodes. It can be seen by comparing Figure 5.7 and 5.5.
This is because the new destination chosen by the fickle passenger could be
the landmark where the passenger gets into the taxi, which allows the agent
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to finish the episode in less time.
5.3.3 Known structure
In this experiment, the structure of the DBN transition model is given. CTA-
FRMAX constructs the root transition function based on Theorem 6 instead of
task transition function and then uses the information from the DBN structure












Figure 5.8: The arc between d and p′ is present only if the action exe-
cuted is putdown.
CTA-FRMAX is aware that the arc from d to p′ in Figure 5.8 is present
only if the action executed is putdown. The component p does not depend on
d for all other actions. However, Factored RMAX computes the component
P(p′|x, y, p, d, a) for all the actions.
Both factored R-MAX and CTA-FRMAX are implemented with the do-










































Figure 5.9: Comparison of Factored RMAX and CTA-FRMAX, both
methods compute the root transition function.
ploration count for both methods is 1. The performance of CTA-FRMAX is
compared againist factored R-MAX as shown in Figure 5.9.
We see that CTA-FRMAX outperforms Factored RMAX by a large mar-
gin and converges to optimal in about 50 episodes, whereas Factored RMAX
converges in about 90 episodes. This is because a DBN only encodes con-
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Figure 5.10: (Diuk, Cohen, and Littman, 2008) The 10× 10 taxi problem.
ditional dependencies, while CTA-FRMAX uses the contextual dependencies
conditioned on the action.
5.3.4 Larger state space
We implement the 10× 10 taxi from Diuk et al. (2008) to evaluate the scalability
of CTA-FRMAX (See Figure 5.11). This problem consists of 100 cells and 9
landmarks. The size of the state space is 7200 as compared to the original 500.
Both R-MAXQ and CTA-FRMAX use the same exploration threshold set-
tings as in the original version. The results are shown in Figure 5.11. Since
the average reward is less than 0, the cumulative reward is decreasing. CTA-
FRMAX converges to the optimal policy in fewer than 100 episodes, while R-
MAXQ does not converge even after 1000 episodes. This is mainly due to the
sample efficiency of CTA-FRMAX. R-MAXQ’s delayed exploration is the rea-















































Figure 5.11: The comparison of CTA-FRMAX, R-MAXQ, Factored RMAX (task)
and Factored e-greedy (task) on 10× 10 taxi.
CTA-FRMAX in the first 40 episodes, by the end of 100 episodes, CTA-FRMAX
performs much better than R-MAXQ. R-MAXQ’s cannot explore within a sub-
task until the subtask is completed, which prevents it from scaling to larger
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problems. Since after the navigation subtask, the R-MAXQ agent must be at
one of the landmarks. R-MAXQ cannot explore pickup at a non-landmark loca-
tion unless it is the starting state. Hence it takes R-MAXQ at least 736 different
episodes (92 non-landmark cells, 8 passenger location) to complete the explo-
ration of the action pickup, even if the exploration threshold is set to 1.
5.3.5 Unrestricted passenger
We consider a generalized 5 × 5 taxi problem (with 2600 states) where pas-
senger can appear at any grid location and the destination remains one of the
landmarks.
This problem belongs to the class of problems with unknown subtask
goals, as the goal of the navigation subtask is unknown beforehand. MAXQ-
based agents cannot handle this problem, as they can only navigate to pre-
defined landmarks. It is possible to define a separate navigation subtask for
each cell, but it is not scalable and requires great human effort in each dif-
ferent grid configuration. This “unrestricted passenger” shows that the class
of problems with unknown subtask goals cannot be captured in MAXQ task
hierarchy. MAXQ requires each subtask to be a well defined SMDP, which
must includes goal states for every subtask. If the passenger appears in four
cells, the agent needs to learn four navigation subtasks; if the agent appears
400 cells, the agent needs to learn 400 navigation subtasks. CTA-FRMAX, on
the other hand, can summarize taxi’s movement in one navigation fragment,
regardless the number of destinations involved. The CTA-FRMAX program
for the original taxi can be used in this problem directly.
Apart from CTA-RMAX, Factored RMAX and Factored e-greedy also can
handle this problem without any change in implementation. The results are















































Figure 5.12: The comparison of CTA-FRMAX, R-MAXQ, Factored RMAX
(task) and Factored e-greedy (task) on unrestricted passenger taxi.
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after seeing the passenger appear in every cell. Thus, it takes more episodes
to converge as compared to other experiments. CTA-RMAX outperforms Fac-
tored RMAX slightly in this experiment, despite that it is not given the DBN
structure.
5.3.6 Full synchronous arcs
We claim that the CTA methods can handle both RSA and FSA. This exper-
iment is designed to demonstrate that the FSA variant of CTA-FRMAX con-
verges to the optimal policy by following Theorem 9. As far as we aware, there
is no other HRL work that specifically handles full synchronous arcs. Hence
in this experiment, we only present the performance difference between the
RSA variant and FSA variant of CTA-FRMAX on the original MAXQ taxi.
Since FSA requires the agent to model the probabilistic dependence be-
tween the features in the same time step, a component in FSA has much larger
number of parents. For example, if the action a is putdown, the RSA suggests
the component d′ at next step depends on all the features x, y, p, d at the cur-
rent step, while FSA suggests that d′ depends on not only x, y, p, d, but also
x′, y′ and p′. Hence the FSA variant requires more exploration and converges
at a slower rate.
Both FSA and RSA variants of CTA-FRMAX compute the task transition
function, and the exploration threshold m is set to 1 for both methods. The
results are shown in Figure 5.13. FSA takes around 250 episodes to converge
while RSA takes only around 50 episodes. The cost of exploration is directly
reflect in the accumulated rewards: the accumulated rewards for RSA reaches













































Figure 5.13: Comparison between the FSA and RSA variants of CTA-
FRMAX on the original MAXQ taxi.
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5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the CTA methods, analysed the sample com-
plexity and demonstrated the empirical performance of these methods against
other state-of-the-art algorithms. CTA methods can handle all the experiments
efficiently. CTA-FRMAX and CTA-RMAX have similar performance and both
converge to the optimal policy very quickly. CTA-e-greedy converges to a
near optimal policy due to e-greedy exploration.
In terms of computational cost, R-MAXQ is the most efficient method.
The CTA methods are slower than R-MAXQ, but they are faster than recent
work like H-UCT (Vien and Toussaint, 2015) and Bayesian MAXQ (Cao and
Ray, 2012). R-MAXQ does not converge to the optimal policy in the fickle taxi
problem and fails to handle the unrestricted passenger taxi problem. These
two problems represents two classes: problems with unexpected changes in
goals, and problems with unknown subtasks goals. MAXQ-based methods
cannot perform well in the first class, and fails to handle the second class.
However, they can be solved by CTA-FRMAX. R-MAXQ suffers from delayed
exploration as it cannot explore until the current task is complete. CTA meth-
ods do not have this constraint, due to the different design approach in learn-
ing the task dynamics.
CTA methods also guarantee stronger optimality. The sample com-
plexity analysis states that CTA-FRMAX’s estimated task value function is e-
optimal for any e except at a small number of steps. This means CTA-FRMAX
can guarantee the learned policy is task optimal, which is stronger than MAXQ’s
recursive optimality guarantee. However, while CTA-FRMAX can be used to
compute the dynamics for every task, whether the tasks are solved directly
depends on the complexity of the problem and available computing power.
We also show that Factored RMAX and Factored e-greedy perform much
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better in the task variant. However, they still perform slightly worse than
CTA-FRMAX, despite these methods have access to the DBN structure.
In summary, CTA methods learn the global model efficiently through
the CSRL hierarchy. It performs better than Factored RMAX applied to tasks,
due to the sharing of transition functions through fragments. Unlike Factored
RMAX, it does not require the DBN structure to be given. It can handle prob-
lems which MAXQ hierarchy fails to represent. It is computationally efficient




While CTA-FRMAX is a sample efficient algorithm that allows the agent to
learn the root transition function, it is computationally expensive as it uses
value iteration on the full state space. In problems with a large number of state
features, this can be very slow. It is much faster for an agent to compute the
task policy instead. The key question is to determine the appropriate task(s) to
execute at a given time. In this chapter, we discuss how the agent can achieve
good performance using local task policies.
The hierarchical execution level is at the higher level of the CSRL frame-
work. The role of hierarchical execution level is to determine which task(s)
should be executed, which task(s) should be suspended and switched back
later, and which task(s) should be aborted. In this chapter, we focus on prob-
lems where hierarchical execution is only needed at root node, i.e. the agent
choose one of root node’s children to execute. We discuss more general for-
mulation in Section 6.9 and Chapter 7.
We introduce two approaches: “tasks as options” and “dynamic adap-
tation”. The “tasks as options” approach is inspired by the options framework
and MAXQ. A task is treated like a single action, and the problem of task se-
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lection is transformed to a problem of solving an SMDP. This is a common ap-
proach in HRL and produces good results in many domains. The underlying
idea is intuitive: since the agent already knows how to perform a task through
CTA-FRMAX, in order to perform well in the root problem, we only need to
identify the scenarios where the task should be executed. We introduce CSRL-
SMDP, by incorporating CTA for task learning and task selection using SMDP.
The main advantage of this approach is large improvement of sample com-
plexity and computational complexity over solving the global problem.
CSRL-SMDP is a family of methods which allows different algorithms
to be used at both task learning and task selection level. We use CTA-FRMAX
for task learning since it has demonstrated the best performance of the CTA
methods. We discuss two variants of SMDP task selection: CSRL-SMDP-
RMAX, which is inspired by SMDP-RMAX (Brunskill and Li, 2014); and CSRL-
SMDP-SIMU, which uses simulations on the learned model to determine the
parameters of transition and reward function for the SMDP.
Dynamic adaptation is motivated by a completely different need. CSRL-
SMDP treats tasks as single actions, hence the agent always follows the task
policy. However, a “context sensitive” agent should be able to modify the
policy depending on the current situation, rather than blindly follow it. For
example, if an agent needs to complete two tasks: refuel gasoline and drive to
work. The optimal policy for completing the first task is to find a nearest gaso-
line station, but this may not be globally optimal as the gasoline station can be
located in the direction opposite to the agent’s workplace. A CSRL-Dynamic
agent can revise the policy for a task, by considering the active tasks it needs
to complete.
For dynamic adaptation approach, we demonstrate that CSRL-Dynamic
can handle the problems where multiple tasks can be active simultaneously,
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and address some weaknesses of the “tasks as options” approach. Despite that
it cannot achieve global optimality, the integration of UCT simulation allows
the agent to execute near-optimal actions at crucial steps.
For CSRL-SMDP, the terms “hierarchical execution” and “task selec-
tion” are used interchangeably. For CSRL-Dynamic, the role of hierarchical
execution is not limited to task selection: it is also capable of adapting task
policies based on the current situation, running UCT simulations and switch-
ing between non-terminating tasks.
6.1 CSRL-SMDP: Tasks as options
Intuitively, tasks can be treated as options. Tasks are considered as single
actions in the hierarchical execution level. Once the task execution starts, the
agent follows the task policy until it reaches the a terminal state of the task.
After that, the hierarchical execution level chooses the next task to execute and
repeats the whole process. Options are are commonly used as the building
block in HRL. In the MAXQ task hierarchy, in particular, each child node is
considered as an option of the parent node.
CSRL-SMDP-RMAX uses CTA-FRMAX for task learning, but follows SMDP-
RMAX (Brunskill and Li, 2014) at the top level. SMDP-RMAX is a simple ex-
tension of R-MAX to SMDP. The agent maintains a count n(s, a), where a can
either be a primitive action, or an option. After executing the option a at
a state s for n(s, a) times, the agent can estimate the transition probability
T(s, a, s′) = n(s,a,s
′)
n(s,a) where n(s, a, s
′) is the number of times executing option
a at state s leads to s′. Similarly, the agent can estimate the reward function
R(s, a) by averaging the reward from n(s, a) experiences. The whole algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 2.
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Let mi be the exploration threshold for task i at the hierarchical execu-
tion level, which represents the exploration threshold for executing task i at
state s. Note that the parameter mi is different from mk used in CTA-FRMAX,
which is the number of times (Par(Ck, a), a) for each k and a should be visited
at the lower level.
Let n(s, i) be the number of times the agent has executed task i in state
s. Line 2-4 initialize n(s, i) to 0 and the transition function P(·, τ|s, i) (the dis-
tribution of next state and waiting time τ) to empty distribution. In line 12,
the agent marginalize P(·, τ|s, i) over the waiting time τ to compute the tran-
sition function P(·|s, i). From line 13-15, if a state s is in the input set of a task
i, and n(s, a) is smaller than the threshold mi, the agent transits to the fictitious
state with probability 1. Otherwise, the agent just use the learned transition
function and reward function (line 17-19). The agent then solves the SMDP us-
ing value iteration to find the optimal task i, and calls CTA-FRMAX to execute
the task. In line 25-26, the agent updates the reward function and transition
function after executing the task.
CSRL-SMDP-RMAX violates the assumption of stationary reward and
transition function, since the reward R(s, i) improves as CTA-FRMAX gradu-
ally learns the task i. However, we can prove that despite the non-stationarity
involved, the algorithm still converges, with a polynomial sample complexity.
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Algorithm 2: The CSRL-SMDP-RMAX algorithm.
input : Exploration threshold mi for each task i
// Initialize all exploration count to 0.
1 Initialize Ya = {a|i ∈ Ai} for each a
2 for each state s, task i do
3 n(s, i) = 0
4 Initialize P(·, τ|s, i)
5 end
6 t = 0
7 st = RandomStartState()
// Set transition and reward for fictitious state
8 T(s∗|s∗, i) = 1 for each task i
9 R(s∗, i) = Rmax for each task i
10 while st not terminate state do
11 for each state s, task i do
12 P(·|s, i) = ∑∞j=1 P(·, τ = j|s, i)γj
// If s belongs to task i’s input set,
// and is not sufficiently explored.
13 if s ∈ Ii and n(s, i) < mi then
// Indicate transition to fictitious state.
14 T(·|s, i) transits to s∗ in one step and probability 1
15 R(s, i) = Rmax
16 else
17 T(·|s, i) = P(·|s, i)
18 R(s, i) = R˜(s, i)
19 end
20 end
21 Solve SMDP with T, R using VI to find an optimal task i
22 Call CTA-FRMAX to execute i
23 Terminates at st+1 after τt steps, receives rt
24 n(s, i) = n(s, i) + 1
25 Update P(·, τ|s, i) with st, st+1, τt
26 Update R˜(st, i) with rt
27 t = t + 1
28 end
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6.2 Sample complexity analysis
Here we discuss the sample complexity of CSRL-SMDP-RMAX. We propose
a general theorem, in which we show that by combining SMDP-RMAX with
any PAC-MDP RL algorithm for task learning, the combined algorithm is still
PAC-MDP with provable upper bound on sample complexity. Since CSRL-
SMDP-RMAX use CTA-FRMAX for task learning, which is PAC-MDP, it is a
special case of this theorem.
In order to present the sample complexity of CSRL-SMDP-RMAX, there
are a number of technicalities to be addressed. First, we assume the reward
function is scaled between 0 and 1, like other recent works (Brunskill and Li,
2014; Strehl, Li, and Littman, 2009). We also need to address the following
issues.
Infinite waiting time
Recall from Definition 2, that the sample complexity of exploration for SMDP
is the number of timesteps that the algorithm is not performing e-optimally.
An epoch at time t, τt, is the number of timesteps to complete action t. If the
waiting time is infinite, the sample complexity is also infinite. Hence we need
an assumption to bound the waiting time for each action.
We adopt the same assumption as Brunskill and Li (2014) to bound the
waiting time τ of any task i. We assume that there exists known constants L
and C so that for any state s and task i, (i) E[τ] < L; (ii) the distribution of τ
is sub-Gaussian with parameter C, i.e. P(|τ −E[τ|s, i]| ≥ τ) ≤ 2e−Cτ2 . Brun-
skill and Li (2014) show that with this assumption, the waiting time can be
upper bounded with high probability. This assumption leads to the following
lemma, which allows us to bound the length of each task.
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Lemma 4. (Brunskill and Li, 2014) If τ is sub-Gaussian with parameter C, then with
probability at least 1− δ, τ < L + 1√
C
ln 2δ .
Non-stationary transition dynamics at hierarchical execution
level
If the options are given beforehand, the transition dynamics of executing the
option o at state s can be represented using the probability P(·, τ|s, o). How-
ever, in this work, the task policies are not given, but learned by CTA-FRMAX.
As a result, the policy for a task i is not stationary. The transition dynamics of
executing the task i, Ppi
i
t(·, τ|s, i), depends on piit, the current policy for task i
at time t.
However, if the exploration threshold mi for task i is sufficiently large,
then the learned local policy pii eventually becomes the optimal policy. After
that each execution of the task gives stationary outcome. Hence, we can claim
that the effect of executing a task at a state s is stationary except a small number
of occurrences.
Multiple task optimal policies leading to different goal states
Another situation that must be considered is that a task i can have multiple
optimal policies leading to different goal states. In this scenario, the effect of
executing task i at state s does not converge, as the agent is free to choose any
optimal task policy, ending in different goal states. Apart from that, at any
time of execution, the agent only knows its learned model M̂i for task i. The
optimal policies for task i have the same value in the actual model, but they
are unlikely to have the same value in the close approximation model M̂i. This
makes the effect of executing a task i unpredictable.
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We make a simple assumption, that different optimal policies in a task
i lead to the same distribution of goal states. This assumption is required
to derive the sample complexity, as failure to convergence leads to infinite
sample complexity. Note that optimal policies in a task i always have the
same reward in the task selection SMDP, since they have the same value.
This issue affects all HRL methods that consider task i as an option.
However, the standard HRL benchmarks do not have this issue. For example,
both the Get and Put tasks in the taxi problem only have one goal: to get the
passenger in the taxi and to deliver the passenger to the destination respec-
tively. The eight passenger taxi and grocery store problems in this chapter
have multiple goal states, but the optimal policies for the tasks lead to the
nearest goal states, rather than different goal states.
Sample complexity of SMDP-RMAX with task learning
With the previous discussion, we can claim that the learned policy for task i
must converge to an optimal policy. If there are multiple optimal policies for
the task, the previous assumption states that executing them have the same
effect, so they can be treated as a single optimal policy from the hierarchical
execution level. This implies for each task i, there is a φi such that the task’s
optimal policy is strictly φi better than any other policy. This means that since
CTA-FMAX can learn a policy for task i that is ei-optimal for any ei, if we set ei
to φi, the φi-optimal policy learned by CTA-FRMAX must be the optimal task
policy.





t(st) ≥ V∗i (st) − ei. The first inequality comes from the
definition of Q∗i , while the second comes from the definition of ei-optimal. In
order to have Q∗i (st,pi
i
t(st)) ≥ V∗i (st)− ei, piit(st) must be the optimal action,
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since for every other action a, we have Q∗i (st, a) < V
∗
i (st)− ei.
This is to say that, if the learned policy is ei-optimal in a task i, the
agent is executing the optimal policy for task i. There are only a small number
of times where the step executed is not ei optimal. By increasing the explo-
ration threshold, the learned model will converge to the actual model because
most of the time, the action executed is optimal. We ignore the logarithmic
terms as they have negligible effect on the asymptotic result. We then have
the following theorem.
Theorem 11. Assuming each task i’s optimal policy is at least φi better than any other
policy for the task, let ξi(ei) be the sample complexity of exploration for learning task
i with parameter ei, ignoring logarithmic terms. The sample complexity of SMDP-














where Nsi is the number of reachable next states of (s, i), γ¯s = maxa ∑τ γτP(τ|s, i),
and P(τ|s, i) = ∑s′ P(s′, τ|s, i) is the marginal waiting-time distribution. If CTA-







The previous theorem gives the sample complexity of the hierarchical
structure, given the sample complexity to learn each task. The task learning
method is not limited to CTA-FRMAX. This is a generalized theorem that al-
lows the agent to use other task learning methods too. A sample complexity
ξ(e, δ) usually comes with two parameters, for being e-optimal with proba-
bility at least 1− δ. This theorem has an implicit assumption that δ is in the
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logarithmic term and can be ignored. This is indeed the case for all the PAC-
MDP methods, including R-MAX, SMDP-RMAX, Factored RMAX. Hence this
assumption does not affect the applicability of the theorem.
Despite the theorem having a complicated proof, it has an intuitive
interpretation. The sample complexity is similar to that of SMDP-RMAX in














Since we are learning the tasks, our sample complexity is weighted by the
sample complexity of learning the optimal policy for the task i, ξi(φi).
Another observation is that, though the theorem involves the summa-
tion over all states (the ∑s,i part), the state size s is not part of the sample
complexity. If the state s is not in the input set of task i, Nsi is 0 because the
task is not applicable at this state. Similarly, the agent only needs to decide
which task to execute, at the start of the problem or at the end of a previous
task (i.e., at some terminal state of previous task). For states that are neither
part of starting states, nor part of any task’s terminal states, the agent does not
make any such decision. Hence the summation∑s,i only sums over a small set
of state-task combination, which is problem dependent, and does not depend
directly on the size of the state space.
6.3 Constructing SMDP using simulations
In CSRL-SMDP-RMAX, the top level SMDP-RMAX and the lower level CTA-
FRMAX runs independently without sharing any information. However, SMDP-
RMAX is not an efficient algorithm. In order to converge, SMDP-RMAX has to
estimate P(·|s, i) for every state s and task i without using any information
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from CTA-FRMAX in the lower level.
A better approach is to estimate the parameters for the SMDP using in-
formation from the tasks. Estimating the effect of executing a task i in state s
involves two steps: first, the agent has to learn the effect on Fi, the relevant fea-
tures for task i; and it also has to learn the effect of F−i, the irrelevant features.
As CTA-FRMAX can be used to learn the root transition function, it allows the
agent to estimate the effect of executing task i on state s on both Fi and F−i, by
running simulation on the root transition model.
Algorithm 3 presents the procedure for constructing top level SMDP
through simulation. The agent maintains a queue of states: while it is not
empty, the agent extracts a state s from the queue (line 5), if the state is new, the
agent constructs the parameter R(s, i) and P(·|s, i) through simulation. If task
simulation fails to reach a goal state within maximum number of steps (line
33-35) or reaches a fictitious state in CTA-FRMAX (line 36-38), the SimulateTask
procedure returns false to ConstructSMDP. This happens in the early episodes
where CTA-FRMAX at the lower level has not completed exploration. In such
scenario, the agent set R(s, i) to maximum reward Rmax and P(s|s, i) to 1 (line
13), so the state works as a fictitious state as in R-MAX and the hierarchical
execution level chooses the task i to execute at state s. If the simulation is suc-
cessful, the agent receives the average reward and distribution of terminating
states, and constructs the SMDP transition function and reward function using
these values (line 16). The distribution of terminal states is internally repre-
sented as a vector of pairs of state and probability. The agent then inserts all
the terminating states into the state queue and the process repeats.
While Factored RMAX (task) also computes the task dynamics, it does
not have access to a root transition function, and as a result, the simulation-
based task selection does not work on Factored RMAX.
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Algorithm 3: The simulation procedures of CSRL-SMDP-SIMU.
1 Procedure ConstructSMDP(current state)
2 queue state queue
3 state queue.enqueue(current state)
4 while state queue not empty do
5 s = state queue.dequeue()
6 if s is not new then
7 continue
8 end
9 for every task i do
10 [success, reward, distro] = SimulateTask(s, i)
11 if not success // set to fictitious state.
12 then
13 R(s, i) = Rmax; P(s|s, i) = 1 // transits to itself.
14 end
15 else
16 R(s, i) = reward; P(·|s, i) = distro






23 Procedure SimulateTask(s, i)
24 distro = ∅ // Distribution of terminating states.
25 average reward = 0
26 for simulation num from 1 to NUM SIM do
27 this reward = 0; steps = 0
28 while true do
29 a = pii(s) // Get action a from the local policy.
30 this reward = this reward + Ri(s, a)
// Samples from root transition function.
31 s = SampleRootTransition(s, a)
32 steps = steps + 1
33 if steps > NUM STEPS then
34 return false
35 end
36 if s is fictitious state then
37 return false
38 end
39 if s is goal state then
40 Update average reward with this reward





46 return true, average reward, distro
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6.4 Optimality
While CSRL-SMDP cannot guarantee global optimum, it can achieve it under
relatively weaker assumptions. Using CTA-FRMAX for task learning guar-
antees task optimality, and using SMDP at the hierarchical execution level
guarantees optimality with respect the tasks. For problems that only need hi-
erarchical execution at the root node, CSRL-SMDP achieves global optimum
as long as the root problem can be decomposed into a sequence of indepen-
dent tasks. For a general problem with multiple layers of task decomposition,
CSRL-SMDP still guarantees task optimality for tasks at the execution frontier,
while MAXQ can only guarantee recursive optimality for the same tasks.
It is much harder for MAXQ based methods to achieve global optimum.
Just like CSRL-SMDP, this is based on the assumption of “correct decomposi-
tion of independent tasks”. However, MAXQ applies this assumption many
times. Consider a MAXQ task hierarchy with branching factor d, the root
problem is first decomposed into d tasks, just like in CSRL-SMDP. However,
each of the d tasks applies this assumption again recursively. As a result, if h
is the height of the hierarchy, MAXQ methods makes this assumption up to
O(dh) times. If this assumption is not met in any node of the hierarchy, the
agent will deviate from the global optimal policy, like in the fickle taxi prob-
lem. For CSRL-SMDP, this assumption is applied at every node above the
execution frontier. If the height of the hierarchy above the execution frontier
is h/2, then CSRL-SMDP makes this assumption up to O(dh/2) times, which
is much smaller than O(dh).
One exception is the options framework, using SMDP-RMAX on an MDP
augmented with options, which guarantees finding the global optimal policy.
This is because the agent can just executes primitive actions without using
the options. However, augmenting an MDP with options and using SMDP-
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RMAX could slows down convergence, as the agent has to explore the effect
of options, in addition to primitive actions. Situations where options impede
learning are empirically studied in Jong et al. (2008).
6.5 Experiments
Experimental design
We introduce two variants of the taxi problem: two passenger taxi and eight
passenger taxi, based on two design principles. First, the experiment requires
task selection on the agent’s side. The taxi problems used in previous chapter
have a simple task order: execute Get first and followed by Put. However, the
agent now has to choose among multiple tasks explicitly. Second, we design
the experiments with large state space to test the limit of our algorithms. The
largest problem in the previous chapter consists of 7200 states, which is small
compared to 518400 states for the two passenger taxi and 656100 states for the
eight passenger taxi. The eight passenger taxi problem also pushes the task
selection level to great test, as the top level SMDP involves 16 tasks with more
than 50000 states.
Algorithms
We compare the CSRL-SMDP methods with the task variants of Factored RMAX
and Factored e-greedy. Both of these methods show good performance in the
simpler taxi problem. However, for task selection for Factored RMAX and
Factored e-greedy, it is not possible to implement an SMDP with simulated
parameters like in CSRL-SMDP-SIMU, since in order to construct a transition
function P(·|s, i), the agent needs to know the effect of execution on both the
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relevant features Fi, and the irrelevant features F−i. CSRL-SMDP can access
this information through the root transition function, while Factored RMAX
and Factored e-greedy only maintain task transition functions. For these two
methods, we only implement random task selection. At the initial state, the
agent chooses Get1 and Get2 with equal probability. If passenger 1 is in the
taxi, the agent chooses Put1 and Get2 with equal probability.
We do not use R-MAXQ for comparison as it suffers from delayed ex-
ploration. As previously mentioned, it is not possible to explore pickup at a
non-landmark location unless it is the starting state. The two passenger taxi
and eight passenger taxi problems have a much larger state space, and with
exploration threshold at m, R-MAXQ has to experience at least 1472m episodes
for two passenger taxi (92 non-landmark locations, 8 passenger location, 2
passengers) and 736m (92 non-landmark locations, 8 passengers) episodes for
eight passenger taxi before converging.
Two-passenger taxi
We define a variant of the taxi problem in which there are two passengers.
There are four tasks involved: two for getting the passenger and two for
putting the passenger. All the four tasks can be further decomposed into a
navigation task fragment. The state variables are x, y, p1, d1, p2, d2, where
pi and di are the location and destination for passenger i (i = 1, 2). The rele-
vant features for getting passenger i are x, y, pi, and the relevant features for
putting passenger i are x, y, pi, di. The gridworld used is the same 10× 10
taxi grid world, as in Figure 6.1. Adding a second passenger greatly increases
the size of state space, from 7200 to 518400 states. However, due to the hierar-
chical representation, this translates to only a linear increase in the number of
tasks.
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Figure 6.1: The 10 × 10 taxi grid world from Diuk et al. (2008) is used in both
two passenger taxi and eight passenger taxi problems.
The agent also has two pickup and two putdown actions, one for each
passenger. Since both passenger can share the taxi, it is necessary to have two
putdown actions to indicate which passenger to unload. For the pickup actions,
while it is possible to use a single action, doing so violates the assumption of
feature relevance for both MAXQ and CSRL. This is because when the agent is
learning Get1, it may accidentally pick up the second passenger. In that case,
the second passenger’s location, p2, which is a feature that is not relevant
to the task Get1, affects the reward function of Get1. Hence the agent has
eight actions: four navigation actions, two pickup actions and two putdown
actions. Apart from that, all the methods are given the additional knowledge
that putdown is only possible at the landmarks.







Table 6.1: The time required to complete 50 episodes of two-passenger taxi,
average of 10 independent runs, on a Xeon E5-2643 v2 3.50GHz.
50 episodes. Factored e-greedy performs fastest, since exploration using e-
greedy strategy only requires a random action, while R-MAX based methods
have to solve a model in order to find the action. Both CSRL-SMDP methods
perform slower. When the agent selects a task, the time taken per step across
all algorithms should be similar, as all of them use value iteration to solve
the task model. However, CSRL-SMDP methods require more time in the
hierarchical execution level. On the other hand, both CSRL-SMDP methods
have the potential to speed up greatly. For CSRL-SMDP-RMAX, if a state-task
combination (s, i) is not seen before, it transits to a fictitious state and receives
maximum reward. This implies that the hierarchical execution level can select
task i for execution without solving the task selection SMDP. For CSRL-SMDP-
SIMU, the simulation parameter (NUM SIM in Algorithm 3) used is 100, and
the agent can perform much faster when the number is smaller.
We perform the experiment with 100 independent runs for each algo-
rithm, and the result of this experiment is shown in Figure 6.2. CSRL-SMDP-
SIMU has the best result, both in terms of average reward and accumulated
reward, followed by CSRL-SMDP-RMAX, Factored RMAX Random and Fac-
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of CSRL-SMDP-RMAX, CSRL-SMDP-SIMU, Factored
RMAX Random and Factored e-greedy Random on the two passenger taxi
problem.
same performance for the first 50 episodes, as they used the same CTA-FRMAX
for task learning. Once CTA-FRMAX has learned the accurate task dynamics
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for all the tasks, CSRL-SMDP-SIMU converges to a better policy than CSRL-
SMDP-RMAX, due to the fact that it can utilize the root transition function
from CTA-FRMAX to construct the parameters for the SMDP at the top level.
Theoretically, CSRL-SMDP-RMAX is guaranteed to converge to the optimal,
however, it did not happen within the 500 episodes tested. CSRL-SMDP-
RMAX’s slow convergence implies SMDP-RMAX has a huge sample complex-
ity in this problem. It is affected by delayed exploration, as the hierarchi-
cal execution level must see every state-task pair (s, i) m times before it can
learn the optimal policy. On the other hand, in the first 500 episodes, CSRL-
SMDP-RMAX has better cumulative reward than Factored RMAX, due to CTA-
FRMAX’s efficiency. However, in terms of asymptotic result in average reward,
it is not better than random task selection. Factored e-greedy Random cannot
reach optimum in both the task learning level and task selection level, thus
having the worst performance.
Eight-passenger taxi
The eight passenger taxi problem involves delivering eight passengers to their
destinations, it is based on the same 10× 10 grid world as in Figure 6.1.
In this problem, there is a passenger at each of the eight landmarks,
and the destination of each passenger is any of the seven other landmarks.
We do not limit the capacity of the taxi, hence it is possible to have all the
eight passengers in the taxi. There are 10 state variables: x and y indicate the
coordinate of the passenger, p1 to p8 indicate the status of passenger 1 to 8: 0
means the initial location, 1 means inside the taxi, 2 means at the destination.
As a result, there are 10× 10× 38 = 656100 states. This problem also contains
a large number of states for the task selection SMDP. After executing a task,









































Figure 6.3: Comparison of CSRL-SMDP-RMAX (average of 100 runs, 500
episodes each), CSRL-SMDP-SIMU (average of 40 runs, 50 episodes each) on
the eight passenger taxi problem.
be in any status, hence there are up to 8× 38 = 52488 states in the SMDP. The
actual number of states in the SMDP is a bit smaller, as certain combinations
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(such as all passengers at initial location) is not possible after completing a
task.
The problem consists of 16 tasks, with eight Get tasks and eight Put
tasks. All the tasks share the same navigation fragment. There are 20 actions:




Table 6.2: The time required to complete 50 episodes of eight-passenger taxi,
average of 10 independent runs, on a Xeon E5-2643 v2 3.50GHz.
We only run the experiment with CSRL-SMDP methods. CSRL-SMDP-
SIMU is very slow in this problem, as task selection requires the agent to con-
struct a huge SMDP, it takes more than two hours to complete 100 episodes.
Hence, we only run CSRL-SMDP-SIMU 40 times, with 50 episodes each. On
the other hand, we accelerate CSRL-SMDP-RMAX such that whenever it sees a
new (s, i) combination, it directly execute task i without solving the SMDP. As
a result, CSRL-SMDP-RMAX is much faster, taking only 158 seconds to com-
plete. We run CSRL-SMDP-RMAX 100 times, with 500 episodes each. Due
to the large number of states in the task selection SMDP, CSRL-SMDP-RMAX
did not complete exploring after 500 episodes. However, after exploration is
complete, CSRL-SMDP-RMAX (or any model-based MAXQ approach) needs
to solve the task selection SMDP, and is expected to be as slow as CSRL-SMDP-
SIMU.
The result is shown in Figure 6.3. It can be seen that CSRL-SMDP-SIMU
has learned a much better policy in 50 episodes, than CSRL-SMDP-RMAX’s
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policy in 500 episodes. In 50 episodes, the average reward for CSRL-SMDP-
SIMU is greater than 0, while after 500 episodes, the average reward for CSRL-
SMDP-RMAX is still below 0. In terms of accumulated reward, CSRL-SMDP-
SIMU also starts to perform better after 25 episodes. The experiment result
shows that CSRL-SMDP-SIMU is a very sample efficient HRL method, and is
able to learn a reasonably good policy in few episodes, even in a very complex
problem.
We briefly explain why other methods are not suitable to handle this
problem. As previously discussed, R-MAXQ needs at least 736m episodes be-
fore exploring all eight pickup actions, due to delayed exploration. Factored
RMAX (task) does not provide enough information for constructing a task se-
lection SMDP, and without sharing between tasks, it cannot be compared with
either CSRL-SMDP methods in accumulated reward because all the 16 tasks
share the same navigation fragment.
6.6 Dynamic task selection
The underlying assumption in the scenarios discussed so far is that the pol-
icy of each task is independent of the presence of other tasks. This allows the
agent to divide and conquer the root problem by decomposing the problem
into multiple tasks at different levels of abstraction and solve them simulta-
neously. However, in real life such independence assumption often does not
hold, where the presence of other tasks affects how an agent should behave in
its current task. These problems can have multiple active tasks which affect
each other’s policy.
Another common type of problems is having tasks with multiple termi-
nating states. In most HRL works including CSRL-SMDP, the agent chooses
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the terminating state with the highest accumulated reward for the task. How-
ever, this is not guaranteed to be a good solution. The agent sometimes has
to sacrifice the reward of the current task, in order to maximize future pay-
off. Thus, following the optimal task policy leads to myopic behavior and can
damage its future reward.
CSRL-Dynamic is proposed to handle these problems. Rather than pick-
ing up a task, and executing its policy, CSRL-Dynamic finds all the tasks that
can be active in the current state, determines the relative importance of the
active tasks, and selects an action to optimize towards multiple tasks. In or-
der to reason over multiple tasks, each task under consideration needs to be
assigned a weight that represents the importance of the task. A weight wi for
task i must be a real number between 0 and 1, and ∑i wi = 1. A context is just
an assignment of weights to tasks.
6.6.1 Context reasoning
Context reasoning is the process of updating the task weights based on new
evidences from the current situation. It can be broken down to three steps:
identifying the tasks, context update and task switch. The agent first identifies
the tasks that should be assigned a weight, then updates the assigned weights
based on the new evidence it receives after each step, and then determines if
the agent needs to switch completely to a single task.
Task identification
The first step towards context reasoning is to identify the tasks where the
agent needs to focus its attention on. Intuitively, this includes all tasks that
can be active at the current state s. For each task i, if the current state s is in
the input set is Ii, the task can be active currently.
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If an active task i has multiple terminating states, the CSRL-dynamic
agent also identifies all tasks that can be active after task i concludes. This is
done through examining task i’s goal states, and identifying the tasks whose
input set matches these goal states. This allows the agent to not only focus
attention on immediate tasks at hand, but also to prepare for tasks in the near
future.
The agent first initializes the context by assigning a weight to all the
identified tasks. Since the agent maintains a estimated model for each task i,
the agent can estimate tci , the time to completion for task i if task i is active
and the agent focus fully on task i. Similarly, the agent can estimate tsi , the
time to start a task i if task i can only be active after a current task completes.
CSRL-Dynamic initialize the context by assigning identified tasks with longer
time to completion a smaller weight, and normalize the context.
The agent only needs to initialize context at the starting state, and after
it achieves a subgoal. At the other steps, the agent updates the context based
on the new evidence from the current step.
Context update
After the agent initializes the context by assigning weights to reflect how soon
they will be completed or started, the agent updates the assigned weights after
it executes an action and transits to the next state. We adopt a very simple
and fully automatic approach. At time t, the agent executes action at at state
st, and lands in state st+1. The agent compares the time to completion/start
values between the adjacent time time steps, and gives a positive bonus to
tasks whose time to completion/start reduces. This means that if the agent
is moving towards the goals of certain tasks, it will focus even more on these
tasks. The tasks that can be completed or started soon receive more weights
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so that the agent can focus more on these tasks.
Task switch
The agent is so far focusing on a set of tasks at the same time, but eventu-
ally it has to complete each task sequentially. The task switcher compares the
estimated time to completion of each active task with a pre-defined thresh-
old η, if a task is expected to complete in less time than the threshold, the
agent switches to that task exclusively. In order to prevent deadlock, the task
switching threshold increases with the time the agent spends without com-
pleting any task increases.
Once the agent switches to a task and completes the task, the agent re-
peats the whole process of task identification, context update and task switch.
6.6.2 CSRL-Dynamic algorithm
The CSRL-Dynamic agent first uses CSRL-SMDP in the early episodes to learn
the transition functions, and switches to CSRL-Dynamic mode after the num-
ber of episodes reaches a predefined threshold. All CSRL methods use CTA-
FRMAX at the lower level for learning and updating task dynamics. CSRL-
Dynamic differs from CSRL-SMDP at the hierarchical execution level. CSRL-
Dynamic selects an action by using both Q-value averaging and online re-
planning through UCT simulation. The task Q-value can be computed from
the task value function: Qi(s, a) = Ri(s, a) +∑s′ γTi(s, a, s′)Vi(s′). It first picks
the action that maximizes the expected Q-values over active tasks. It then as-
sesses the action to see if it is sufficiently good in every active task. If not, it
defaults to a global action through UCT simulation over the global dynam-
ics. We also use the term “replanning” to refer to UCT simulation. The action
selection algorithm is shown in algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4: CSRL-Dynamic action selection
input : ct: the current context represented as a vector of weights
(wt1, w
t
2, . . . , w
t
n).
Qi: the Q function for task i.
η: the threshold number of steps for switching to a task.
Information from CTA-FRMAX.
1 for every active task i do
2 if task i can be completed in η steps then




7 Run value iteration on every active task i to update Q function.
// Select an action ao f f that maximizes expected Q
function.
8 ao f f = arg maxa ∑i wiQi(s
t, a)
// Assess the offline action ao f f.
9 desirable = AssessAction(ao f f )
// If the action is desirable, then use the action.
// Otherwise re-plan.
10 if desirable then
11 at = ao f f
12 else
13 at = UCTActionSelection(st)
14 end
Adaptation Through Averaging Q-function
As shown in Algorithm 4, if a task i can be completed in η steps, CSRL-
Dynamic switches to using task i’s policy pii. Otherwise, it choose an ac-
tion by averaging the Q-function over all active tasks. The task Q-function
Qi(s, a) represents the expected accumulated reward in task i for executing
action a in state s. Computing the action that maximize expected Q-value,
arg maxa ∑i wiQi(s
t, a), over the context gives the offline action aoff. This means
the CSRL-Dynamic agent focuses attention on every active task, and attempts
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to choose an action that is a compromise between all active task.
Action Assessment
The desirability of an offline action is assessed using the following equation:
Loss(a) =∑
i
wi (Vi(s)−Qi(s, a)) ,
where Vi is the value function for task i and Qi is the Q-function for task i.
Using this equation, the agent estimates how much it is expected to lose com-
pared to choosing the best action in each task. If an action a is the best action
in every task i, the loss is 0 as Vi(s) = arg maxaQi(s, a). On the other hand, a
high loss implies the action is sub-optimal compared to the best action in each
task. In such scenario, it is possible that a compromise between tasks cannot
be reached and the agent needs to go through online re-planning in order to
choose the best action. The loss function is similar to the negative of Baird’s
advantage function (Baird III, 1994).
Global Action Selection Through UCT Simulation
The CSRL-Dynamic agent can also default to a global action by running UCT
simulation over the root transition function. Recall that CTA-FRMAX can con-
struct both the task and root transition function from its contextual depen-
dency table. CSRL-SMDP-SIMU also makes use of the root transition function
to construct the SMDP for task selection. Using UCT simulation over the root
dynamics allows the agent to choose a globally optimal action with probabil-
ity approaching 1 as the simulation time increases.
The context value is used in the loss function and thus determines if the
agent enters the UCT simulation stage or not. However, once the replanning
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starts, the simulation result only depends on the learned global model. Ev-
erything else, such as the context, the local reward function, the task policies
become irrelevant and do not affect the action chosen.
6.7 Advantages of CSRL-Dynamic
CSRL-Dynamic is based on the idea of Q-value averaging for action selection
for multiple active tasks, which is inspired by Q-Decomposition (Russell and
Zimdars, 2003). However, the major difference of CSRL-Dynamic over other
similar works is that CSRL-Dynamic has access to the root transition model,
due to CTA-FRMAX, while in other works, a local task has no information
about the rest of the problem. This access to root transition model directly
leads to the following three advantages over other works.
First, CSRL-Dynamic can use UCT simulation to obtain a near-optimal
action at any time. Solving the global model through value iteration is very
computationally demanding, but UCT simulation that focuses only on the cur-
rent state can be done easily.
Second, CSRL-Dynamic supports heterogeneous tasks, i.e. tasks can
have different sets of state variables and actions. In such case, if a task is ex-
ecuting a unique action, the other tasks behavior is undefined. CTA-FRMAX
supports the no-op action a∅, allowing CSRL-Dynamic to work with hetero-
geneous tasks easily.
Third, CSRL-Dynamic can use CSRL-SMDP in the early episodes for
efficient exploration and model learning. As the agent learns the global model,
it can evaluate policies from CSRL-SMDP and CSRL-Dynamic in the global
model, and switch to CSRL-Dynamic if its policy has a better value.
Q-Decomposition (Russell and Zimdars, 2003) uses SARSA, which is a
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model-free RL algorithm and little is known about the rate of convergence. It
also uses e-greedy exploration that gives an infinite sample complexity. CSRL-
Dynamic uses CTA-FRMAX, which is model-based and sample efficient. Each
task in CSRL only focus on the relevant features and actions, making it more
efficient than Q-Decomposition, which defines the local Q-value over the full
state space S and action space A.
6.8 Experiments
The Grocery Store
We introduce the grocery store problem. This experiment is designed to show
CSRL-Dynamic can learn policies such that they are better than the task poli-
cies. There are three types of optima discussed in this thesis. From the strongest
to the weakest, they are global optimum, task level optimum and recursive
optimum. MAXQ methods can only guarantee recursive optimum in which
the policy is optimal with respect to the child tasks. CSRL-SMDP guarantees
task level optimum for tasks at the execution frontier, while we cannot guar-
antee global optimum for CSRL-Dynamic, we show that in this experiment,
the CSRL-Dynamic agent can do better than task level optimum.
In the grocery store problem, the agent is navigating in a grid world,
with the goal of moving to a destination cell in the grid world. There are
multiple grocery stores in the grid world, which are located in different cells.
The agent can choose to directly drive to the destination, or to visit a grocery
store on the way. We use a 10× 10 grid world for the grocery store problem,
as shown in Figure 6.4, where S0 to S3 are the possible starting locations, D0
to D3 are the destinations, and G0 to G3 are the grocery stores.












Figure 6.4: The grocery store problem.
for the agent’s location, g is a binary variable indicating if the agent has done
the grocery, and d is the destination. There are six actions: four navigation ac-
tions, GetGrocery set the state variable g to 1 if the agent is at the grocery store,
and the agent needs to execute the action ParkInGarage to terminate the exper-
iment. The Grocery task contains the variables x, y and g, with the navigation
actions and GetGrocery, while the DriveHome task contains the variable x, y
and d, with the navigation actions and ParkInGarage. We also create a shared
navigation fragment that applies to all tasks and actions. Each navigation ac-
tion has reward -1, executing the action GetGrocery has reward +10 at a grocery
cell, and -10 otherwise. Executing ParkInGarage has reward +20 at the destina-
tion, and -10 otherwise. The effect of navigation is stochastic, with probability
0.8 moving in the intended direction, and 0.1 to each perpendicular direction.
The effects of the other two actions are deterministic.
From Figure 6.4, it can be seen that in some situations, executing the
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optimal policy for the ShopGrocery task is not globally optimal. For instance,
if the starting location is S3, and destination is D0, the optimal task policy
suggests the agent visits the nearest grocery store, which is G1. However,
visiting G3 on the way to D0 gives a better accumulated reward. In general,
moving away from destination results in lower accumulated rewards. We
expect CSRL-Dynamic to perform better than CSRL-SMDP-SIMU, but not by
a large extent as many task optimal policy is also global optimal.
Experiment Result
We have tested both CSRL-Dynamic and CSRL-SMDP-SIMU on the exper-
iment for 100 independent runs, with 500 episodes each. For the first 20
episodes of CSRL-Dynamic, the agent uses the same CSRL-SMDP-SIMU al-
gorithm for efficient exploration, and switches to CSRL-Dynamic in the 20th




Table 6.3: The time required to complete 100 episodes of the grocery store
problem, average of 10 independent runs, on a Xeon E5-2643 v2 3.50GHz.
Both methods take similar time to complete 100 episodes of the grocery
store problem, as shown in Table 6.3. The result is shown in Figure 6.5. As
expected, CSRL-Dynamic has better asymptotic performance in average re-
ward. The difference is small but statistically significant. One interesting ob-
servation is that from episode 20 where CSRL-Dynamic is enabled, to episode
















































Figure 6.5: Comparison of CSRL-Dynamic and CSRL-SMDP-SIMU on
the grocery store problem.
likely because CTA-FRMAX has not finished learning all tasks before the 20th
episode. CSRL-SMDP-SIMU converges in about 40 episodes, which confirms
the conjecture that CTA-FRMAX requires some more episodes than 20 to com-
plete all explorations. CSRL-Dynamic also has better accumulated reward as
it did not complete all explorations, but it still able to learn a better policy.
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It is also to be noted that in this problem, the globally optimal policy
is not a sequence of task policies. Since most existing HRL methods are built
upon the idea of “temporally abstracted actions”, it can only converge to the
same policy as CSRL-SMDP-SIMU, but CSRL-Dynamic can learn a better pol-
icy.
6.9 Deeper hierarchy and Multi-CSRL
We have focused on problems with one layer of task decomposition so far,
i.e. the hierarchical execution layer only selects the root node’s child tasks.
However, CSRL is not limited to just one layer of task decomposition. Since
CTA-FRMAX can compute the task dynamics for every node in the task hier-
archy, Algorithm 3 can be used to compute the effect of executing a task at
any level of the hierarchy recursively: solving a task selection SMDP at any
node in the task hierarchy results a policy for the node, which can be used to
simulate the effect of executing the node from its parent node.
In addition to using CSRL with deeper hierarchy, it is also possible to
use multiple CSRLs in one problem. Multi-CSRL is a simple extension where
a CSRL can be treated just like a single action by its parent. For example, if a
robot is to complete multiple tasks in different rooms, each room can be mod-
eled as a CSRL that is independent from each other. Multi-CSRL is suitable to
problems that can be decomposed into multiple independent sub-problems,
so that each sub-problem can be modeled as a single CSRL. On the other hand,
if the rooms share a common layout such that an experience in one room can
benefit navigation in another room, then it is better to model as a single CSRL




We introduced hierarchical execution in this chapter. By combining with task
learning using CTA-FRMAX, we construct a complete HRL framework that al-
lows efficient learning and exploration. We introduced CSRL-SMDP, which is
suitable on traditional HRL domains, where the agent is only focusing on one
active task at any time. We proposed two CSRL-SMDP methods, that model
task selection as an SMDP. CSRL-SMDP-RMAX uses SMDP-RMAX for task
selection, with a theoretically guaranteed sample complexity. While CSRL-
SMDP-RMAX treats task learning and task selection as two independent prob-
lem, CSRL-SMDP-SIMU constructs the task selection SMDP using informa-
tion from CTA-FRMAX, and we show through empirical experiments that CSRL-
SMDP-SIMU converges much faster, and should always be preferred.
We also propose CSRL-Dynamic, which is based on the idea that mul-
tiple tasks can be active at the same time, and the agent should adapt or
re-plan online rather than blindly following the task’s local policy. While
CSRL-Dynamic is a novel approach, it is also inspired by a number of ex-
isting work. Littman et al. (Littman, Cassandra, and Kaelbling, 1995) used
QMDP to estimate the value of a partially observable MDP (POMDP). Nguyen
et al. (Nguyen et al., 2011) used Q-value averaging to select actions. However,
these methods do not target reinforcement learning problems.
CSRL is not without limitations, for very large state space the value
iteration can take long time. For problems with large state spaces at the hier-
archical execution level, selecting the task is difficult. However, the latter is
faced by all HRL framework that uses temporally abstract actions.
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7
Experiments on Robotic Simulation
In this chapter, we extend the toy experiments in the previous chapters using
the Webots robot simulator (Michel, 2004). The simulator serves as a bridge
between toy problems and real world challenges. We demonstrate that the
CSRL framework has the potential to solve some real world problems.
7.1 Introduction
We believe that an important role of future AI agents is to assist humans in
their daily life. There is already some progresses along the way, from house-
hold vacuum cleaning robots to self driving cars. However, both AI and
robotics are still far from reaching this goal. We are interested in problems
that resemble challenges faced in real life, without getting into low level im-
plementation of robots.
We use a simulator for two reasons. First, simulators allow us to skip
low level implementation and focus more on the HRL planning side. With a
simulator, we can control the parameters of the experiment, such as the distri-
bution of action effects. Second, We can build different virtual environments
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inside a simulator easily, while creating those environments in real life is much
more time consuming, and sometimes infeasible.
7.2 Experiments
Setup
We design three experiments, with the ultimate goal of modeling an assistive
care scenario, where a household robot learns to complete different tasks in
the house. We make a number of assumptions that will be explained later,
however, these problems remain to be quite challenging after simplification.
The first two experiments are extensions of the benchmark taxi prob-
lems, but with a more realistic setting: the robot’s goal is to find and place
items in their designated locations. The robot’s orientation is determined by
(x, y, θ), where θ is the orientation. The first experiment is a single item place-
ment, in which the robot needs to move an item from one landmark to the
other. This is similar to the taxi problem, and CTA-FRMAX is expected to han-
dle it efficiently. The second experiment consists of two items, each with mul-
tiple destinations. CSRL-Dynamic is suitable for this problem, and is expected
to learn a better policy than other HRL methods.
The third environment models an assistive care scenario, where the
robot’s aim is to complete a list of house work as well as talk to the patient. It
consists of a 20× 20 grid world, which is divided into multiple rooms, with
a number of tasks to complete in each room. The agent needs to complete all
the tasks inside each room, as well as navigating along the corridor. This ex-
periment is fairly complicated, and represents a number of challenges that are
faced by a robot in an assistive care environment.
Each experiment is repeated for 50 runs, with each run consisting of
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500 episodes. If the agent cannot complete an episode within 1000 steps, the
episode is terminated forcefully. All experiments share the navigation actions
Forward, TurnLeft and TurnRight. The effect of these actions are stochastic with
0.8 probability of carrying out the right action, and 0.1 probability of carrying
out a different navigation action. In addition, the starting location is drawn
from a uniform distribution over all non-occupied cells in the grid world.
We also discuss the implementation details of using Webots for rein-
forcement learning in Appendix B.
Assumptions
The aim of this experiment is to show that CSRL has the potential to work
in real world problems. However, we make some assumptions in the experi-
ments and show that CSRL outperforms other algorithms under the same sim-
plification. In particular, we do not focus on implementation of low level ac-
tions. Instead, we assume these actions are fully implemented, and we model
the environment in which we have full control of the environmental dynamics
through supervisor mode (Appendix B), where each primitive action directly
modifies the robot’s parameter.
7.2.1 Single item placement
The first experiment is inspired by the taxi problem, shown in Figure 7.1. It
contains a 8× 8 gridworld, with five landmark locations. An item will appear
in one of the landmark locations, and the goal of the agent is to carry it to the
destination, which is one of the other landmark locations. The reward assign-
ment is similar to the taxi problem, where each navigation action has reward
-1, executing pickup and putdown at wrong location has reward -5 and success-
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ful completion has reward +50. There are 7680 states in this experiment. There
are five state variables: x, y, θ, item location, and destination. The root problem
is decomposed into Get and Put, just like the taxi problem, where Get plans
using x, y, θ and item location; Put plans using the full state feature. There is
also a navigation task fragment, which specifies the robot’s current location
(x, y, θ) and only depends on its last location.
Figure 7.1: The first robot experiment.
We run the experiment with CTA-FRMAX, Factored RMAX (task) and
R-MAXQ. The agents are given the implicit knowledge that putdown is only
possible at landmark locations, which is already incorporated in R-MAXQ.
For the exploration setting, we use m = 1 for CTA-FRMAX, m = 1, 2
for Factored RMAX. However, R-MAXQ is a bit different. It does not converge
in 500 episodes with any exploration threshold setting. Due to delayed ex-

















































Figure 7.2: Result of CTA-FRMAX, Factored RMAX (task), and R-MAXQ on the
first robot experiment.
non-landmark positions, 4 orientation, 5 package location) before finish ex-
ploring the PickUp action. We use m = 5 for R-MAXQ as in the original work
used m = 5 on the MAXQ taxi. This experiment is based on the original taxi,
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and we skip the running time analysis as the algorithms perform similarly to
the taxi problem.
The result is shown in Figure 7.2. All methods except R-MAXQ con-
verges in around 100 episodes; while R-MAXQ is not able to converge after 500
episodes. As previously discussed, the slow rate of convergence for R-MAXQ
is due to the delayed exploration, where the agent does not attempt pickup
unless it is the starting state.
Other methods do not have such constraints, and converge much faster.
This is also the only experiment in which Factored RMAX has better accumu-
lated reward than CTA-FRMAX. This is because the DBN structure provided
to Factored RMAX specifies that item location does not depend on the orienta-
tion θ, i.e. the robot is able to pick up the package regardless of its orientation.
As a result, Factored RMAX only needs to explore pickup and putdown at every
cell, while CTA-FRMAX has to explore for every cell-orientation combination.
This exploration has a high cost, resulting in lower accumulated rewards in
CTA-FRMAX. Factored RMAX converges to the optimal policy with m = 2.
Despite having the advantage of learning on lesser number of features, Fac-
tored RMAX only slightly outperforms CTA-FRMAX.
7.2.2 Placement with multiple items and destinations
In the second experiment, the robot needs to move two boxes to their destina-
tions. In Figure 7.3, the destinations for the boxes are marked using the same
texture as the box. Unlike in the previous experiment, where the robot can
pick up the package in the same cell, in this experiment, the robot can pick
up the box if it is standing adjacent and facing the box. Hence, in this experi-
ment, the effect of executing pickup and putdown depends on both the agent’s
location as well as the orientation. There are two tables in the grid world, each
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occupying 12 cell spaces. It is not possible to move to the cells occupied by the
tables.
Figure 7.3: The second robot experiment.
There are four tasks involved. The state variables are x, y, θ, p1, p2, free.
p1 and p2 indicates the status of the box: at initial location, with the robot or
at the destination, free indicates whether the robot’s hands are free for picking.
The locations and the destinations of the boxes are fixed, thus they are not part
of the state variable.
The reward for each navigation action is -1. Attempting to execute













































Figure 7.4: Result of CSRL-Dynamic, CSRL-SMDP-SIMU, Factored RMAX
(global) and Factored RMAX (task) on the second robot experiment.
no change in state. Successful moving each box to destination gives a reward
of +20.
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We test the experiment with the task and global variants of Factored
RMAX, CSRL-SMDP-SIMU and CSRL-Dynamic. Factored RMAX (global) di-
rectly computes the global policy while Factored RMAX (task) uses random
task selection to choose the tasks. CSRL-Dynamic uses CSRL-SMDP-SIMU
for the first 30 episodes, and switches to dynamic mode after that. The explo-
ration threshold is set to 1 for all the algorithms.
Algorithms Time(s)
Factored RMAX (global) 472
Factored RMAX (task) 57.2
CSRL-SMDP-SIMU 261
CSRL-Dynamic 335
Table 7.1: The time required to complete 100 episodes of robot experiment 2,
average of 10 independent runs, on a Xeon E5-2643 v2 3.50GHz.
Table 7.1 summarizes the time taken for each algorithm to complete
this experiment. Factored RMAX (task) is the fastest while its global variant
is the slowest. The computational time for CSRL-SMDP-SIMU and CSRL-
Dynamic are slower than Factored RMAX (task) as the hierarchical execution
level requires additional time. Similar to previous experiments, both methods
have the potential to perform much faster. For CSRL-SMDP-SIMU, we can
accelerate the algorithm by switching off simulation after 15 episodes, as the
underlying task policy is already optimal, so that it can reuse the simulation
results from the previous episodes. CSRL-Dynamic can also perform faster if
it does not have to update context for every step. Skipping context update
occasionally and increase task switching threshold will make it run faster.
The results are shown in Figure 7.4. Factored RMAX (global) converges
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to the optimal policy, while CSRL-Dynamic converges to a near optimal pol-
icy. CSRL-SMDP-SIMU converges in around 10 episodes, but only to a sub-
optimal policy. Factor RMAX (task) does not converges to optimal due to ran-
dom task selection.
As CSRL-Dynamic uses CSRL-SMDP for the first 30 episodes, both meth-
ods have identical performance. After 30 episodes, CSRL-Dynamic quickly
converges to a much better policy. This is because the CSRL-SMDP agent
places the box to the nearest destination, ignoring the locations of the other
box. For example, the CSRL-SMDP agent will place the brick box to the brick
cell at top right corner, because it is nearer to the agent than the other brick
cell at the left side. However, CSRL-Dynamic chooses to place the brick box on
the left destination, because it makes picking up the next box more convenient.
From Figure 7.4, it can be seen that CSRL-Dynamic’s policy is slightly worse
than Factored RMAX’s optimal policy, showing that the CSRL-Dynamic agent
still executes non-optimal actions at certain states. While Factored RMAX can
compute the globally optimal policy, this comes at a huge cost in cumulative
rewards, and it is also more computationally intensive as value iteration is
done on the complete state space.
7.2.3 Household Robot
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The final experiment involves a much larger, 20 × 20 gridworld. As
shown in Figure 7.5, the grid world is divided into multiple rooms (a bed-
room, a kitchen, a living room), a corridor and a yard, each location with a
different set of tasks to complete. This experiment represents a simple med-
ical assistive care scenario. The agent is the Nao robot in the corridor, and
in addition, there is a second Nao that represents a patient (the patient robot
does not learn). The role of the agent is to take care and monitor the patient,
as well as to do some household work. The set of tasks are listed below.
• In the living room:
– Switch off television.
– Switch off light.
– Clean the round table.
• In the kitchen (the tasks must be executed in order):
1. Get food from fridge.
2. Wash food in the basin.
3. Bring food to the oven.
• In the bedroom:
– Make bed.
– Talk to patient.
– Check computer status.
• In the yard:
– Check mailbox (bottom left corner).
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The state variables are x, y, θ, which indicate the robot’s location and
orientation, as well as 10 binary variables that indicates whether a task is com-
plete. Each task has different set of relevant features. For example, if the task is
to switch off the television, the binary state variable television is on is relevant.
The size of state space is 1638400 (400 cells, 4 orientation, 10 binary variables).
There are 17 actions in total: three navigations actions (Forward, TurnLeft
and TurnRight, one unique action for each of the 10 tasks (such as turning off
the light), and one action to open the door for each room. The agent has to use
the respective open door action in order to enter or leave the room; as such
it is not possible to enter or leave the rooms using navigation actions. The
reward for navigation actions and opening doors are -1. The reward for the
tasks’ unique actions is 40 if it completes the task, and -5 at wrong locations.
Multiple CSRLs
In this experiment, we further extend the capability of CSRL formulation. We
run five CSRL-SMDP-SIMU instances, as shown in the dashed rectangle in
Figure 7.6. We define one CSRL-SMDP-SIMU instance for each room, includ-
ing the corridor. The tasks for each CSRL are their child nodes, and they share
the room navigation fragment. For example, the tasks for the living room
CSRL are SwitchOffTV, SwitchOffLight, CleanTable and LeaveLivingRoom, and
these four tasks share the same NavigateLivingRoom fragment. For the tasks in
each room, we map the global (x, y) coordinates to local coordinates so that
the CSRL for a room can ignore the coordinates outside the room. Each CSRL
also has its input sets and goal states. A CSRL controlling learning inside a
room can only be activated if the agent is in the room. Its goal state is to com-
plete all tasks in the room and leave the room.
We use an additional hierarchical execution level at the root, which
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treats each CSRL instance as a single action. For example, if the root level
wants to complete all tasks in the kitchen, it calls the CSRL for the kitchen,
and treats the whole CSRL instance just like an option, where all learning in
the kitchen is handled by the CSRL. The only special case is the corridor CSRL,
which contains four tasks: NavigateToBedroom, NavigateToKitchen, NavigateTo-
LivingRoom and NavigateToYard, which shares the CorridorNavigation fragment.
The root level considers these four navigation tasks as four actions.
The root level has eight action: four room CSRLs and four corridor nav-
igations. It chooses the action by constructing a root level SMDP. For room
CSRLs, the reward is the expected value of following the room CSRL-SMDP-
SIMU policy. When all tasks in a room are completed, the agent will leave
the room using the leave room task. For corridor navigations, the immedi-
ate reward is the value of the task in the corridor CSRL, and transits to the
navigation destination. If a room CSRL returns the maximum value Vmax as
the reward, that means the room is not fully explored, and reaches a fictitious
state. In such scenario, the root level SMDP also consider the state-CSRL com-
bination transits to a fictitious state.
In short, in Multi-CSRL, there are three levels of learning simultane-
ously: the lowest level CTA-FRMAX, the hierarchical execution level and the
root level.
Algorithms
This experiment is quite complicated with more than 1 million states. It cannot
be formulated using MAXQ. This is because in MAXQ, the agent is given the
information of navigation destinations (such as the landmarks in taxi). In this
problem, the agent does not have access to such information. For example,
if the agent wants to switch off the computer, it must find the location of the
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computer by itself, which can be anywhere in the room. MAXQ cannot handle
this, unless a human manually label every cell in the room as a landmark,
which is clearly not feasible. All MAXQ methods are also affected by delayed
exploration, which is more evident as the problem size grows.
We also do not test the experiment with CSRL-SMDP-RMAX, as it is
already shown that using SMDP-RMAX requires a large number of episodes
to converge. SMDP-RMAX faces the same issue of delayed exploration, as it
needs to experience all state-task pair (s, i) before it converges, which makes
it infeasible in problems of this size.
We run the experiment using Multi-CSRL and multiple Factored RMAX
(Multi-FRMAX) with the exploration threshold m = 1 for both methods. Multi-
FRMAX is extended in a similar way: we run multiple Factored RMAX in-
stances, one for each room. However, it follows a fixed order of execution. The
agent completes the tasks in the order as listed in the experiment description:
if the starting location is in the corridor, the Factored RMAX agent follows the
list exactly in this order: living room, kitchen, bedroom and yard; if the start-
ing location is in one of the rooms, it completes all tasks in the room, enters
the corridor, and completes the remaining tasks according the list.
To simplify the problem, we set up the input sets in both algorithms
such that the agent cannot leave a room unless all tasks in the room are com-
pleted, i.e. in order to execute LeaveBedroom, all tasks in the bedroom needs
to be completed; if the agent is in the corridor, it also cannot switch to Nav-
igateToBedroom if all tasks in the bedroom is already completed. This greatly





Table 7.2: The time required to complete 100 episodes of the household robot,
average of 10 independent runs, on a Xeon E5-2643 v2 3.50GHz.
Result
In terms of computational time, both methods have similar performance. Multi-
CSRL completes 100 episodes in 610.8 seconds, while Multi-FRMAX completes
in 616.7 seconds. When a task is selected, both Multi-CSRL and Multi-FRMAX
have similar per-step computation cost as both uses value iteration to obtain
a task. However, Multi-CSRL learns a better policy which involves smaller
number of steps per episode, and this makes up the time spent on reasoning
in the hierarchical execution level and root level.
The result is shown in Figure 7.7. We can see there is a huge improve-
ment in average performance for Multi-CSRL at around the 25th episode, the
value of the policy increases from about -1200 to more than 100. This is due to
the structure of Multi-CSRL. Multi-CSRL features very efficient multi-layer
directed exploration: CTA-FRMAX first indicates an unknown component-
action pair by making it transit to a fictitious state, this is reflected in the
value function for all tasks that includes this component-action pair. The hi-
erarchical execution of the room CSRL treats these tasks as another layer of
fictitious states, and directs the agent to explore these tasks. Finally, the root
level notices the room CSRL having fictitious states, and directs the agent to
visit the room. In simpler problems, it is possible for the agent to stumble

















































Figure 7.7: Result of Multi-CSRL and Multi-FRMAX on the third robot experi-
ment.
many tasks, it is virtually impossible for the agent to reach the terminating
state before finishing exploration. Despite each episode has a different start-
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ing state, each run has the same number of compulsory exploration indicated
by CTA-FRMAX. Since each episode contains at most 1000 steps (after that it is
terminated), the agent in each run requires similar number of episodes to com-
plete exploration. Once all exploration is completed, it immediately reaches a
near optimal policy.
Multi-FRMAX converges to a sub-optimal policy, indicating that SMDP
task selection leads to much better performance than fixed order task selec-
tion. Multi-CSRL also has better accumulated reward, as sharing the naviga-
tion fragments minimize the total number of exploration required. Unlikely
Multi-CSRL, which has a sudden improvement in average reward, Multi-
FRMAX’s improvement in average reward is more smooth. This probably
shows that without a multi-layer directed exploration mechanism as in Multi-
CSRL, it requires more episodes to complete all the exploration steps.
7.3 Summary
In this chapter, we tested our algorithm in a set of simulated environments.
The taxi problems are toy problems that are originally designed to show the
advantage of HRL over flat RL. While we still make simplifying assump-
tions, the simulated experiments in this chapter are modeled after real life
challenges. Our methods have perform well in all the experiments, show-
ing that they have potential to scale up to real world domains. In particular,
we extended CSRL to Multi-CSRL in the last experiment, by treating a CSRL
instance just like an action. Multi-CSRL is similar to using a deeper task hi-
erarchy, but it differs that its child CSRLs are independent of each other. For
example, an experience in the kitchen cannot be used to improve performance
in the living room, and navigation in different rooms focus on different parts
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of the grid world.
The largest experiment we conducted in this work contains more than a
million states, nevertheless our algorithm learns a good policy in a short time.
We believe our algorithm can have many different practical applications, such
as assisting a human in activities of daily life in the house. Complete solutions
to real life challenges requires the integration of many areas of research apart
from reinforcement learning, such as computer vision and motion planning
for recognizing and grasping objects, etc. Our work has made a number of
assumptions on the primitive actions, so that we can focus on reinforcement
learning. Nevertheless, our experimental results in the simulated environ-
ments are promising, and we believe that they can be generalized to solve the




HRL works are inspired by human decision making process. When faced with
a complex real life problem, humans adopt a divide and conquer approach
and solve the smaller problems individually. In this thesis, we detailed CSRL,
a HRL framework for efficient learning through hierarchical decomposition of
a complex problem into tasks and task fragments. The CSRL framework pre-
sented in this thesis consists of two levels: task learning and hierarchical exe-
cution. We proposed the CTA methods for efficient task learning by exploit-
ing the contextual independences between tasks. We proposed two methods
for hierarchical execution: CSRL-SMDP, which models the task selection as
SMDP; and CSRL-Dynamic, which allows multiple tasks to be active at the
same time. We demonstrated that our methods perform well in the standard
benchmarks and are capable of scaling to very complex problems.
8.1 Contributions
The main contribution is the set of algorithms introduced. We introduced
CTA-FRMAX that allows the agent to learn both the task and root transition
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function efficiently, with a small bound on sample complexity which is inde-
pendent of the state space. We demonstrated that CTA-FRMAX performs well
in all experiments, either as a stand-alone algorithm, or as the task learning
component for CSRL. We saw that CTA-FRMAX outperforms Factored RMAX,
which has knowledge of the task DBN structure. This is because CTA-FRMAX
allows sharing of task dynamics through fragments and overlapping features.
While other HRL works such as MAXQ allow different tasks to share a com-
mon subtask, our formulation guarantees task optimality for tasks at the exe-
cution frontier, which is stronger than MAXQ’s recursive optimum.
We demonstrated that CTA-FRMAX and SMDP-RMAX can be integrated
to form CSRL-SMDP-RMAX, and presented a sample complexity analysis on
SMDP-RMAX with an arbitrary task learning mechanism. We also introduced
CSRL-SMDP-SIMU, which uses simulation to construct the SMDP for task se-
lection. CSRL-SMDP-SIMU allows very efficient exploration at both the hier-
archical execution level and the task learning level, and achieves very good
performance in a small number of episodes. We showed that CSRL-SMDP-
SIMU converges much faster than SMDP-RMAX, and is able to scale up to
problems with hundreds of thousands of states. Since SMDP-RMAX is one of
the most efficient method to solve MDPs augmented with options, it shows
that CSRL-SMDP-SIMU is a better formulation of the problem.
Next, we introduced CSRL-Dynamic, which is based on the motivation
that multiple tasks can be active at the same time, and a task’s policy depends
on the presence of other tasks. CSRL-Dynamic allows the agent to combine
task Q-values to generate a new action, or computes a globally optimal action
through UCT simulation, rather than blindly following a task’s policy. This
allows CSRL-Dynamic to solve problems which other HRL works such as op-
tions (without primitive actions), MAXQ and CSRL-SMDP fail to handle.
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Finally, we conducted a set of experiments in the Webots simulator,
showing that the framework has potential to be used in real world domains,
such as in assistive care scenarios.
8.2 Concluding discussions
Table 8.1 summarizes the characteristics of the methods used in this thesis.
Summary of our algorithms
All our methods guarantee to find task optimal policy. CTA-FRMAX has the
lowest sample complexity, and is reasonably fast since it only focuses on a
subset of the state variables when computing a task’s policy. The CSRL-SMDP
methods use CTA-FRMAX for task learning. CSRL-SMDP-RMAX uses SMDP-
RMAX for constructing the SMDP for task selection, and has a high sample
complexity. CSRL-SMDP-SIMU utilizes the root transition function from CTA-
FRMAX, to learn the SMDP parameter for task selection. It has a much lower
sample complexity and performs well in very complex problems. Sample
complexity/optimality are not applicable to CSRL-Dynamic, as it uses CSRL-
SMDP methods in early episodes. CSRL-Dynamic focuses on problems with
multiple tasks active at the same time, and outperforms CSRL-SMDP in these
problems. The Multi-CSRL algorithm introduces additional hierarchical exe-
cution levels, allowing the agent to scale to problems with more than a million
states.
Strengths and limitations of our algorithms
The strengths of our algorithms are that we have address the limitations of ex-







































































































































































































































affected by delayed exploration. We have demonstrated that our framework
can handle sudden change of goals in the fickle taxi problem. It can also solve
problems with unknown subtask goals where existing HRL methods cannot
handle. Our methods are able to achieve task level optimum for tasks at the
execution frontier. The CSRL-Dynamic algorithm also allows the agent to op-
erate in environments where multiple tasks can be active.
Our methods also have limitations. Value iteration can be computation-
ally expensive in tasks with huge state space, which can be improved by using
prioritized sweeping. In addition, our methods are sample efficient, and once
the agent learns a near optimal model, it does not have to call the solver (value
iteration or prioritized sweeping) at every step. Another limitation is requir-
ing the state abstraction to be given. However, most other HRL methods also
require the same information in order to perform well. We plan to integrate
a feature selection mechanism in future work, so that the agent can learn the
important features for each task automatically.
Factored RMAX
Factored RMAX (tasks) requires the DBN structure for each task to be given,
and learns the parameter of the structures. It is sample efficient, though not as
much as CTA-FRMAX as it does not make use of common dynamics between
tasks. For each task, it only focus on the relevant features, making it com-
putationally fast. However, Factored RMAX for a task completely ignores the
irrelevant features. Without this information, it is not possible to implement
an SMDP for task selection without visiting every possible state-task pair (s, i).
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Options
SMDP-RMAX is among the most efficient methods to solve MDPs augmented
with options, due to model-based approach with directed exploration. It also
guarantees global optimum, but such guarantee means little as the agent can
use only primitive actions without using options at all. Introducing options
can lead to higher sample complexity and slower convergence (Jong, Hester,
and Stone, 2008).
MAXQ-Q and R-MAXQ
All MAXQ methods guarantee that the learned policy is recursively optimal (a
weaker guarantee) and not task optimal. MAXQ-Q and R-MAXQ are very fast
algorithms for the following reasons: MAXQ-Q is model-free and R-MAXQ
uses prioritized sweeping. However, MAXQ-Q uses e-greedy exploration
which has infinite sample complexity. R-MAXQ suffers from delayed explo-
ration, in which it needs a large number of episodes in order to explore all
actions. There are a number of problems that cannot be solved by MAXQ, but
can be solved using our methods.
Bayesian MAXQ and H-UCT
These two methods are computationally intensive, thus have limited scalabil-
ity. Bayesian MAXQ uses e-greedy for exploration, which has infinite sample
complexity. They also requires the priors over models to be given. H-UCT
samples on the belief space, and requires too much time even on the MAXQ
Taxi. These method have an advantage that they allow the programmer to
integrate domain knowledge through the priors. In addition, H-UCT allows
perfect balance between exploration and exploitation as it focus on the belief
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space rather than the state space.
8.3 Future work
This thesis opens up directions for future work in a number of areas, some
of them include transfer learning, action effects, better generalization at the
hierarchical execution level and feature selection.
Transfer learning allows the agent to apply the knowledge in a source
problem to a target problem. We briefly explain two approaches for transfer
learning. It is possible to transfer the whole task hierarchy, including the rel-
evant features for the tasks and task fragments. In target problems where the
state abstractions are not given, the agent can reuse the information from the
source problems. In addition, CSRL-SMDP can transfer a task or a fragment
through the learned transition models. These fragments are usually shared by
multiple tasks across problems.
Actions often have similar effects across multiple states. For example,
the action Forward moves the agent one step forward, assuming there is no
walls. A number of works such as Fitted R-MAX (Jong and Stone, 2009), lor-
eRL (Nguyen et al., 2013) and TEXPLORE (Hester and Stone, 2013) focus on
learning the relative transition function, and use them to generalize across dif-
ferent states. This can be a possible future work for CSRL. However, the agent
cannot make guarantee on the optimality; action effects can be harmful in cer-
tain problems, as the agent can over generalize without sufficient exploration.
In addition to using action effects, more general function approximation may
also be used, such as using linear programming. It allows the agent to gener-
alize its experience to unvisited states.
While CSRL-SMDP-SIMU is efficient in learning the tasks and selecting
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tasks for execution, we can enhance its performance by further abstracting the
states at the top level. We use concept of feature relevance on the task learning
level, but not on the task selection SMDPs. We believe it can be integrated to
the task selection level as well. This will allow the agent to perform well with
lesser number of samples.
Feature selection is another future work. The agent is given the state
abstraction, and in future we aim to automate this process. However, this
limits the scalability of the framework. Hester and Stone (2009) has shown
that even the original MAXQ taxi is too computationally demanding for SLF-
RMAX (Strehl, Diuk, and Littman, 2007). A possible direction is to find a fea-
ture selection methods that scales well with CSRL, and still accurate enough to
allow CSRL to compute a near-optimal policy. Since automated feature selec-
tion cannot be perfect, the framework needs to perform well with approximate
abstraction. An agent can use multiple feature selection mechanisms to obtain
multiple possible models, and assign a score to each of them based on the
performance.
Context can also be used to model partial observability. The agent’s
uncertainty in its current location can be represented as a weight distribution
over multiple identical tasks. If the agent is not sure whether it is in state s1
or s2, this can translate to two identical tasks, where it is in s1 in one task,
and in s2 in another. If the agent has learned the task dynamics under full
observability, this formulation allows the agent to handle partial observability
without using a POMDP solver, which can be very computationally intensive.
We have proposed a different approach to HRL, and we hope this work
opens up the opportunity for further research in HRL, with the ultimate goal
of performing general intelligent actions to assist humans in real life.
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A.1 Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. For any feature f ∈ F, let X = {i| f ∈ Fi}. Every task in X has f as one
relevant feature and every task in X does not have f . Thus f ∈ Uni(⋂i∈X Fi).
This proves that the partition covers F.
To prove the partition is non-overlapping by contradiction, assume there
exist Xk and Xl such that Xk 6= Xl and






This implies that f is unique to tasks in Xk and is also unique to tasks in Xl,
which is not possible as Xk and Xl are different sets.
A.2 Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. To prove it by contradiction, assume ∃a ∈ A1 ∩ A2, and F′1 ∩ F′2 depends
on a non-overlapping feature f . f is a relevant feature for either task 1 or task
2, but not both. Without loss of generality, assume f belongs to F1. f does
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not belong to F2, thus it is irrelevant to task 2. However F1 ∩ F2 is a subset
of F2, which means an irrelevant feature for task 2 is influencing the value of
relevant features of task 2 under an action applicable to task 2. This contradicts
the definition of feature irrelevance (Definition 7) for task 2.
A.3 Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. The proof by contradiction is similar to the previous lemma. Assume
the statement is false, then there exists a common action which when exe-
cuted, the value of the overlapping features depend on a feature f that does
not belong to
⋂
i∈X Fi, by the definition of task feature relevance, the feature
f is relevant to each task i ∈ X, thus it must belong to ⋂i∈X Fi, which is a
contradiction.
A.4 Proof of Corollary 3
Proof for RSA only. The theorem can be proved by contradiction. Assume there
exists a feature f 6∈ ⋂i∈X Fi, but has influence on certain feature in Uni(⋂i∈X F′i ).
Since features in Uni(
⋂
i∈X F′i ) are considered relevant for every task in X and
they depend on the value of f , f must be considered relevant for every task in
X, and thus f ∈ ⋂i∈X Fi, contradicting the assumption.
A.5 Proof of Theorem 4
Proof. If
⋂
i∈X F′i = Uni(
⋂
i∈X F′i ), this theorem reduces to Assumption 2. If it
is not the case, then
⋂





The following lemma separates
⋂
i∈X F′i into a union of components.






























































fi, a) (Lemma 5)
A.6 Proof of Theorem 5
Proof. The theorem can be proved by contradiction. Assume the theorem
is false, then there exists a feature f 6∈ ⋂i∈X∩Y fi that affects the value of
Uni(
⋂
i∈X F′i ). Since Uni(
⋂
i∈X F′i ) ⊆ Uni(
⋂
i∈X∩Y F′i ), the assumption means
Uni(
⋂





i∈X∩Y F′i ) should only depend on
⋂
i∈X∩Y fi when a is executed. Hence
the assumption is a contradiction.
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A.7 Proof of Lemma 2
Proof. To prove (1), first prove
⋃









element from left hand side belongs to right hand side. let f ∈ ⋃i∈N Fi, if f
does belong to
⋃
i∈X Fi, then it belongs to some Fi where i ∈ X. Since f does
not belong to any task in X, then it must belong to Uni(
⋃
i∈X Fi). The other
direction is obvious.
To prove (2), assume there exists f ∈ (⋃i∈X Fi) ∩ (Uni(⋃i∈X Fi)), then
f ∈ (⋃i∈X Fi) suggests f belongs to some task in X, and f ∈ (Uni(⋃i∈X Fi))
suggests f cannot belong to any task in X, which is a contradiction.









f ∈ ⋃i∈X Fi, then f belongs to at least one task in X. Let Y = {i| f ∈ Fi}, which
denotes the set of tasks whose relevant feature set includes f , then X ∩Y 6= ∅
and f ∈ Uni(⋂i∈Y Fi). Hence f belongs to the right hand side. To prove
the other direction, let f ∈ (⋃Y:Y⊆N∧X∩Y 6=∅Uni(⋂i∈Y Fi)), then there exists
Y ⊆ N such that X ∩ Y 6= ∅ and f ∈ Uni(⋂i∈Y Fi). Since X ∩ Y 6= ∅, f
belongs to the left hand side.
(4) can be proved similarly to (3).



























































































































fi, a∅) (Assumption 2)
A.9 Proof of Theorem 7
Proof.























f j, a) (Theorem 5)
A.10 Proof of Lemma 3
Proof. The proof of this lemma is based on the proof of Strehl’s(2007) Lemma
27. The underlying idea is that if mk is chosen to be a sufficiently large number,
so that after visiting each element of D(Par(Ck, a)) for mk times, the agent is
able to learn the distribution of P(C′k|Par(Ck, a), a) accurately so that the error
in value function is small with high probability.
The following theorems are used without proof.
Lemma 6. (Strehl, 2007) Let M1 = (S, A, T1, R1,γ) and M2 = (S, A, T2, R2,γ)
be two MDPs with non-negative rewards, and their value functions are bounded by
Vmax. Suppose that |R1(s, a)−R2(s, a)| ≤ α and ||T1(s, a, ·)− T2(s, a, ·)||1 ≤ β for
all states s and actions a. There exists a constant C, such that for any 0 < e ≤ Vmax






|Qpi1 (s, a)−Qpi2 (s, a)| ≤ e.
Theorem 12. (Weissman et al., 2003) Let P be a probability distribution on the set
A = 1, 2, . . . , a. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xm be independent identically distributed random
variables according to P. Let Pˆ denote the empirical distribution computed by using
the Xi’s. Then for all e > 0,
Pr(||P− Pˆ|| ≥ e) ≤ 2ae−me2/2. (A.1)
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The lemma states that it is sufficient to bound the Q function (thus the






The theorem will allow us to determine the number of samples required to
bound the transition function with high probability. As the transition func-
tion is a product of n component transition probabilities, if we can keep each
the L1 error of each component probability within e/n, the result transition





to m, D(Ck) to a and δ′





















=⇒ mk = O
(
n2V2max(|D(Ck)|+ ln( 1δ′ ))
e2(1− γ)2
)
Since the transition function is a production of n terms, by setting δ′ = δ/n,





, the value function is within e with
probability at least 1− δ.
A.11 Proof of Theorem 10
Proof. The proof of this theorem is based on the proof of Strehl’s(2007) Theo-
rem 12. The following theorem is used without proof. We first give a definition
of escape event.
Definition 13. (Strehl, Li, and Littman, 2006) Suppose that for algorithmA there is
a set of state-action pairs Kt defined during each timestep t and that depends only on
the history of the agent up to timestep t (before the tth action). Let AK be the event,
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called the escape event, that some state-action pair (s, a) is experienced by the agent
at time t, such that (s, a) /∈ Kt.
Theorem 13. (Strehl, Li, and Littman, 2006) Let A(e, δ) be any greedy learning
algorithm such that for every timestep t, there exists a set Kt of state-action pairs that
depends only on the agent’s history up to timestep t. We assume that Kt = Kt+1
unless, during timestep t, an update to some state-action value occurs or the escape
event AK happens. Let MKt be the known state-action MDP and pit be the current
greedy policy, that is, for all states s, pit(s) = arg maxa Qt(s, a). Suppose that for
any inputs e and δ, with probability at least 1− δ, the following conditions hold for
all states s, actions a, and timesteps t:
1. Vt(s) ≥ V∗(s)− e (optimism),
2. Vt(s)−VpitMKt (s) ≤ e (accuracy),
3. the total number of updates of action-value estimates plus the number of times
the escape event from Kt, AK, can occur is bounded by ζ(e, δ) (learning com-
plexity).
Then, when A(e, δ) is executed on any MDP M, it will follow a 4e-optimal policy











timesteps, with probability at least 1− 2δ.
Condition (1) of the theorem: Vt(s) = V∗M̂Kt
(s) ≥ V∗MKt (s)− e ≥ V
∗(s)−
e. The first equality comes from the fact that Vt is the solution of the estimated
model M̂Kt . The first inequality follows Lemma 3, and the second from the fact
that MKt is constructed by replacing the reward of unknown state-action pairs
with Rmax, and make them transit to itself, thus the value for every state s is
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non-decreasing. Condition (2) of the theorem is satisfied by Lemma 3 directly.
Condition (3) requires the learning complexity ζ(e, δ) to be bounded. For each
a and Par(Ck, a), the distribution of Ck requires mk updates to be estimated
accurately. For all the |D(Par(Ck, a))| possible value assignment of the parent
features, there will be up to |D(Par(Ck, a))|mk updates. By summing along all















for 4e-optimal with 1− 2δ probability. The asymptotic bound is the same for
e-optimal with 1− δ probability.
A.12 Proof of Theorem 11
We ignore the logarithmic terms here. Since the term δ only appear in loga-
rithmic terms, the probability 1− δ is not important, as it has very little impact
on the sample complexity.
Note that since the optimal policy is at least φi better than any other
policy, then if a policy is φi-optimal, the policy must be the optimal policy.
Refer to the discussion in thesis just before introducing the theorem.
The key idea is that if we execute task i in state s for a sufficiently
large number of times, then the estimate of P(·|s, i) converges despite non-
stationarity, because most of the times the execution is φi-optimal, which is
stationary following the optimal policy.
ξi(φi) is the sample complexity for learning the optimal policy for task
i, and we just denote it as ξi for clearer presentation. This means there are
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ξi non φi-optimal steps in the task across all execution of the task. This can
cause at most ξi executions out of mi explorations to become non-optimal.
The remaining mi − ξi explorations of task i are following the optimal policy
and are stationary.
Let eR and eT denote the estimation bound on the reward function
R(s, i) and transition function P(·|s, i), i.e.
eR = |Rˆ(s, i)− Rpi∗i (s, i)| (A.2)
eT = ||Pˆ(·|s, i)− Ppi∗i (·|s, i)||1 (A.3)
For reward estimation, if the ξi non stationary episodes contribute less
than eR/2 error, and mi − ξi episodes contributes less than eR/2 error, we can
bound the estimated reward function within eR.
To satisfy the former, since the difference between any episode is bounded







mi ≥ ξiVmaxeR . (A.4)
To satisfy the latter, let eR′ be the estimated error of the mi− ξi episodes,






which means eR′ = eR/2 is a sufficient solution.
By Hoeffdin’s Theorem (refer to proof of Theorem 2 in supplementary
material of Brunskill and Li (2014)), it takes O(1/(e2(1 − γ)2)) samples to
ensure e-accuracy, which means the latter requires
mi ≥ 1(eR/2)2(1− γ¯s)2 . (A.5)
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to be sufficient for reward estimation.
Similarly, for transition estimation, since the L1-norm follows the trian-
gle inequality, if the ξi non stationary episodes contribute to less than eT/2,
and mi − ξi episodes contributes to less than eT/2, we can bound the error of
transition function estimates within eT.
For the former, since estimating the transition function is done by count-
ing the number of instances, the ξi episodes can account for at most ξi incorrect
episodes, which means ξimi ≤
eT
2 . This implies
mi ≥ 2ξieT . (A.6)
For the latter, let eT′ be the estimated error of the mi − ξi episodes, such
that they contribute to less than eT/2 in the overall estimate. This tells us that
setting eT′ = eT/2 is sufficient.
By Hoeffdin’s Theorem, it takes O(Nsi/e2) samples for the transition










to be sufficient for transition function estimation.
By Lemma 5 in supplementary material of Brunskill and Li (2014), it
is sufficient to set eR = e(1− γ¯s)/2 and eT = e(1−γ¯s)Vmax to achieve e-optimum
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in value function. By substituting theses values to mi and combining both






By Theorem 1 of Brunskill and Li (2014), in which we have satisfy all

















Webots (Michel, 2004) is a robot simulator for investigating robot controllers
in simulated environment. Webots controllers can be written in C, C++, Java,
Python and Matlab. It also offers an integrated development environment
that allows simulation and controller development within the same interface,
shown in Figure B.1. We use the Aldebaran Nao inside Webots simulator, as
shown in the same figure.
B.0.1 Integrating RL-Glue with Webots Simulator
We have used RL-Glue (Tanner and White, 2009) for all the experiments. Here
we briefly discuss how we integrate RL-Glue with Webots, as shown in Fig-
ure B.2. RL-Glue consists of four components: the RL-Glue main program,
the agent, the environment and the experiment. These components are inter-
connected through network sockets. Webots consists of two components: the
control program and the simulator. The robot control program and environ-
ment are also connected through TCP sockets.
An augmented environment can be formed by combining the RL-Glue
environment with Webots. The RL-Glue environment process more abstract
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Figure B.1: Webots Pro 8.2 with nao demo sample world open, showing the
Aldebaran Nao waving hand.
data, such as checking whether the current state is the goal state. The envi-
ronment receives the action to be executed from the agent, and then pass the
action to the robot control program to execute the action. The control program
then retrieves the new robot configuration and pass it to the RL-Glue environ-
ment. The environment converts the robot configurations to state features,
and combine them with non-robot state features if necessary. The resulting
state will be sent to the RL agent through RL-Glue’s network sockets.
B.0.2 Controller and Supervisor
A controller defines the robot’s behavior in a environment. Time of execution











Environment Augmented with Simulator
Figure B.2: Integrating RL-Glue with Nao, the environment and robot control
program is connected through TCP sockets.
troller can access a robot’s sensors, and modify the parameters of the robot’s
actuators. Simulation will resume with the new actuator parameters for an-
other time step.
A supervisor is a special type of controller. In addition to standard sen-
sors and actuators, the supervisor functions like a human intervention on ex-
perimental setup. For example, a supervisor can measure the robot’s exact
location in the virtual environment, even if the robot does not have a GPS or
any distance sensors. In general, the supervisor can read or modify the value
of every fields in the experiment, not just robot’s location and orientation, but
also includes any object’s color, the lighting condition etc.
